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Executive Summary

The University of Cambridge holds assets of approximately £3.5 billion, the largest university
endowment in Europe. Within the University there is broad agreement about the urgent need to
reduce carbon emissions. However, whether full divestment of University funds from fossil fuel
assets is the best way to make that happen has been the subject of intense debate. Based on a
review of the academic literature, interviews and focus groups with relevant stakeholders inside and
outside the University, records of University and college discussions, and some further primary data
collection, this report explores the advantages and disadvantages of a policy of fossil fuel divestment
across its moral, social, political, reputational, and financial dimensions, ending with a summary of
costed divestment scenarios for the University.
Divestment campaigners cite three main reasons for divestment. The first is that divestment is a
moral imperative, the second is that divestment promotes necessary societal and political change,
and the third is that investments in fossil fuel companies make poor financial sense. Failing to divest
would, as a consequence, negatively affect the University’s reputation.
The moral question is addressed in Section 3 of the report. Proponents of divestment argue that any
investment in fossil fuel companies is inconsistent with the beliefs we hold as a university
community. Opponents of divestment, while sharing substantially the same overall objectives of
achieving rapid decarbonisation, argue that divestment is a hollow gesture that is unlikely to be
effective and that the moral position would be to do something that is more likely to achieve
substantial change.
Different theories of change are considered in Section 4 regarding the social and political advantages
and disadvantages of divestment. Proponents of divestment consider that the stigmatisation of fossil
fuel companies that divestment brings counteracts the political and financial power of these
companies and helps to achieve a change in public discourse that in turn creates the conditions for
political change. They argue that divestment has reinvigorated the environmental movement,
especially among young people; brought “stranded assets” and “carbon budget” into the public
lexicon, contributing to a decrease in investors’ confidence in fossil fuel companies’ long-term
prospects; and drawn needed attention to frontline communities and the supply side of the fossil
fuel equation. They further claim that shareholder engagement with fossil fuel companies has not,
and will not, lead to change on the scale and in the timeframe necessary. Opponents of divestment
are uncomfortable with the stigmatisation of individuals and companies and the politicisation of
endowments, which they argue would create a precedent for the University to take overt political
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actions on a wide array of topics in the future. They consider that other forms of environmental
campaigning and concrete decarbonisation action, combined with shareholder engagement with
fossil fuel companies, could harness the capabilities required to achieve the energy transition faster.
They also object to selling holdings to investors who do not share the University’s concerns about
climate change.
Preceding this, by way of context, Section 2 discusses the extent to which large fossil fuel companies
are changing strategy and practices, whether in response to the changing business landscape or the
existing divestment and shareholder engagement campaigns. It notes that while there have been
welcome statements of intent and some initial steps moving towards an energy transition by some
companies, within the industry as a whole there has been limited action on the short-term targets or
changes in current investments that would provide evidence of a commitment to an energy
transition consistent with a “well below 2˚C” pathway. The section identifies further short-term
steps that fossil fuel companies could take to demonstrate commitment, including in the realms of
lobbying, executive compensation, and capital expenditure, inter alia. This section also points out
that economics now favours renewable energy in most countries, meaning there is a sizable
investment opportunity in renewables for fossil fuel companies, and that one (albeit mid-sized) fossil
fuel company has successfully transitioned to a renewable energy company, helping to transform
the UK offshore wind sector while generating high returns for its investors. On the investment side,
evidence suggests that most new financing for fossil fuels comes from bank lending and bond issues,
not equity, while at least one divestment-specific study – and other supporting evidence – suggests
that divestment may directly affect fossil fuel companies’ cost of capital from these main sources
(see pages 11-12; see also Appendix IV).
Section 5 considers the reputational arguments for the University, concluding that more evidence is
needed but that there would likely be reputational gains from taking bold action on climate change,
within constituencies spanning prospective employees, donors, alumni, and students. Divestment
advocates point to the reputational benefits of avoiding unwelcome media attention over
divestment and related issues, while divestment critics point to concerns about damage to
relationships with Cambridge’s present and future research partners and donors.
The financial arguments for and against divestment are considered in Section 6. There is much
literature on the impact of sector exclusion on index fund investment returns and the risks to fossil
fuel investments from the energy transition. Overall, there is little evidence to suggest that a global
portfolio invested to exclude fossil fuels would underperform one that included them and such a
portfolio might avoid the volatility that is likely to affect the fossil fuel sector in the coming years. On
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the face of it, therefore, the financial implications of divestment might appear to be slight for the
University. However, the University operates a fund of funds model, investing through dozens of
carefully selected third-party managers rather than investing directly in companies or through
generally available funds that are geared to the wider public. As at 31st December 2019, the
Cambridge University Endowment Fund (CUEF), which significantly supports the University’s
research and teaching activities, had only 2.8% of the fund invested in fossil fuel companies. In
Section 7, analysing the last decade of out-performance of investment indices, the Investment Office
explains that a policy of full divestment would necessitate a change in investment model, which
would eliminate its ability to achieve above-market returns. Applying the historic 1.2% annual
outperformance to the CUEF’s entire value as at 31 December 2019 would imply a reduction of c£40
million per year of investment returns. This could in turn breed scepticism on the part of major
donors regarding the safeguarding of the value of their benefactions. For the University of
Cambridge, then, the primary cost of full divestment would be in the abandonment of its investment
model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change may be the ultimate challenge – and threat – of our time. Greenhouse gas emissions
are steadily raising the mean surface temperature of the planet, resulting in extreme weather
events, droughts and floods, heat waves, forced migration, and a host of other harms. These effects
are already observable and have been shown to affect the Global South disproportionately, while
the Global North is largely responsible for the historical emissions that have caused the warming we
see now. As a community, the University of Cambridge has publicly and repeatedly acknowledged
these risks and harms, accepting the science behind climate change and supporting the aim of the
Paris Agreement – to keep warming “well below” 2 degrees Celsius. In fact, Cambridge researchers
have generated a great deal of research on the topic over many decades.
Keeping warming below 2˚C involves a swift and dramatic reduction in emissions – achieving “net
zero” emissions – as soon as possible, because the temperature will only stabilise once we have
achieved net zero.1 Thus the speed at which society transitions away from fossil fuels has a direct
impact on what degree of warming is achieved. Decarbonisation, whether it happens within the
window in which we can avert the effects of catastrophic climate change or whether it is effectuated
many disastrous decades hence, will have to occur eventually. Thus all investment portfolios will
ultimately be “fossil-free”. The question, then, is when and how society – and our investment
portfolios – will decarbonise, and what effect – across social, political, and financial dimensions –
Cambridge can have along the way.
Although there is strong recognition at the University of Cambridge of the severity of the threat of
climate change and the necessity to act with urgency and ambition, there is significant disagreement
as to how to achieve this. From the home of Pigou – progenitor of the concept of externalities – we
know we must deploy our core teaching, learning, and research to internalise our era’s most
catastrophic externality: climate change. The question is whether, to what extent, and how we also
use our capital and influence to help decarbonise the real economy, and which tactics to employ.
This report examines the advantages and disadvantages of one such tactic, that of fossil fuel
divestment,2 across five dimensions: moral, social, political, reputational, and financial. The fossil
fuel divestment movement has grown rapidly over the past decade. Since Hampshire College in the
US became the first higher education institution to divest its fossil fuel holdings in 2011 (Ryan and

Vice-Chancellor’s Lecture Series, Nick Stern, 25 February 2019.
Divestment from fossil fuels refers to institutions’ sale (or blacklisting) of financial assets in the fossil fuel
sector for at least partly non-financial (moral, social, political, and/or reputational) reasons.
1
2
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Marsicano 2020), there are as of 2 May 2020 full or partial divestment commitments from 1195
institutions – including the University of Cambridge – with a combined value of $14.14 trillion.3 For a
history of the divestment movement, globally and at Cambridge, please see Appendix III or consult
Chambers, Dimson, and Quigley (2020).
Universities and colleges that have divested from fossil fuels cite several motivations: alignment with
the institution’s values, demonstrating support for campus environmental efforts, positive
reputational effects, a desire to play a leadership role, the moral imperative to mitigate catastrophic
climate change, and long-term stability of the investment portfolio (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016;
Healy and Debski 2017). To this others add arguments about shifting social norms and generating
political pressure for climate legislation. Universities that have decided against divestment, on the
other hand, tend to cite financial costs and/or risk, as well as a belief that divestment is ineffectual
relative to other courses of action, that divestment is hypocritical for institutions that continue to
consume fossil fuels, and that the endowment is not to be wielded as a political tool (Healy and
Debski 2017). Some critics of divestment have also taken issue with the idea of transferring
ownership of – as well as influence over and oversight of – listed fossil fuel companies to investors
who do not share the University’s concern over climate change.
This report has been prepared for University Council in response to the Regent House4 Grace5 of
March 2019.6 For the purposes of the analysis that follows, divestment can be defined as the act of
selling (or blacklisting) financial assets in the fossil fuel sector for non-financial (moral, social, and
political) reasons, although financial arguments may still figure in the overall analysis. Necessarily,
then, this report focusses mainly on the production of fossil fuels, not their consumption. The
movement’s aims and definitions differ from institution to institution and range from demands to
divest from the top listed7 200 oil, gas, and coal companies to the goal of divesting from all direct
and indirect fossil fuel sector holdings across all asset classes. Accordingly, institutions’ divestment
commitments vary; for some, divestment means divesting from only directly-held fossil fuel assets,
only exploration and production companies, or only public equity holdings, and for others de
minimis fossil fuel exposure is within the bounds of the definition of divestment. The divestment
https://gofossilfree.org/divestment/commitments/. This list of commitments includes institutions that have
partially divested; the University of Cambridge, having blacklisted coal and tar sands, is already included.
4
The governing body of the University, which is made up of senior academic, academic-related, and research
staff. Thanks to Ceri Benton for this wording.
5
A Grace is a proposal that is submitted by a University body or a group of its members for approval by the
University. Thanks to Ceri Benton for this wording.
6
Full text in Appendix I and here: http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/reporter/201819/weekly/6543/section1.shtml#heading2-3.
7
“Listed” = companies that are listed on the stock market.
3
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movement at Cambridge has consistently requested full divestment from the whole fossil fuel
sector8 and this report consequently focusses on divestment from fossil fuels across all holdings.
Furthermore, the discussion around divestment at Cambridge usually centres on the Cambridge
University Endowment Fund (CUEF, or ‘the Fund’), through which the financial assets of the
University and some of its colleges and charitable trusts are invested, although it may also affect the
remaining Cambridge colleges; Cambridge Enterprise, a wholly-owned University research seed
venture fund; and Cambridge Innovation Capital (CIC), an early-stage investor in Cambridge
research-derived companies, in which the University is the largest investor (30% of the total). This
report principally concerns the University’s investments, however, and the colleges – separate legal
entities whose combined endowments come to c£4 billion – must of course make their own
decisions. Through distributions of approximately 4% of its value per annum,9 CUEF supports the
University’s research, teaching, and other activities. In the 2018/2019 fiscal year, this financial
support from CUEF to the University totalled £88 million, equivalent to approximately £3,800 per
student.10 CUEF is structured such that a policy of zero exposure to the fossil fuel sector cannot be
achieved without materially changing the current fund-of-funds investment model; those unfamiliar
with its structure and operations are strongly recommended to consult Appendix II before reading
on. As of 31st December 2019, 2.8% of the total value of CUEF was invested – via its fund managers –
in the fossil fuel sector.11
This report has benefited from individual semi-structured interviews with 7 key divestment experts,
including 3 prominent advocates of frontline communities12 in 3 different countries; multiple
consultations with students including a student-led discussion, a student led full-day conference,
dozens of informal conversations, 13 written submissions, and 6 interviews; additional stakeholder
events at several Cambridge colleges including Lucy Cavendish, Jesus (2), Christ’s, St Catharine’s, and

Defined here as companies engaged in exploration and production, refining and marketing, and storage and
transportation of oil, gas, coal, and consumable fuels, as well as oil and gas equipment and services.
9
As of 31st December 2019 the Net Asset Value (‘NAV’) of the Fund was £3.5 billion, £2.5 billion of which were
the University’s assets. Over the last decade, CUEF has paid out more than £750 million to the University, its
colleges, and charitable trusts.
10
To put this number in context, the University’s ten-year financial model indicates that research activities
result in an annual cash flow deficit to the University of approximately £100 million per annum. Teaching
activities run an annual deficit at the undergraduate level given estimated costs per student to the University
of £16,400 per annum, which is only partially met by standard per-student tuition fees of £9,250 per annum.
11
As per the definition in Footnote 9. The new CIML website includes sector and asset class breakdowns, and
the new CUEF CIO has committed to increased transparency more generally.
12
Frontline communities are those that bear the brunt of climate change – due to their proximity to fossil fuel
infrastructure or mining facilities, or because of their particular vulnerability to sea level rises, extreme
weather, fires, and other climate impacts – and that already experience the effects of socioeconomic or racial
inequality. Examples include communities living in low-lying Pacific island nations or a low-income
neighbourhood located near a power plant.
8
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Pembroke; two academic conferences organised by the Centre for Endowment Asset Management
(CEAM) at the Cambridge Judge Business School; a CEAM-run seminar; a Committee on Benefactions
and External and Legal Affairs (CBELA) workshop; a workshop on shareholder engagement run by the
Responsible Investment Network – Universities (RINU), of which Cambridge is a founding member; a
speech and question-and-answer session at the Cambridge Union Society; several background
discussions with professionals from the fossil fuel sector and adjacent industries; a survey of
equivalent processes and outputs of peer institutions around the UK and globally; financial analyses
conducted by the University’s Investment Office and Investment Board; informal background
discussions with fund managers, fellow asset owners, and academics with a focus on divestment
and/or sustainable finance; conversations with members of University Council, the Investment
Office, Heads of House, the Investment Board, the senior administration of the University,
Cambridge Zero, and members of the first two University Working Groups on the topic of
responsible investment; focus groups with Cambridge University Development and Alumni Relations
(CUDAR) and a large majority of the college Bursars; a review of all divestment- or responsible
investment-related Senate House discussions in the past decade, Regent House Graces, petitions,
and open letters at Cambridge since 2012; three student reports on divestment; a comprehensive
academic literature review on the topic of divestment;13 and some original research conducted
under the auspices of the Centre for the Study of Existential Risk (CSER). See References for the full
list of literature referenced in this report. To find all relevant academic articles, we employed a
snowball sampling method using keywords such as divestment, negative and positive screening,
exclusions, fossil fuels, responsible investment, and so on, and then consulted bibliographies to find
additional works on fossil fuel divestment. We also asked knowledgeable interview respondents and
stakeholders to suggest reports and academic articles for inclusion in the report. Insights from these
articles, reports, events, interviews, reviews, analyses, and written submissions will be interspersed
throughout this report and the appendices where relevant. The authors greatly appreciate the time
and effort of hundreds of people who shared their thoughts throughout this process.
The report is structured as follows: we establish a framework to analyse the evidence at hand, and
make some necessary clarifications, in Section 2. We examine the advantages and disadvantages of
fossil fuel divestment relevant to moral, social and political, reputational, and financial
considerations in Sections 3 through 6, respectively, followed by an exploration of possible costed
strategies for the University’s endowment fund to divest from fossil fuels in Section 7. Section 8
This report contains myriad references to the most significant historical case of divestment prior to the
current fossil fuel divestment movement: that of the movement to end Apartheid in South Africa. Although
there are significant differences between these two cases, some evidence from the latter is still instructive in
our discussion of the former.
13
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concludes the report. The references and appendices include additional information not
incorporated into the main text. In sum, the report aims to undertake a full evaluation of a policy of
fossil fuel divestment for the University of Cambridge according to a variety of financial and nonfinancial considerations.

2. FRAMEWORK, CONTEXT, AND POINTS OF CLARIFICATION
What follows includes a framework for Cambridge’s approach to climate change vis-à-vis its
investments; clarifications of misconceptions endemic to discussions of divestment; an overview of
the state of the fossil fuel industry; and a provisional set of indicators to assess if a fossil fuel
company14 is credibly moving towards alignment with the Paris Agreement goal of achieving “well
below 2˚C of warming” (United Nations 2015). Note that none of the points raised here constitutes
an argument for or against divestment per se; the report will later explore whether and how a policy
of divestment may affect such considerations.
Framework
What do divestment advocates hope to achieve? There is strong and widespread support15 for the
proposition that the University of Cambridge has an important role to play in decarbonising the real
economy, both directly and indirectly. Steps to accelerate decarbonisation include: negatively,
preventing lock-in of infrastructure or investment for fossil fuel extraction and use through
regulation and carbon pricing; and, positively, promoting investment in zero-carbon alternatives;
increasing energy efficiency; and swiftly reducing the carbon intensity of hard-to-abate sectors (e.g.
aviation). In addition to its core research, learning, and teaching activities, Cambridge’s
decarbonisation efforts can span the moral, social, political, and financial realms, influencing
politicians, public opinion, investors, company boards and executives, and standard-setters.
Clarifications
1. Although the various constituencies’ discourse may differ (Deeks 2017), there is substantial
agreement at the University of Cambridge on two key points addressed in this report: that we must
accept scientists’ assessments of the risks climate change poses to us all – particularly the vulnerable

Although this report focusses on fossil fuel companies, it is worth noting that most – if not all – large
companies are not yet aligned with the Paris Agreement goal.
15
Cambridge was the first higher education institution in the UK to adopt science-based targets for its own
decarbonisation, and launched a major decarbonisation initiative – Cambridge Zero – to coordinate research
and action on climate change across the University.
14
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– and act to address these risks. Disagreement is chiefly around tactics on how best to use the
University’s influence to effect change.
2. Fossil fuel divestment advocates do not claim that divestment is the only solution to climate
change, any more than proponents of shareholder engagement claim that theirs is the only solution.
There is a strong consensus in both camps that government action, in particular, is an absolute
necessity. Divestment, engagement, or some combination of the two are all possible tactics among
many.
3. Fiduciary duty16 is not normally a barrier to divestment, nor indeed to responsible investment
more generally. It is worth clarifying that the University of Cambridge can divest from fossil fuels if it
wishes to, as long as it can satisfy itself either that there is no risk of significant detriment to its
investment performance17 or that continued investment in fossil fuels is seen as running counter to
its mission and thus risks causing reputational harm to the institution to an extent that is likely to
lead to the alienation of supporters and beneficiaries (Charity Commission 2017). Dozens of other
UK universities have now divested with no attendant legal issues, although none has a fund-of-funds
model equivalent to that of Cambridge.18 For the University of Cambridge the question is not
whether it can legally divest from fossil fuels, but whether it can do so without incurring significant
costs and/or must do so in order to retain supporters and beneficiaries.
5. Most financing for fossil fuel projects comes from bank lending and bond issuance, not equity:

Source: Cojoianu et al, 2019.
Credit to David Parsons for his assistance with this paragraph.
See Section 7 for a full exploration of the costs of divestment according to several divestment scenarios.
18
The University of Oxford, which employs a fund-of-funds model, recently announced its divestment from
fossil fuels. They will have some exposure to fossil fuels going forward, however; thus Oxford does not meet
the strict definition of divestment employed in this report.
16
17
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Fossil fuel companies generate revenue from extracting, transporting, refining, and selling fossil fuels
to consumers, and they raise new investment capital mainly through bank loans and bonds,19 not
shares. Some national oil companies (NOCs) issue bonds that investors purchase, but investors tend
not to own the NOCs’ shares as these companies are only partially listed if at all.20 Thus an investor
may have a greater effect in restricting debt than in selling shares – because that is where most new
financing for new projects comes from, and because the bond market extends to NOCs (who hold a
majority of fossil fuel reserves). As the source of a majority of new fossil fuel financing, banks are
also a key player in the transition. See Appendix IV for further detail.
6. Evidence suggests that there has already been some impact of divestment on fossil fuel
companies. Although divestment does not seem to have a direct effect through public equity
holdings, it may already have had an impact on fossil fuel companies’ cost of new capital (debt)
(Cojoianu et al. 2019; Oikonomou, Brooks, and Pavelin 2014; Chava 2014; Bauer and Hann 2010; Ge
and Liu 2015; Sharfman and Fernando 2008). This effect may intensify as the divestment movement
increasingly focusses on the banking sector, the source of most new finance for fossil fuels (Cojoianu
et al. 2019). Furthermore, divestment may have had an impact within the financial sphere by
decreasing investors’ faith in the fossil fuel sector and by focussing other investors’ attention on
climate change as a responsible investment issue. Please see Appendix IV for further information, as
this point constitutes one of the report’s key findings.
7. Because there is greater additionality21 in early-stage investments, a divestment mandate – and,
more positively, an emphasis on green investments – may have a greater effect on investments in
emerging ventures (Ormiston et al. 2015; Brest and Born 2013). See Appendix IV for more detail.
Such investments also have the effect of seeding the ecosystem of green investments for other
investors to buy. The University of Cambridge and its incubator and (part-owned) accelerator –
Cambridge Enterprise and Cambridge Innovation Capital22 (CIC) – are the site of much such activity.
Cambridge is second only to Stanford for the number of university commercial spinouts, and it leads
the world in volume of capital raised:

While bond holdings are not significant in Cambridge portfolios, they are significant for many other
institutional investors.
20
Parts of some NOCs, such as Saudi Aramco, are indeed listed.
21
The impact each additional dollar of investment has in the real economy.
22
The University of Cambridge is the largest, but a minority, investor in CIC.
19
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Source: Global University Venturing, 2018.23
8. Neither divestment nor shareholder engagement has yet been successful in achieving material
changes to fossil fuel companies’ operations or spending. This is not to say that shareholder
engagement will always be ineffective, and indeed there have been some recent positive indications
as to its future potential, but on the basis of its historic evidence it would not appear to be a
sufficient tactic on its own for the scale and speed of change required to decarbonise the fossil fuel
sector (see Appendix V).
9. There is evidence that the top 5 oil and gas majors continue to be involved in lobbying against
climate-friendly policies – through trade associations24 and even directly in some cases
(InfluenceMap 2019). The activities of two of the most significant trade organisations, the American
Petroleum Institute (API) and the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), are of
particular concern. There are signs that some of the majors are starting to distance themselves from
such activity but at the time of writing all continue to belong to both the API and CAPP. By way of
example of these trade associations’ activities, the Trump administration recently rolled back
methane regulations and opened up the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to drilling; the API had
lobbied in favour of both. In March 2020, CAPP sent a letter to the Canadian Minister of Natural
Resources asking for the temporary suspension of environmental regulations in response to COVID19, including:
o
o
o
o

Suspension of requirement to file lobbying information, while acknowledging that
the industry would also need more access to government during this time
Suspension of testing for air pollutants
Postponement of changes to strengthen environmental protection rules
Suspension of measures to reduce emissions and to achieve net zero by 2050

https://globaluniversityventuring.com/2013-17-data-review/.
Some companies have put a small number of trade association memberships under review, and even
abandoned memberships in particular cases; these sorts of actions are welcome, and should expand to
encompass all direct and trade association-led anti-climate lobbying.
23
24
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o

Suspension of the development of 5-year legally-binding emissions reduction targets

10. State-owned national oil companies (NOCs) such as Saudi Aramco and Gazprom account for over
half of the world’s oil production (Mitchell and Mitchell 2014). Publicly listed companies provide
services to the NOCs, however, including extraction, transport, and refining, accounting for just
under half of global oil production through their own operations and those of the NOCs they work
with combined:

Source: Mitchell and Mitchell (2014).
Although successful climate mitigation will require both NOCs and publicly listed fossil fuel
companies to decarbonise, the share and strategic importance of the listed companies is sufficiently
high for a shift in their strategy to be impactful. However, it is not possible to predict how NOCs
would react to a reduction in activity; in the short term at least, it is likely that they would increase
their own production to offset any fall in production on the part of the publicly listed companies. If
the listed companies’ reduction in oil and gas activity accompanies an increase in alternative energy
spending that accelerates internal combustion vehicles’ and gas-powered plants’ ceding of ground to
renewables and energy storage, however, the medium- and long-term results could look very
different.
11. To be consistent with the Paris Agreement goal, a large majority of proven fossil fuel reserves
would need to be left in the ground (a third of oil reserves, half of gas reserves, and 80% of coal
reserves) between 2010 and 2050 in order to keep within a safe warming threshold (McGlade and
Ekins 2015). Research suggests that existing fossil fuel infrastructure, in addition to that which is
14

currently planned, permitted, or under construction, would already exceed the carbon budget
needed to retain a 66% chance of staying below 1.5˚C (Tong et al. 2019), although other research
suggests the target can be met by phasing out existing fossil fuel infrastructure at the end of its
intended life and eschewing expansion (Smith et al. 2019). An orderly near-term transition could
prevent wastage of up to $1 trillion that could otherwise occur in more disorderly – delayed –
transition scenarios in 2025 or 2030, according to International Energy Agency projections (IEA
2020). Moreover, the difference in the total volume of reserves burned in a “sustainable
development” scenario, as opposed to business as usual, is surprisingly small (IEA 2020):

This evidence on the future demand for oil under a range of oil price and climate policy scenarios all
suggests that there is no likely future without significant stranded assets, i.e. proven reserves being
left in the ground, regardless of whether or not the Paris Agreement goal of keeping warming “well
below” 2˚C is achieved. Stranded asset risk is therefore a key challenge for investors – and this
recognition aligns investor interests with those of environmentalists in avoiding investment in
unsustainable assets. While the world will need fossil fuels for some time to come and capital
expenditure to support near-term production is inevitable, as can be seen from the following table, a
significant amount of the planned capital expenditure for the oil and gas majors (as of October 2019)
was outside a “well below 2˚C scenario”.

15

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative (Coffin and Grant 2019).25
On a positive note, BP, Shell, and Total all seem to have recognised these dynamics in recent weeks
by writing down billions of dollars’ worth of reserves and changing their assumptions as to the future
price of oil. The critical question is whether these companies follow through and permanently cancel
projects that are inconsistent with a plausible carbon budget.
12. Although the oil and gas majors’ announcements of net zero 2050 targets are certainly welcome,
none is genuinely compliant with the Paris Agreement goal. All of the majors continue to expend
capital to explore for new hydrocarbon reserves, a significant amount of investment which is already
incompatible with even a 1.75˚C scenario, let alone 1.5˚C. Emissions reduction announcements
typically reference “net” emissions targets with overly optimistic carbon capture usage and storage26
(CCUS) or net emissions technology27 (NET) assumptions as well as “emissions intensity” targets –
targets for emissions per unit of barrel of oil produced, while absolute emissions can continue to rise
due to an increase in the total number of barrels. In these models, the emissions curve tends to fall
well after the company’s carbon budget would already have been blown and the emissions of NOCS
for whom they transport or refine oil and gas are usually not included.

“NPS capex outside B2DS” represents the % of future capital expenditure on sanctioned and unsanctioned
projects in the IEA’s New Policies Scenario (NPS) (business as usual) that would not be needed in the IEA’s
Below 2 Degrees Scenario (B2DS) from 2019-2030. A much greater % of unsanctioned projects are not needed.
26
A recent Cambridge report concludes that “although CCS has been used to increase rates of oil extraction, its
total contribution to reducing global emissions is too small to be seen. [. . .] the UK has no current plans for
even a first installation and although CCS may be important in future, it is not yet operating at meaningful
scale” and is not on track to do so (Allwood et al. 2019, 9).
27
The same Cambridge report finds that one NET, bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS), is
“entirely implausible, due to the shortage of biomass, and should not be considered seriously” (ibid., 33), and
others counsel greater caution in the use of NETs as these assumptions tend to push back decarbonisation
timelines and may not be feasible at the scale required (van Vuuren et al. 2017).
25
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13. While the oil and gas majors have the scale and capability to play a significant role in renewable
energy and carbon capture, such investments to date are small. The large listed fossil fuel
companies’ and NOCs’ combined annual capital investment in renewable energy is just over $2
billion – an average of less than 1% of their total spending (IEA 2020):

This compares with total investments in renewables exceeding $375 billion and $530 billion for wind
and solar, respectively (IEA 2020). Outside the smaller carbon capture and storage market the fossil
fuel majors are minor players in “net zero” technology investments.
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14. Such investments can be profitable for investors, however. The best example of a Paris
Agreement-aligned company in the fossil fuel sector would have been Orsted (formerly Dong
Energy), a fossil-fuel-turned-renewables company, but it is no longer classified as a fossil fuel
company due to its evolution. Some companies are capable of making an equivalent transition;
others are not. Interestingly, Orsted was able to generate returns that are more highly valued by the
stock market (as can be seen by the higher price-to-earnings ratio in the chart below) than their
former oil and gas peers after listing on the stock market in 2016, especially after transitioning
towards renewable energy:

Source: Financial Times (Sheppard 2020).
Furthermore, following BP’s August 4th 2020 announcement that it would significantly reduce its
fossil fuel investment and significantly increase its investment in renewable energy alongside clear
short-term targets, its share price rose by over 10%, suggesting that investors are willing to be
supportive of a transition strategy by the oil and gas majors. BP’s longer-term share price is likely to
depend at least in part on whether investors see evidence of successful delivery of the strategy.
15. The reasons for potential investor support for reduction in fossil fuel investment are likely to
include a desire to avoid “lock in” to huge oil and gas investment projects whose large up-front
costs, long operating lives, and comparatively low operating costs incentivise the continued
exploitation of resources and “locks in” a carbon-intensive pathway (Lazarus, Erickson, and Tempest
2015). Much attention is rightly paid to reducing fossil fuel demand, and indeed this is the focus of
international climate negotiations (Healy and Barry 2017; Marshall 2015). Without supply-side
policies, however, the risk of carbon “lock in” rises (Lazarus, Erickson, and Tempest 2015). National
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or regional28 supply restrictions – limits on the exploration for, and extraction of, fossil fuels – create
certainty by setting out a pathway for fossil fuel phase-out (Green and Denniss 2018). This reduces
unnecessary investment and the risk of stranded assets, and can stimulate research and
development into low-carbon technology by increasing the costs associated with fossil fuels (Asheim
et al. 2019) – creating a more stable business model for the remaining fossil fuel companies (and
their investors). Without supply-side policies,29 fossil fuel producers may respond to present or
future stranded asset risk by racing to extract reserves, creating a supply glut that forces down
prices, thereby increasing demand (and emissions). This dynamic is known as the “green paradox”
(Sinn 2012). Saudi Arabia and Russia’s recent price war, in which both countries kept production high
while receiving less per barrel of oil they produced, provided a preview of this; in normal times, the
resulting low oil price would have increased demand. According to a Nature Climate Change article
by Cambridge scholars, a price war and/or new climate policies would each increase costs further
than their baseline estimate of $1-4 trillion USD (a figure that is already in the range of the cost of
the 2008 financial crisis) in stranded assets based on existing climate policies (Mercure et al. 2018).
Physical climate effects, policy change, and large oil producers’ behaviour could make things
substantially worse for investors, with fossil fuel stranded asset losses as high as $12 trillion – or 15%
of global GDP.
16. Changes in the oil price cause disruption at both extremes. At levels high enough to sustain the
business case for many new projects, the global financial system may come under strain, as a
Geological Survey of Finland report suggests occurred in the lead-up to the 2008 financial crisis
(Michaux 2019). At a lower price of $35 per barrel, oil-reliant countries suffer – Russia needs an oil
price of $42/barrel to balance its budget; Saudi Arabia needs $84 (The Economist 2020) – and a large
majority of new oil projects are no longer viable (Wood Mackenzie 2020).
17. Most oil and gas companies incentivise their management teams to pursue growth rather than
focus solely on shareholder returns. The climate is rarely taken into account. Given the likelihood
that significant amounts of existing reserves are unlikely to be burned, it would not seem to be in
investors’ interests for executive compensation to be tied to growth in reserves. Investors’ position
on production (or proxy measurements such as cash flow from operations) may be less clear. If
executive compensation metrics incentivise the maximisation of production from existing wells,
thereby reducing the need to develop new resources and “lock in” future infrastructure, then it may

28

When implemented internationally, supply-side policies can reduce carbon leakage (Erickson, Lazarus, and
Piggot 2018) and the risks associated with carbon policy free-riders (Asheim et al. 2019).
29
Interestingly, at a major investment bank’s recent conference on oil and gas, senior executives noted the
possibility of a government-imposed ban on exploration – the first attendees had heard this from the C-suite.
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even be beneficial; if the incentive applies equally to exploring for or acquiring additional producing
resources then it may well be counter-productive both for shareholders and the environment.
Companies’ commitment to the energy transition can be demonstrated through some material level
of executive compensation tied to mitigating climate change. While there has been some movement
in changing executive compensation in some areas, it is unusual. All of the oil and gas majors’
executive pay packages examined in this report directly or indirectly incentivise growth in
production and/or reserves. Several do now include some performance metrics linked to climate
change mitigation, although “where they are included, these metrics tend to affect a small minority
of compensation, and most of these companies simultaneously encourage fossil fuel growth” (Grant
2019, 4).
18. Renewables (solar, wind, or both) have reached cost parity with coal in electricity generation in
all major markets (Carbon Tracker Initiative 2020) and are forecast to outcompete gas in most
markets within the next 5 years (McKinsey 2019). Similarly, electric vehicles are slated to achieve
cost parity with internal combustion engine vehicles in the near term (Bullard 2019; Carbon Tracker
Initiative and Grantham Institute 2017).30
19. Now is a cost-effective time to decarbonise the economy (Point 18 in this section). Orsted has
demonstrated that such a transition can be profitable for fossil fuel companies (Point 14). However,
a lack of supply-side fossil fuel policies (Point 15) and the ubiquity of reserves- and production-tied
executive compensation packages (Point 17) serve as barriers to fossil fuel companies’ transition.
While there have been some welcome announcements from the oil and gas majors about the
transition to zero carbon by 2050, the announcements lack short-term targets31 and rely on
unrealistic assumptions about future CCUS investments (point 12) that are not reflected in their
current CCUS spending (Point 13). What, then, would demonstrate a clear and credible commitment
to the transition? First, the elimination of lobbying, directly and through trade associations, beyond
legitimate transition-related issues (e.g. carbon capture and storage or the nature of transition for a
heavily industry-dependent community) (Point 12); second, removal of the link between executive
compensation and the expansion of fossil fuel exploration and production (Point 17); third, a
reduction in investment in projects not consistent with a “well below 2˚C scenario” (Point 12);
fourth, substantial short-term commitments to renewable energy investments and green energy
research (Point 13); finally, additional disclosure – although insufficient on its own – as shown in the
table below.

Renewables compete with coal and gas for electricity, while a majority of oil is used for transport;
renewables compete with oil indirectly through electric vehicles.
31
With the exception now of BP.
30
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Preliminary Assessment of Fossil Fuel Companies’ Transition-Readiness as of 1 September 2020 ………… …………………
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As of 1 September 2020 none of the major oil and gas companies score highly on the above metrics,
but there appears to have been real movement from BP and some movement from Shell and Total.
There have been frequent announcements of late and further positive indicators are hopefully soon
to come.

Lobbying counter to climate-friendly policies, including via trade associations (e.g. see InfluenceMap data).
BP, Shell, and Total have begun to take action on trade associations in recent years; all three have left the
American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers, and BP has also left a couple of minor trade associations.
33
Capital expenditure on exploration/reserve development of projects unneeded in the IEA’s Beyond 2˚C
(B2DS) scenario. Carbon Tracker Initiative data: 100% of fossil fuel companies have unsanctioned upstream
projects that fit this definition. Oil Change International analysis suggests that even burning the carbon from
existing fossil fuel reserves would exceed the carbon budget.
34
TPI data: Companies must commit to zero absolute emissions by 2050 to align with the Paris Agreement,
plus interim targets that respect the carbon budget.
35
Science Based Targets initiative data (emissions intensity and absolute emissions, Scopes 1, 2, and 3). Should
include supply chain, contractors, and third-party clients (including national oil companies). Should also include
planned cuts to production in line with a precautionary 1.5˚C scenario.
36
Growth targets: Remuneration not tied to production growth or reserves replacement metrics, including
indirectly (e.g. by rewarding increased cash flow). Green targets: Remuneration tied to decarbonisation
targets. See 2020 Carbon Tracker Initiative data.
37
Data from the Financial Times. These figures may include bioenergy.
38
Percentage of upstream capex that exceeds the carbon budget of the B2DS, as a proportion of capex aligned
with the IEA’s NPS Scenario, in the past 12 months. Data are not yet available.
39
Data 2010 (Q3) to 2018 from IOP Science. Renewables include solar, wind, geothermal, and hydro. Excluding
biofuels and biomass.
40
BP’s recent announcement is likely to translate into changes in several of the metrics laid out in this table.
41
BP recently stated that it will aim to increase its investment in renewables ten-fold by 2030.
42
Via subsidiary Aker BP (of which BP owns 30% of the shares); BP itself does not include reserves growth
targets in its executive remuneration packages.
32
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In summary, there is a common recognition at the University of Cambridge regarding the urgency of
climate change and the necessity to do as much as possible, as quickly as possible, to arrest
unchecked warming. The University of Cambridge has an important role to play in decarbonising the
real economy. The fossil fuel sector is a significant source of global emissions and a minor investor in
renewables. Listed companies only represent one part of the fossil fuel industry as a whole; national
oil companies also account for a significant share. Some of the latter and all of the former receive
most of their new investment capital in the form of bank loans and bonds. None of these companies
is currently Paris Agreement-compliant, and all have substantial stranded asset risk in both highambition and status quo scenarios. Renewable energy is increasingly competitive with both gas and
coal in almost all markets, however, and electric vehicles are becoming increasingly affordable; this
is a cost-effective point in history in which to transition away from fossil fuels. Examples such as that
of Orsted suggest it is possible for such a transition to be profitable as well.

3. MORAL ARGUMENTS
The fossil fuel divestment campaign is first and foremost a moral movement (Ayling and
Gunningham 2017; Hrynkow 2015) that some advocates compare to historic campaigns to abolish
slavery and Apartheid. A Cambridge Head of House argues that universities in particular “have been
called upon” to express their “public responsibilities and moral leadership”, and exist to “create
people who ask difficult questions” and “remind us that we are not just servicing an inexorable
machine”; we also shape the system, have a responsibility to use our influence for the greater good
(Godoy 2017a) and to align our investments with the University’s commitment to a zero-carbon
future. Some respondents to a student and Council consultation expressed the view that the
University’s mission statement carried both reputational and moral weight on the question of
divestment. An analysis of the motivations of some of the first universities and foundations to divest
cited a culture of sustainability, and in many cases explicit mentions of sustainability in the
institutions’ mission statements (Stephens, Palchak, and Reese 2017; Abrash Walton 2018), as part
of the rationale for divesting from fossil fuels.
Divestment advocates believe that ‘[i]f it’s wrong to wreck the climate, then surely it’s wrong to
profit from that wreckage’.43 The ethical investment movement, which began with exclusions of
weapons, pornography, alcohol, and gambling from the portfolios of religious orders, has always had
at its heart the view that it is immoral to benefit from others’ suffering, and that there is moral

43

Bill McKibben at a student-led divestment conference at the University of Cambridge, 2 November, 2019.
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power in a “clean hands” policy of refusing to benefit financially from harmful acts. It can be a
powerful statement, in part because it demonstrates a willingness to sacrifice in service of a cause.
As a professor said at a Senate House discussion on the topic, “If there is a hit from divesting from
fossil fuels, we need to take that hit”.
If one invests in fossil fuels, one expects to make money from those investments. Divestment
advocates fear that this implicitly ties the fate of our endowment to that of the industry. In a recent
debate at a Harvard faculty meeting, Professor Richard F. Thomas argued:
When the endowment does well, we are all happy.[. . .] In the current investment climate
we all should therefore hope and desire that the companies in which HMC invests will be
successful in exploring for and developing and consuming the maximum amount of new
fossil fuels. We should even be hoping for continued regulatory relaxation, as a means to
that end. In my view there is in that hope and desire a form of corruption, for all of us who
hope for the success of the endowment’s performance” (Rosenberg 2019b).
Divestment advocates argue it is much better to decouple the University’s interest from that of the
fossil fuel sector and align our interests and incentives with decarbonisation instead.
The divestment movement has also advocated for wider climate justice44 issues (Grady-Benson and
Sarathy 2016). These include the maltreatment of frontline communities, environmental racism,45
intergenerational equity, and the particular responsibility of the UK – and Cambridge as one of its
preeminent institutions for centuries – for disproportionate historical and current46 emissions
(Friedlingstein et al. 2019; Peters et al. 2011) and therefore disproportionate consumption of the
carbon budget since preindustrial times (Morrow 2016). As a Head of House asked, “Who is
currently paying for our lifestyle, and who is going to be paying for it in 15 or 20 years’ time? [. . .]
Climate justice begins with a recognition of who’s paying” as climate change “weighs most heavily
on the most vulnerable”, especially people from low-income countries and victims of environmental
racism who already bear many of the environmental and health costs of pollution (Sovacool et al.
2016). As legal scholar Coplan notes regarding divestment in the context of emissions and fossil fuel
consumption skewed wildly to wealthier countries and individuals: “Although some utilitarian ethical
systems allow for harm to others to serve a greater good, no system of ethics allows grievous harms
to others to provide luxury goods to some” (2016, 231–32). Many universities that choose to divest

“Climate justice” refers to other societal issues that intersect with (and sometimes intensify) that of climate
change, including income, wealth, racial, and gender inequality, in addition to differential climate impact on
countries in the Global South and the Global North.
45
Environmental racism refers to, among other things, the location of pollutive infrastructure in majority nonWhite areas and disproportionate environmental health effects on People of Colour both locally and globally.
46
Especially if one considers imbedded carbon from the goods it imports from other countries, which increases
the UK’s emissions by nearly 40% (Peters et al. 2011), https://ourworldindata.org/consumption-based-co2.
44
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cite their duty47 to future generations as a motivation for doing so (Stephens, Palchak, and Reese
2017). Finally, people who took part in a student-led divestment consultation suggested a possible
contradiction between the University’s policy of holding fossil fuels and its acknowledgement of the
legacies of slavery. One would want to be careful about drawing links between investments in slave
labour and fossil fuels,48 but the history of efforts to end slavery is instructive here, too; although the
United Kingdom was a prime beneficiary of the slave trade, it was also a social and legal leader in the
abolition movement49 (Coplan 2016).
In an interview for this report, a representative of the Ogoni people from Nigeria’s Niger Delta asked
that Cambridge divest in response to his people’s ill-treatment.50 Indigenous communities living with
the downstream effects of fossil fuel extraction (Rowe, Dempsey, and Gibbs 2016) and fighting
pipelines slated to cross traditional lands in North America51 have also argued in favour of
divestment.52 One University Council member, who does not favour divestment, felt that the best
argument in its favour was the concern over human rights and frontline communities – “what is
being done in our name”. Indeed, some divestment advocates claim that there is a “leverage-based”
responsibility on the part of institutions that have influence over the relevant actors (Richardson
2017). At the student-led divestment conference, speakers argued that some stakeholders’ voices
are never heard; “they have no share certificate”. Frontline communities’ concerns should be taken
seriously on their own merits, of course, but elite universities can also amplify their messages.

Although this does not apply to Cambridge as a charitable educational institution, in some jurisdictions
institutions such as pension funds intergenerational equity is encoded in the law; in these cases, some legal
scholars argue, “fossil fuel investments impermissibly favor current beneficiaries at the expense of future
beneficiaries who will suffer the severest effects of climate change, and . . . breach this duty” (Sarang 2015).
48
One reviewer also noted that this and many targets of divestment campaigns, including Apartheid and
tobacco, constitute “political systems of structural oppression or else voluntary ‘leisure’ pursuits with
significance social costs” and is thus “on an entirely different moral footing” from energy, which is “a basic
human need, if not a right”.
49
Note that the economics of slavery also changed with the rise of the palm oil industry, which in fact required
workers to stay in West Africa to produce this valuable commodity. Hence the success of the abolition
movement coincided with a shift in the economics of the whole enterprise.
50
In 2009 Shell paid $15.5 million in an out-of-court settlement to the relatives of environmental activists from
Ogoniland due to allegations that the company had been complicit in their 1995 executions (Morris 2009). A
UN report concluded it would take 25 to 30 years for local flora and fauna to recover from Royal Dutch Shell’s
two disastrous 2008 oil spills there (UNEP 2011), for which the company agreed to pay £55 million to 15,000
affected fishers (Adams and Wallis 2015).
51
https://mazaskatalks.org/divestyourself.
52
A prominent indigenous activist interviewed for this report noted that divestment should be carried out in
partnership with frontline communities, however; although she is from a community directly affected by the
tar sands, no one she knew in the indigenous climate movement had been aware of Cambridge’s existing tar
sands restriction. The narrative of a divestment commitment, furthermore, is critical: “How are we ensuring
that divestment includes language that is reflective of the systemic challenges that brought us to the place that
it was okay for those institutions to invest in dirty energy projects or human rights-violating projects?”
47
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It should be recognised that the views of some local industry-dependent communities are mixed as
their economic livelihoods can be tied to that of fossil fuel companies. One interviewee for this
report, a Senegalese scientist who nevertheless wanted BP to extract oil in the region, expressed
concerns over the extent to which the industry’s revenues would benefit the community53 and also
feared the work would begin without a baseline health study (particularly on cancers) having been
conducted beforehand. He felt that these concerns would be taken more seriously if raised by
Cambridge.
Finally, given the University’s affiliation with companies knowingly contributing to climate change,
plus its knowledge of the attendant harms and the actions necessary to prevent them, some argue
that Cambridge is complicit in allowing such foreseen harms to come to pass (Torcello 2018). This
consequentialist argument aligns with a separate argument; “[t]he non-consequentialist moral case
asks institutions to act with integrity and avoid the moral tarnish that comes from investing in, and
thus being supportive of and complicit in, the injustices and grave harms entailed in the fossil fuel
industry business model” (Lenferna 2018, 8.6). Avoidance of complicity has been a significant
motivator for exclusions and divestment throughout the history of socially responsible investment
(Richardson 2017). Others view divestment as a promotional duty, one that contributes to collective
action54 by encouraging others to act (Cripps 2013, chap. 6).
While the moral case for divestment is a powerful one, there are also moral grounds on which to
oppose it. Some argue that is an ineffective gesture, simply washing one’s hands of the problem. In
response to calls for divestment, some argue that it is a dereliction of duty to sell off fossil fuel
investments to someone who cares less about climate change. Such an act could be viewed as failing
to take responsibility for the problem or its potential solution. This puts the onus to act elsewhere,
rather than placing it squarely within the remit of a university uniquely positioned to wrestle with
such an intractable problem. Participants in CEAM’s CILT conference argued that Cambridge has an
obligation to lead, not just take the easy route and divest. Others argue that divestment is easy
precisely because it does not necessitate a sacrifice on the part of those arguing for it, unlike other
methods of mitigating climate change. Some further note that fossil fuels allowed for the
development of modern civilisation long before humans discovered their negative effects, and that

Evidence of which was presented in a 2019 BBC documentary.
“[T]he divestment movement illustrates a form of collective responsibility that non-governmental agents can
take up and share” (Godoy 2017b, 694). This can also be phrased as the “positive moral responsibilities we
have to help promote climate action” at a broader collective scale (Lenferna 2018, sec. 8.4).
53
54
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these same fossil fuels are necessary for human development until we can reliably replace them
with renewable energy.55
Another common criticism of divestment is that it is morally dubious for an institution built on
academic rigour to enact a policy that is largely symbolic, given the relative unimportance of equity
as a source of finance in the global fossil fuel industry (see Appendix IV56). A non-specialist audience
may assume that divesting shares from fossil fuel companies would materially affect the flow of new
capital into these companies and their projects. Arguably Cambridge has a duty to explain how its
actions will have an impact, and to educate the public regarding the sources of flows of new capital
into fossil fuel expansion. As per legal scholar Deeks, “[t]he ethical case at first blush would seem to
support divestment, but if the ethical thing to do is that which will be most effective at addressing
climate change, divestment may not be the most ethical choice” (2017).
Critics of divestment note that any reduction in returns of the Cambridge University Endowment
Fund would also lead to a reduction in the funds available to subsidise the education of future
students at the University (see Section 7), and these costs would compound over time. Thus, within
the Cambridge community itself there is a potential intergenerational inequity issue, with future
students potentially at a disadvantage relative to their predecessors.
Divestment from fossil fuels can also be viewed as hypocritical for an institution and a society that
otherwise rely on fossil fuels for heating, cooling, transport, and myriad other uses. Historically
divestment campaigns have often combined divestment with boycotts and sanctions (Seidman 2015;
Gosiger 1986). Continuing to contribute to the demand for a product whose production we object to
arguably puts the University in a morally untenable situation.
Participants at the Centre for Endowment Asset Management CILT conference advanced the
argument that one should maximise the endowment’s returns to do good things with the
proceeds.5758 In the words of Harvard professor Harry R. Lewis, if in universities’ working towards
decarbonisation “some of the money we use to do that comes from the fossil-fuel industries
themselves, the joke will be on them” (Rosenberg 2019a) – especially, as some say, as this would
contribute to the decline of the companies’ own business model.

Wind and solar intermittency will also need to be balanced by some fossil fuel usage until energy storage is
deployed at scale.
56
Divestment can contribute to “removing capital” from companies, but mainly in the debt markets.
57
For the investment office the goal is not to maximise returns through profiting from fossil fuels, but to retain
the profitable fund-of-funds model that would otherwise be threatened by a full divestment mandate.
58
One academic even proposes the concept of “mission hedging”, wherein a charitable endowment invests in
companies counter to its institutional mission in order to maximise returns – and therefore the good it can do
as a charity – from underpriced “objectionable” firms (Tran 2019).
55
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Furthermore, fossil fuel companies have immense resources as well as engineering and project
management skills, and are capable of contributing significantly to the growth of renewable energy
and carbon capture. If analysis shows them to be serious about energy transition, the better moral
position would be to assist and encourage this endeavour.
Finally, although calling out bad behaviour is necessary in some cases, some worry about the
unintended consequences of vilifying or scapegoating particular entities when the responsibility for
climate change is more broadly shared. The divestment movement intends to label the fossil fuel
sector as a climate change villain, but there may be a risk of stigmatising individuals within the
sector, with conflict and personal attacks as a potential unintended result.

4. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ARGUMENTS
This section reviews social and political arguments about divestment that are both internal to
Cambridge and external to the wider political environment. It is worth emphasising here that
although their goals may be similar, divestment proponents’ and critics’ theories of change differ
significantly. There is general agreement on both sides of the debate that government action and
international coordination are ultimately required to mitigate climate change. Critics tend to believe
that the divestment movement’s focus on fossil fuel companies is misguided and off-target;
legislative change must be targeted directly in their view, and divestment distracts attention from
this goal. Advocates claim that legislative change is not possible until the necessary groundwork has
been laid by changing public discourse and generating voter pressure on politicians, and that
divestment plays a critical role in this regard. The question is not so much whether divestment has a
direct financial effect on fossil fuel companies, but rather whether, by helping to shift societal norms
and expectations, it creates more favourable conditions for legislative change. In doing so they aim
to redress the power imbalance between the fossil fuel industry and the environmental movement,
and to generate public support for climate policy such that politicians are forced to act.
Accordingly, both sides of the divestment argument claim the other side’s approach does not
properly address the significant share of fossil fuel reserves held by national oil companies (see
Section 2, pages 14-15 for more details on NOCs). Critics of divestment point to the divestment
movement’s focus on a number of publicly-listed fossil fuel companies as an inadequate response to
a problem that spans a much greater universe of companies with varying ownership structures. On
the other side, divestment advocates argue that divestment’s potential to influence legislation –
which could affect both the demand for, and supply of, fossil fuels – allows for the possibility of
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reaching all fossil fuel companies, regardless of geography or ownership structure. We return to
these arguments later in this section.

4.1

DIVESTMENT AND THE CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY

There is substantial support for divestment within the Cambridge community. Almost 2,40059
Cambridge students signed a petition in 2016 requesting that the University of Cambridge divest
from fossil fuels; 140 staff members signed a Regent House Grace with the same intent; 360 staff
members signed an open letter6061 asking for full divestment following the adoption of the
divestment Grace as “advisory”; democratically-elected student bodies at the University and within
the colleges have overwhelmingly voted in favour of divestment; and 32462 academic staff members
signed on to the Grace requesting the compilation of this report on the advantages and
disadvantages of divestment.63 Further support includes a 33-1 vote in favour of divestment by the
Cambridge University Students’ Union (CUSU) (Ashworth 2015), a second unanimous confirmation
CUSU vote in 2017 (Wernham 2017), and the passage of pro-divestment or pro-positive investment
student body resolutions at all 31 colleges over the past several years. Such campaigns are common
across the higher education sector. Of the responses to a large-scale Positive Impact Rating survey of
students at 51 global business schools regarding measures the schools could take to integrate social
and environmental considerations into their teaching, learning, research, and operations, students’
top request was for universities to divest from fossil fuels (Muff and Dyllick 2020). One college
Bursar – who was not personally in favour of divestment, and who was surprised by the number of
student and staff signatories to a divestment petition at his college – felt that such a democratic
outpouring meant that divestment had to be on the table, saying as a parallel, “I didn’t vote for
Brexit, but that’s what the electorate wants”.
Another college Bursar, who was not necessarily predisposed towards divestment, felt “we have to
address the issue head-on or everyone will be floundering”; he feared a continuation of the rancour

Based on online searches, this appears to be the largest petition directed at the University of Cambridge
since at least 2010 (by a substantial margin).
60
https://zerocarbonsoc.soc.srcf.net/experience/academics-open-letter-2018/.
61
For those who suspect that Cambridge seems unusually exercised on the topic of divestment, their hunch
may be correct; in a study of 30 pro-divestment faculty letters in North America, only Stanford and the
University of California system (which has 10 campuses and a corresponding number of academic staff)
garnered more signatories than Cambridge (Stephens, Frumhoff, and Yona 2018). A comparable staff letter in
favour of divestment at Oxford garnered significantly fewer signatures than that of its Cambridge equivalent.
62
In a review of all Graces filed by Regent House members since 2010, only one – a 2018 Grace on members’
own pensions – garnered more signatures.
63
For context, there are 6,142 members of Regent House, 1,715 academic staff members, and over 19,000
students at the University of Cambridge.
59
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that has characterised the discussion. Another Bursar tiredly welcomed divestment, saying she
“doesn’t need the hassle”; her only worry was that we would not have an effect on climate change
in doing so. Some divestment critics express concern that the possible cuts stemming from potential
endowment losses and reduced research funding from fossil fuel companies due to divestment
might deepen community divisions. One former student member of University Council felt a decision
to reject divestment would threaten the trust and cohesion of the community, however. Indeed,
even partial divestment can invite controversy (Linnenluecke et al. 2015). Other institutions have
found that divestment can bring the community together, even facilitating the “forg[ing] staffstudent alliances” (Holder 2015), and there is research which suggests that within divested
universities the response can be one of pride (Beer 2016).
Divestment also brings climate change into the decision-making realm of university administrators
and academics, for whom climate change may otherwise be only one of many important issues of
the day (Apfel 2015). This may bring the climate crisis home for these constituencies, and prompt
further conversations with peer institutions and colleagues. “By encouraging individuals to think
about institutional relationships to foreign events, divestment prompts a collective examination of
community links to transnational issues, and offers those communities a concrete way in which they
can demonstrate their growing concern” (Seidman 2015, 1030).
Furthermore, proponents of divestment argue that it is hypocritical at a scholarly level to research
and warn against the dangers of climate change, yet continue to benefit from an industry that is
seen as being at the heart of the problem. During a Senate House discussion one student put it thus:
Academically, we argue that climate change is everyone’s problem, but practically we say
that we are doing our bit through research and teaching and need do no more. We leave the
world out there to deal with the complexities of the problem, whilst we continue to receive
funding64 from companies that have a history of denying climate change. [. . .] To the world
out there – to the world on which we rely to do our work – this cannot but look selfish or
even hypocritical.
A professor concurred, saying, “We espouse ‘concern for sustainability’ while conspicuously failing
to take a stand”. Divestment may therefore be seen as an initiative that responds to the will of a
significant number of students and staff and aligns the University’s investment portfolio with its
commitment to a decarbonised future.
While there is a strong case to be made for the positive social impacts of divestment on the
University community, it would not meet with universal favour. During more than one Senate House

Several points made in this report refer to fossil fuel research funding, affecting the tenor of arguments
regarding hypocrisy or delegitimisation. Fossil fuel research funding is beyond the scope of this report.
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discussion, academics expressed the worry that divestment could impede climate-friendly research
that is currently conducted in partnership with the fossil fuel industry. They feared that this would
prevent Cambridge academics from contributing to the necessary solutions, and equally that the
research would suffer for lack of the industry’s technical expertise and real-world experience. As one
professor said, “The low-carbon, low-emission, sustainable future that we surely all want is
achievable, but only if we work with the people who can (and want to) deliver it. If we isolate them
we risk that future. I think we all want to see the same outcome. The way to achieve it is through cooperation and engagement, not disinvestment and disengagement”.
University administrators elsewhere have expressed concerns that it is inappropriate to use the
endowment for political ends (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016). Divestment from fossil fuels may be
viewed as a slippery slope that could lead to requests for divestment from a host of other companies
associated with social and environmental harms, with no clear standard as to which can be
considered acceptable or unacceptable. Those who share this concern point out that the purpose of
the endowment is to support the teaching and research activities of the University.

4.2

DIVESTMENT, CAMBRIDGE, AND EXTERNAL AUDIENCES

Externally, advocates argue that a decision by Cambridge to divest would be seen as a material
contribution to socialising and normalising wider societal attitudes towards the urgency of
decarbonisation. The divestment movement derives its power from its emphasis on moral
arguments (Hopke and Hestres 2017); this may be especially true for successful campaigns (Mangat,
Dalby, and Paterson 2018). The intent of many in the divestment movement is to influence global
moral norms, thereby changing “what counts as appropriate behaviour for [international
organisations and multinational corporations] in line with a conception of justice or ethics”65 (Green
2018, 104). Due to its basis in moral arguments, some argue that the divestment movement has
become a “norm entrepreneur” (Ayling and Gunningham 2017; Piggot 2018). Norm entrepreneurs
help to establish, socialise, and normalise attitudes and behaviours in a certain domain (Green,
2018; Ayling & Gunningham, 2017). Commentators point to the importance of shifting norms in
order to achieve climate action (Gunningham 2017b); among the norms that divestment advances is,
for example, “the desirability of going fossil-free” (Gunningham 2017a, 376).
As a Regent House member argued during a Senate House discussion, “Divestment will not starve
fossil fuel companies of money but it will act to change public perception. As another commentator
An earlier example of a successful shift in global moral norms is the widespread acceptance of the
importance of human rights.
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put it, ‘We do not aim to take away their money. We aim to take away their credibility’” – otherwise
known as the “social license to operate” (Blondeel 2019). This process may be underway already. In
a 16 January 2020 speech, the Chair of the UK Oil and Gas Authority (OGA) stated that, in his first 10
months in the role, the “biggest challenge [. . .] has been the speed of the shift in public and industry
opinion on climate change[; . . . the industry] is, in my opinion, not doing enough and its social
licence to operate is under serious threat” (OGA 2020).
Indeed, the Oxford meta-analysis of divestment literature suggests the divestment movement could
affect the long-term value of companies by contributing to uncertainty about the sector’s future –
especially in conjunction with investor fear of legislative measures – and reducing other investors’
expectations as to future cash flows (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013).
Gunningham (2017) observes that:
[I]n interviews with financial markets specialists in the United Kingdom, Australia, and the
United States, while many disagreed with divestment as a pragmatic strategy […] none
doubted its influence on the climate change discourse. For example, one prominent critic
recognized that “it’s been hugely successful at reducing the political capital and influence of
the fossil fuel industry.” A second pointed out that “at least eight coal companies in the
United States have stated in their regulatory filings that divestment has affected their ability
to raise capital and the cost of raising capital.
The aforementioned Oxford report examined several divestment campaigns through history,
concluding, “[t]he outcome of the stigmatisation process, which the fossil fuel divestment campaign
has now triggered, poses the most far-reaching threat to fossil fuel companies and the vast energy
value chain. Any direct impacts pale in comparison” (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013, 65).
Divestment is a powerful symbol, and some people feel there may be value in that for an influential
institution. As an academic at a Senate House discussion put it, “Divestment from any harmful
industry is foremost a rhetorical gesture. By itself, it will not effect much change. However, in our
case it is a potentially powerful gesture in influencing other players to do likewise”. At a college
event one Head of House – who otherwise did not support divestment – said that “sometimes the
symbolic thing is the right thing to do”. Finally, although he felt divestment was not appropriate for
his own fund and that it usually did not have an effect, then-CIO of the Japanese government
pension fund Hiro Mizuno told a crowd at the Cambridge Union Society that he felt a university with
a brand like Cambridge’s should divest: “If I were [. . .] the Cambridge endowment, I probably would
divest, because the combination of Cambridge and divestment will create [a] stronger political
statement”.
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As social norms change, so the framing of the debate and the range of policy proposals deemed
politically and socially acceptable to discuss will change. The concept of the “Overton Window”,
developed by public policy scholar Joseph P. Overton in the 1990s, describes how this process
occurs. Shifting the Overton Window can involve adjusting its centre, expanding its range into
previously out-of-bounds areas, or rendering previously acceptable ideas unacceptable. A student at
a Senate House discussion argued “Make no mistake, those who advocate for a continuation of the
status quo, represented here by continued investment in fossil fuels, will be seen by posterity as
utter extremists[.]” Such shifts in framing can indeed affect the Overton Window. One US study of
over 42,000 newspaper articles on the fossil fuel divestment movement from 2011 to 2015 found a
“positive radical flank effect” as divestment helped shift the centre of climate change debate,
reframing the conversation such that previously “liberal” concepts such as carbon pricing came into
the mainstream while previously unknown or radical concepts such as “stranded assets” and
“unburnable carbon” became acceptable to discuss (Schifeling and Hoffman 2019). Blondeel et al
(2019) note that references to “carbon bubbles” have spread from divestment campaigners to
central bankers in recent years, while an OECD report claims divestment has “put stranded assets on
the public policy agenda” (Baron and Fischer 2015). A prominent First Nations environmentalist in
Canada specifically mentioned divestment’s effect on the Overton Window, noting cases in which
even successful environmental legislation had been repealed because it was not subject to public
scrutiny or failed to gain public backing, saying that divestment, conversely, “helps shift that Overton
Window and build that base” of popular support.
Divestment advocates also argue that without divestment, its most common foil – shareholder
engagement – has no teeth. They suggest that “unconditioned” engagement66 with a fossil fuel
company renders engagement less effective, in addition to being ethically dubious, as there is no
“deal-breaker,” ultimate standard, or penalty if the company fails to progress. “Without clear terms
of divestment, [engagement] becomes an indulgent strategy that effectively cedes the standards of
performance to the industries in question” (Dawkins 2018). Cambridge scholars’ research suggests
that engagement may be more effective when the target company fears negative reputational67
effects (Dimson, Karakas, and Li 2015). Arguably the public nature of a divestment campaign has
greater potential to trigger companies’ reputational concerns than behind-the-scenes engagement
might; research suggests that companies are more likely to change their behaviour on the basis of a
negative public environmental rating than a neutral or positive one, for example (Chatterji and Toffel

Here we refer to engagement with companies whose shares the University owns, which can occur between
the company and the University itself or between the company and the endowment through fund managers.
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Divestment being one of several ways of threatening a firm’s reputation.
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2010). A Zero Carbon report argues that the change in political discourse induced by divestment is
more important than the direct impact of divestment itself. Shareholder engagement, conversely,
“tends to affect specific private corporations, leaving the state-backed corporations who extract far
more oil and gas untouched [. . . T]he reality is that the share of potential reserve-based CO2
emissions targeted by shareholder engagement is too small” (Cambridge Zero Carbon Society 2018,
11). The divestment movement’s focus on social norms and the creation of the conditions necessary
to pass climate-friendly legislation, on the other hand, has the potential to affect all fossil fuel
companies.
Interestingly, the combination of divestment and shareholder engagement appears to generate
positive results. A study on the FTSE4Good index finds that companies at risk of exclusion are more
likely to comply with the index’s standards (Slager and Chapple 2016), and another FTSE4Good study
finds that the combination of shareholder engagement and threat of exclusion substantially
increases companies’ compliance with environmental standards (Mackenzie, Rees, and Rodionova
2013). In recent years CalPERS has been able to combine these tactics to good effect by threatening
to divest from Engie if they did not reduce their reliance on coal (which they subsequently did)
(Krane 2017).
Advocates argue that a divestment announcement from Cambridge could provide an external boost
to the efforts of change agents within fossil fuel companies, which may facilitate the internal culture
change required to undertake a fundamental shift in business operations. This external boost may
also apply to the employees of financial institutions, for whom divestment has prompted
conversations that may not have happened otherwise (Bergman 2018). Indeed, the rise of the
divestment movement in the US appears to have coincided with an increased focus on climate
change within the responsible investment field itself; see Appendix IV for further detail.
Millennials (people in their late 20s and 30s) are themselves reportedly reluctant to work for the oil
industry and have a dim view of the sector more generally; younger people, including those of
undergraduate age, appear to have even less enthusiasm (Mosendz 2017), and prospective
employees to rank the sector lower than others under experimental conditions (Backhaus, Stone,
and Heiner 2002). A 2017 survey of 1,204 American consumers and 109 oil and gas executives found
that Millennials had a mixed view of the industry but that 2 out of 3 teenagers “believe the oil and
gas industry causes problems rather than solves them” (EY 2017, 1). Given that the oil and gas
executives in the survey consistently underestimate young people’s concern over the environment
and other non-financial considerations (ibid., 4), a divestment statement from a population of
potential recruits could potentially raise executives’ awareness of young people’s desire for
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decarbonisation and – because recruitment is consistently one of executives’ top concerns (Murray
2017; Hagan 2018; Alderton 2019; The Conference Board 2020) – encourage them to adjust their
operations to align with the wishes of a new generation of prospective hires.
Perhaps relatedly, divestment appears to have revitalised the environmental movement in the UK
(Bergman 2018) and other countries (Bratman et al. 2016) by appealing to large numbers of people,
especially young people at universities and colleges. On some campuses, divestment has allowed for
“big tent” organising that connects student groups representing a variety of social justice concerns
(Bratman et al. 2016). There is some evidence to suggest that many successful divestment
campaigners go on to occupy positions in NGOs and activist groups (Cheon and Urpelainen 2018) as
well, meaning these effects can continue after graduation. The growth of the divestment movement
may be partly explained by the fact that it provides opportunities to take action in the long stretches
between international climate negotiations or national elections (Hestres and Hopke 2020) and
because it is a particularly “target-rich” campaign (Apfel 2015) that allows groups to organise around
the nearest investment pot. Successful campaigns can generate several headlines per institution,
multiplied by the many thousands of institutions that divest – attracting further attention to the
movement, and to the climate crisis, in the process. With further divestment announcements, the
legitimacy of the movement is enhanced, and this can translate into increased effectiveness for the
movement as a whole (Ayling 2017).
Finally, advocates argue that divestment is an effective tactic given particular features of human
psychology. Climate change is a diffuse, non-personified danger that manifests on a delayed
timeframe, very different from the kinds of dangers human psychology evolved to register as a
threat (Marshall 2015; Markowitz and Shariff 2012; McAdam 2017). A body of academic literature
addresses the need for careful framing and communication of the issue for this reason (ibid.), some
of which – either directly or by implication – finds that climate narratives need a villain (M. D. Jones
and McBeth 2010) to tap into moral intuitions and motivate people to take action. In the view of the
divestment movement the fossil fuel industry is that villain. Simple frames are more likely to be
grasped among the electorate as a whole, rendering the movement more accessible to a broader
swath of the public and thus increasing the chances that it might affect public discourse.

4.3

DIVESTMENT: POLITICAL ARGUMENTS

Along with a number of long-established and newly emerging environmental campaign groups, the
fossil fuel divestment movement has arguably helped shift public discourse away from a focus on
individuals’ and institutions’ carbon footprints and towards broader interventions that would reduce
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emissions system-wide (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016). The COVID-19 crisis has unfortunately but
valuably demonstrated the effect of eliminating all non-essential travel and building usage – a proxy
for the outer limit of emissions reductions that could result from individuals’ choices – which has
reduced global emissions by only 17% (Le Quéré et al. 2020) while causing significant disruptions due
to its rapid and unplanned nature. National, international, and system-level changes are needed to
eliminate structural emissions.
The route from divestment commitments to effective legislation action is impossible to chart
definitively, and there is no way to establish a firm causal relationship between the two. However,
the historic case of Apartheid may be instructive here. Although multiple factors – and multiple
tactics68 – certainly influenced the outcome, and although “divestment” had a rather different
meaning in some cases,69 scholars (Mangaliso 1997; Emel 2002) and major figures such as Desmond
Tutu (2014) all point to the divestment movement’s contribution to the fall of Apartheid (see
Appendix VII and online70 for a visual timeline illustrating the interplay between divestment
commitments and responses from the Apartheid regime as well as a timeline of events in the
ongoing fossil fuel divestment campaign).
How one assesses the evidence in this section, then, may depend on one’s assessment of the
momentum evidenced in the two timelines, of the divestment movement’s theory of change, of the
extent to which these two movements resemble each other, and of whether they will more closely
resemble each other over the coming years.
The political case for divestment rests on expectations that it will accelerate the pace of legislation in
favour of an energy transition away from fossil fuels. It does so both through creating a political
environment more favourable to legislation and by weakening the political power of the fossil fuel
industry.
Legal scholars contend that neither national nor international legal regimes are likely to ban an act in
this case, say, the continued extraction of fossil fuels beyond the carbon budget – before having

Black-led boycotts against White-owned businesses in South Africa, international boycotts of South African
sporting events, divestment, disinvestment, sanctions, shareholder resolutions, and pressure on commercial
banks operating in South Africa, inter alia. Note that divestment played a much larger role in the US movement
against Apartheid than it did in the UK context.
69
Referring at times to disinvestment, or companies’ sale of assets of subsidiaries operating in South Africa.
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For a closer look, see https://prezi.com/view/QqVNHHJQRagXs2gBTdjO/ (use track pad to zoom in, not
clickable arrows); downloadable PDFs are available
at https://www.dropbox.com/s/dmk9m72lwggdv6j/Climate%20Timeline%20Final.pdf?dl=0 (Apartheid)
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/dmk9m72lwggdv6j/Climate%20Timeline%20Final.pdf?dl=0 (climate change).
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agreed that it is immoral; “before a practice can be banned, it must be considered wrongful” (Coplan
2016, 230). It is therefore possible to conceive of the declining legitimacy of the fossil fuel industry
as a precondition to its being legislated71 at the level required to align with the science – including
the necessary supply-side constraints (see Section 2, pages 18-19 regarding supply-side policies).
Divestment advocates argue that divestment enhances an institution’s authority in climate
engagements with policymakers and regulators. As one senior person from the Cambridge Institute
for Sustainability Leadership (CISL) put it, “then your engagement with policy makes some sense
because the government official, the politician across the table, sees somebody who has actually
acted”. Divestment advocates also point out that unlike private shareholder engagements,
divestment announcements reach politicians and the public and thus are much more likely to have a
political effect.
Advocates further claim that by divesting, the University ceases to confer legitimacy on companies
that engage in lobbying against climate-friendly policies. As Bill McKibben recalled at a student-led
conference on divestment, Exxon built rigs to account for climate change-related sea rise while
funding climate change denialism research (Oreskes and Conway 2010); “intellectual dishonesty on
that scale would get you kicked out of Cambridge in a minute”. All of the oil and gas majors are
members of trade associations that continue to lobby against climate policies, and some do so
directly72 (see Section 2). A number of the oil and gas majors have changed their direct lobbying
practices, left a small number of trade associations, and noted in their annual reporting only “partial
alignment” with other trade associations; however, their membership fees continue to support the
full activities of these organisations.
Divestment proponents argue that the power of the fossil fuel industry must be diminished before
meaningful climate legislation can be enacted (Rowe, Dempsey, and Gibbs 2016). Indeed, some
divestment activists cite the lack of political progress at the national and international levels as a
primary reason for getting involved with the movement in the first place (Grady-Benson and Sarathy
2016) – to act as a counterbalance (Hestres and Hopke 2020) to the tremendous political power and
influence of the fossil fuel sector (Oreskes and Conway 2010; Tillmann et al. 2015; Gunningham
2017a). The industry’s influence is, indeed, a significant political barrier to action on climate change
(Piggot 2018; Braungardt, van den Bergh, and Dunlop 2019). Research suggests that social

Interestingly, in 2015 California legislated on divestment itself – forcing public pension funds to sell coal
holdings – following the publication of a report suggesting that the state’s largest fund, CalPERS, would be the
world’s 88th largest coal company if it owned its underlying coal companies’ reserves directly (Krane 2017).
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Listed oil and gas majors’ lobbying can also benefit the National Oil Companies, as the purpose of such
lobbying is to maintain oil demand.
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movements can help address this by shaping political decision-making and legislation (Amenta et al.
2010). This can be true in the domestic political environment, in which “if there is one key variable
accounting for policy change, it is the degree of domestic environmentalist pressure in major
industrialised democracies” (Keohane, Haas, and Levy 1993, 14), as well as on the global stage –
where “history suggests that international agreements are most likely to be pursued with sufﬁcient
determination to make them effective if there is a groundswell of popular support” (Gunningham
2017a, 387).
The divestment movement also necessarily draws attention to fossil fuel companies, and therefore
the supply of fossil fuels (see Section 2, pages 18-19 for further detail). Government support for
fossil fuel supply can take many forms; with pressure to address the supply side, “stigmatised firms
may be barred from competing for public tenders, acquiring licenses or property rights for business
expansion, or be weakened in negotiations with suppliers” (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013). The
demand aspect of climate change mitigation policy has traditionally overshadowed the supply side
of the equation, in international treaties and country-level legislation alike (Marshall 2015; Healy and
Barry 2017); divestment pressures could be viewed as a policy counterbalance in this regard.
Some critics feel that divestment is no more than a symbolic move that fails to affect the flow of
finance into the fossil fuel industry or reduce demand itself, however (See Section 2 and Appendix
IV). Divestment critics also argue that the problems faced by frontline communities and the wider
intergenerational requirements of climate justice require more than symbolism to address, and that
the very real issues of anti-climate lobbying, climate justice, and misallocation of shareholder
resources would be lost in a general divestment announcement.
A significant number of senior members of the University and its colleges worry specifically about
the impact of divestment. Even if the divestment movement succeeds in damaging the legitimacy of
the fossil fuel sector, they feel, this might not result in its demise or benign reform. One prominent
US critic of divestment maintains that the fossil fuel industry has already lost its social license to
operate, as it consistently performs terribly in opinion polls, with apparently few ill effects on its
continued operation (Rowe, Dempsey, and Gibbs 2016). Critics also cite the example of the tobacco
industry, which persists – and, until recent years (Au Duong 2020), outperformed the market
(Dimson, Marsh, and Staunton 2002) – despite widespread divestment and, indeed, the imposition
of other forms of restrictions and expressions of social opprobrium including legislation, lawsuits,
and funding bans.
Critics also argue that divestment replaces climate-conscious investors with those who have no such
concerns (Richardson 2017), and, in the process, results in a missed opportunity to influence firm37

level decisions and increase directors’ and executives’ exposure to climate-concerned social norms.
During a Senate House discussion a college Bursar remarked, “Divestment from fossil fuels by those
that consider them a bad thing means, by extension, leaving the investment to people who are not
concerned about the environmental issues. That allows perpetuation and even intensification of
those activities and would be an own goal”. Absent concerned investors and sensible climate change
legislation on the part of government, divestment critics fear that fossil fuel companies would be left
with little to no environmental oversight.
Some divestment critics have expressed the related fear that a decision to divest from fossil fuels
could constitute a missed opportunity to support employees of oil and gas companies who are
dedicated to decarbonising these companies’ operations. With fewer interactions with the
University and its researchers, such internal allies may no longer receive the intellectual and social
support required to change things from within. These critics argue that the University should
undertake to welcome, not alienate, potential converts within the fossil fuel industry. If fossil fuel
companies and their employees come to see the University as the enemy, they argue, persuasion
will no longer be possible. The criminology literature addresses this issue in depth: shame is indeed a
powerful motivator for change, but many legal scholars argue it is best matched with the potential
for redemption and reintegration for maximum efficacy (Braithwaite 1989). In this way, the
divestment movement is only equipped to exclude fossil fuel companies and their affiliates from the
fold of social acceptance, but allows them no route by which to regain the esteem of society through
swift and meaningful action on climate change.
Indeed, divestment rests on a simple, widely understood message that frames the fossil fuel industry
as villains. Even some who share the divestment movement’s aims fear that this oversimplification
can be problematic. As responsible investment authority Raj Thamotheram sees it:
By mobilising those who are most easily moved by such framing, the campaign risks
alienating those who are concerned about climate change but have a more systemic view of
the challenge: one inconvenient truth is that many sectors (including agriculture, airlines and
insurance) are today profiting by ignoring climate change. If the public comes to believe that
the answer to climate change is to punish one or two high profile oil and gas companies, and
that other sectors don’t have a huge role to play, or that the public itself has no significant
responsibility, then this is at best a major missed opportunity and, at worst, a deception.
Moreover, the power of fossil fuel companies and the scale of the challenge are such that
going into battle in a way which is likely to only mobilise one part of society – however
committed and vocal – will turn out to have been a weak strategy. (Thamotheram 2014)
Critics of divestment are not convinced that it will advance political change and suggest that the
University loses an opportunity for constructive engagement in divesting. As one college Bursar put
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it, divestment makes the news for a day and then the University loses its source of ongoing leverage
and engagement. A member of the University administration concurred, asking “What happens the
day after we divest? What then?” Some fear divestment’s only legacy would be the forced
restructuring of the Investment Office and the attendant shortfall in funding to support the central
functions of the University. In this view, the University will have acquiesced to the divestment
movement’s pressure, but will have diminished its capacity to influence climate policy or engage
with decision-makers in the process – without having meaningfully contributed to the divestment
movement’s stated aims, either. For those who genuinely wish to take action on climate change, this
is a dispiriting prospect.
There could even be unintended consequences if divestment succeeds in affecting the share price of
fossil fuel companies. Low share prices could have the unfortunate effect of benefiting the
remaining investors, as may have occurred in the case of “sin stocks” such as tobacco, gambling, and
alcohol (Hong and Kacperczyk 2009). This is because companies whose share prices are artificially
depressed tend to outperform the market, and their investors tend to pay less (via a lower share
price) for the flow of dividends the companies pay out. Outperformance could, in turn,
disproportionately benefit the executives of companies that attract divestment campaigns (Davies
and Van Wesep 2018). This is because a significant majority of executives’ stock options are paid
according to a fixed value,73 and thus “under typical compensation schemes, managers seek to
maximize stock returns, not stock prices” (ibid., 560). Depressed share prices could also increase the
risk of a hostile takeover and unemployment for the executive, however (Richardson 2017).
There may also be a danger in divestment’s focus on individual institutions. In this view, divestment
is a second-rate tactic that misses the central target. Indeed, some academics claim that a “marketbased” campaign like divestment could detract from the emphasis on government action (Tollefson
2015) and uncritically perpetuate the power of the financial system instead (Soederberg 2009;
Mayes, Richards, and Woods 2017):
[Critics of divestment] might argue that divestment is bad for the climate movement
because it is unlikely to achieve its goals and distracts the movement from more urgent and
achievable goals such as placing a price on carbon. Worse still (in my view) is the charge that
divestment is merely another form of shareholder activism and that no movement (or
substantial change) ever came from that quarter (Moss 2017).

When the share price is depressed, the executive will receive more shares to reach the value threshold
stipulated in the compensation contract. Under other compensation schemes, the contract would be for a
certain number of shares (whatever the price) and thus the executive would not benefit financially from a
divestment campaign.
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Divestment could even act as a barrier to government action. Financial sector actors who embrace
the fossil-free norm may do so precisely because, “once ‘rebranded’ as an issue of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), governments can be prevented from imposing stricter legal action”, resulting in
a “process of passive revolution of small, incremental concessions” as opposed to fundamental
change (Blondeel 2019).

5. REPUTATIONAL ARGUMENTS
The University of Cambridge’s reputation has been hard-won over the past 800+ years. As per the
University’s communications team, its reputation comprises the perceptions of funding institutions,
donors, future hires, students, prospective students, staff, media, and peer academic institutions.
Advocates of divestment often invoke the University’s future reputation as a consideration in this
debate. If it becomes increasingly evident that the divestment movement changes social norms and
policymakers’ political calculus, how will Cambridge be viewed on the basis of its actions now?
Cambridge may be viewed as a laggard74 if it is one of the last universities in the UK – or among its
global peers – to divest. One interview respondent for this report, a prominent Extinction Rebellion
activist (and academic), said it is “partly a question of, how do you want to go down in history? Do
you want to go down in history as having sort of taken a cautious middle path that didn’t satisfy
students but didn’t really annoy fossil fuel-funded think tanks? Or do you want to go down in history
as a pathbreaker that did something rather astonishing?”
Given significant levels of support for divestment among current students, as seen in Section 4, it
seems possible that divestment could improve the University’s reputation in this quarter. Relatedly,
some students view divestment as a “mainstream” option that has been taken by New York City, the
Church of England,75 and other respected bodies, and view Cambridge’s lack of action on this front
as displaying an “embarrassing lack of leadership”.
A 2016 Zero Carbon report also cited the need to maintain the University’s “research integrity” by
divesting (Galpin et al. 2016, 33), perhaps particularly in service of academic work on climate change
itself. Indeed, one senior CISL representative warned of the reputational risk inherent in being
perceived as saying one thing and doing another, referring to a major bank’s presentation on a

Cambridge is not yet at risk of being viewed as a laggard among global peers, but a majority of UK
universities with endowments – and 14 out of 24 Russell Group universities – have now fully divested (with a
further 4 having been reported as divested; the supporting evidence is ambiguous).
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The three funds associated with the Church of England are either fully divested or have committed to full
divestment by 2023 if the fossil fuel companies it owns do not fully align with the Paris Agreement by then.
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genuinely impressive new solar project they had financed: “But the first question they got after this
showcase presentation was, ‘What about oil sands?’ And ‘What about the heavy fossil energy
lending portfolio of [the bank]?’ Of course the whole thing fell over.”
The University’s ties to the fossil fuel industry have already generated media attention. Although
some will argue that this coverage is unfair, the fact remains that such attention is indeed
unwelcome. Advocates argue that divestment, and cutting research ties to fossil fuel companies,
would spare the University some of its most significant sources of negative coverage in recent years
– and thus reduce reputational risk.
However, reputational arguments do not all point in favour of divestment. In a focus group, senior
representatives of the development and alumni relations teams expressed the view that divestment
would neither help nor harm Cambridge’s relationship with donors or Cantab graduates, but felt that
there would be reputational harm if Cambridge were to be viewed as “having our head buried in the
sand” on climate issues. One significant donor – having spoken with three other major donors – felt
that although they all supported strong action on climate change on the part of the University more
generally, they would fear the erosion of the value of their benefactions in the event of full
divestment. A review of student applications in a sample of divested and non-divested Russell Group
universities suggests that divestment does not make an appreciable difference to a university’s
applicant numbers either way.
Others fear that the University could suffer reputational harm among research partners if it were to
divest, especially among fossil fuel companies, which could alienate even those that are genuinely
committed to decarbonisation – meaning the University would also lose an opportunity to push for
decarbonisation in those quarters. Divestment may also create apprehension on the part of research
partners in unrelated fields who fear negative media attention should Cambridge turn its divestment
focus to other sectors.
Critics of divestment have also expressed concern that if Cambridge divests and the decision does
not have a positive impact on climate policy it may have a negative effect on the University’s
perceived legitimacy and influence. Furthermore, some argue that if divestment is likely to be
ineffective and yet the University pursues it as a tactic, the act of divestment could be viewed as
greenwashing – another potential source of reputational harm. If divestment has minimal impact in
the end, others say, it could end up having distracted from more impactful actions the University
could take. If there is an alternative that actually works, conversely, this would likely enhance the
University’s reputation as a world-leading academic institution.
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6. FINANCIAL ARGUMENTS
This section begins with a summary of the research on the effect of fossil fuel divestment on
financial performance, benefactions, and research funding – not the effect of divestment on fossil
fuel companies, which is otherwise addressed in Appendix IV – before outlining some of the
advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuel divestment in terms of the University’s investment
performance specifically and of the investment performance of directly invested or index-tracking
investors more generally. These financial considerations include anticipated legislative or demandside changes; risk attenuation; research funding; and constraints on the universe of fund managers
from which the investment office can choose. It is worth clarifying that not all of this research is
relevant to the University endowment (see Appendix II). Perhaps most importantly, the vast majority
of the studies cited examine listed equity index or sector returns over time – publicly-listed fossil
fuels’ financial performance compared to that of other sectors or the market as a whole – whereas
the University endowment invests in boutique fund managers with relatively large holdings in
relatively few companies across many asset classes. We will clarify which effects are CUEF-specific in
examining the evidence below.
A full summary of historical studies regarding the impact of divestment on investment returns can be
found in Appendix VI. From the available evidence,76 divestment from fossil fuels would have had
little effect on returns in the past 118 years for investors holding the whole market (e.g. through an
index fund). In the very longest timeframes studied – by Cambridge scholars – coal was the very
worst-performing sector over 118 years in the US,77 while oil slightly outperformed the market in the
US and slightly underperformed in the UK over the same period (Atta-Darkua and Dimson 2018).
There have been both long and short periods of under- and outperformance during that time,
however, so the relevant studies’ conclusions are highly dependent on the time period chosen.
Studies that examine returns from the past 50 years tend to find that fossil fuels outperform the
market, while all studies covering the period from 2010 onwards show fossil fuels underperforming.
Historical studies may discount system-level effects of divestment, however. One working paper
model finds that a 10-20% penetration78 of “moral investors”79 in the market would be sufficient to
We have only included academic research or independent reports. Six articles commissioned by the
Independent Petroleum Association of America are not included; these articles’ estimates of the harms of
divestment diverge wildly from those found in peer-reviewed articles, and they share an unusual amount of
mutual citation with almost no reference to academic articles on divestment.
77
An unbroken dataset from the UK for this period was unavailable.
78
Another study, not fully referenced here as its model is not applicable to pure-play fossil fuel companies,
suggests that a 60% penetration of responsible investors is required to raise the cost of capital enough for
brown companies to incur a cost of green conversion of 10% or more (Heinkel, Kraus, and Zechner 2001).
79
Their term.
76
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precipitate a decline in fossil fuel companies’ valuations and therefore outperformance of the moral
investors’ portfolios (Ewers et al. 2019). The authors also find that share prices of fossil fuel
companies would be initially unmoved by divestment in liquid markets, as socially responsible
investors are replaced by neutral investors – consistent with the findings of the historical studies
cited in this section and Appendix VI (ibid.).
In terms of forward-looking academic work, one modelling study projects that low-carbon or fossilfree portfolios’ performance will be equivalent to that of a standard portfolio, with lower climate
risk (Benedetti et al. 2019). In the bond market, one practitioner study suggests that low-carbon
bond portfolios are able to match a standard bond portfolio’s tracking error and returns while
protecting against stranded asset risk (de Jong and Nguyen 2016). Erlandsson (2017) similarly runs a
large-cap bond portfolio through his own low-carbon ECOBAR model and finds that it matches or
exceeds the benchmark’s performance. However, the latter two studies examine low-carbon, not
fossil-free, bond portfolios and thus are not directly applicable to the question at hand.
In the event that Cambridge decides not to accept research funding from fossil fuel companies, this
could constitute a direct loss to the University; if Cambridge divests, equally, fossil fuel companies
may no longer donate research funds to the University. Universities that divest from fossil fuels
could end up benefiting from new sources of funding as climate change becomes more of a focus for
grant-making bodies and research funders (Leal Filho et al. 2018), however, and it is not
inconceivable that the University could face restrictions on research funding due to its research ties
with fossil companies anyway – as has already occurred with tobacco and Cancer Research UK.80 At a
Senate House discussion, several academics did not share their colleagues’ fear about the loss of
funding from fossil fuel companies in the event of divestment. One academic stated baldly, “if a
company requires us to invest in their stocks before they will fund our research, then they do not
really want independent academic research, and so are a poor partner for the University”. A
National Union of Students (NUS) submission to the Divestment Working Group noted that
universities that had divested had not reported a decrease in research funding from fossil fuel
companies (National Union of Students and People & Planet 2017).
As noted in Section 5, however, Cambridge could risk losing major donors in choosing to divest.
Although it has not been possible to canvass all of the University’s significant benefactors, one key
donor – who had spoken with a handful of others – felt that divestment poses a risk to the long-term
value of these donors’ benefactions due to the forced abandonment of the fund-of-funds

https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/reports/Documents/2005/tobacco-industry-fundingto-universities.pdf.
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endowment model, a risk they may be unwilling to take. There may be other benefactors who
support Cambridge in response to a divestment commitment, but that is not possible to predict or
quantify.
In conclusion, fossil fuel divestment does not much affect indexed or passive fund performance
either way. For a passive investor or a fund with a small number of external managers, the cost of
divestment is likely to be small or non-existent.81 For Cambridge, however, with an endowment
holding less than 3% in the energy sector, the financial issue is not primarily about the risk and
return on those energy assets but about the impact divestment would have on its model of
investment. See Section 7 for an explanation of the effects of divestment on the fund-of-funds
model. In terms of benefactions and research funding, divestment could present risks or potential
benefits, with ambiguous results in known cases. Finally, there are undoubtedly significant risks
involved in the fossil fuel industry; whether these are now (and will be in the future) properly priced
by the financial markets, and how this would affect fossil fuel investments, is unknowable. Appendix
VI provides a synopsis of the current academic literature in this area.
Although less relevant for CUEF,82 investors with a more or less market-tracking portfolio could
protect against volatility in fossil fuel prices as well as legislative changes and the structural decline
of demand for fossil fuels by divesting. The risk of stranded assets83 due to a rapid and unruly
transition, litigation risk, declining demand, or a market downturn has been well-documented; see
Section 2, pages 15-16 for further detail.
The University endowment’s fund-of-funds model means that the investment office chooses fund
managers, not the underlying assets. Under this model, because investments are made primarily in
pooled funds alongside many other institutional investors, the investment office is restricted in the
extent to which it can control whether and how much of its investments are in fossil fuel companies.
Because most fund managers do not consider it appropriate to impose investment restrictions based
on the stipulations of individual fund participants, full divestment would substantially narrow the
range of fund managers among which the divestment office makes selections. CEAM’s CILT

Depending on fees, although the fees on fossil-free products have dropped considerably as of late and is
unlikely to pose a barrier going forward.
82
With fossil fuel exposure of 2.8%, it would take a 43% loss in the value of the fossil fuel sector to equal the
fund-of-fund model’s effect (of an average of 1.2% outperformance per annum) on CUEF’s returns for one
year.
83
As per Cambridge scholars’ research, stranded assets have a long history in the transport sector in particular
– in the transitions from horses to canals, canals to railways, and railways to internal combustion engines, with
plenty of asset-stranding along the way (Atta-Darkua and Dimson 2018). It is still possible to make money in
declining industries, however (ibid.).
81
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conference participants noted that the fund-of-funds model has made CUEF very successful for over
a decade; they also noted that both divestment and engagement may be difficult under this model.
Indeed, most higher education institutions that have divested have had smaller, less complex
endowment portfolios84 (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016), which may have made divestment easier
and less costly to implement.85 Given CUEF’s investment model, divestment could entail significant
foregone returns.

7. EXPLORATION OF POSSIBLE COSTED STRATEGIES FOR DIVESTING FROM FOSSIL FUELS
NB: This section was authored by the University’s Investment Office.
This section explores the (costed) implications of three possible divestment scenarios.
i.

Fund of funds model retained, full divestment

ii.

Fully delegated model, full divestment

iii.

In-house asset management, full divestment

The baseline figures set out below are for 31.12.19 unless otherwise stated, and reflect the
investment decisions of the previous CIO and investment team. Winding down illiquid investments
would take 5 to 10 years in any of these scenarios, which is in line with student, staff, and college
Bursar recommendations and with the announced divestment plans of other universities.
CUEF holds and invests donations in order to provide direct financial support for the University’s
research, teaching, and other activities, which do not generate sufficient income to cover their costs
of operations. To pay its cash distribution of inflation plus 4% per year (£88 million in the year to
June 2019), CUEF invests in funds, rather than selecting individual securities to invest in, allocating
money to specialist third-party asset managers. These managers have discretion to make security
selection decisions on behalf of CUEF; CIML does not control the individual investment decisions
made by its managers. Readers unfamiliar with the structure and operations of CUEF are strongly
recommended to consult Appendix II.
The majority of the asset managers with which CUEF invests do not hold securities in fossil fuels.
Moreover, the few non-specialist86 asset managers invested in energy companies tend to allocate an

This is also true for divestment commitments outside of the higher education sector (Hansen and Pollin
2020).
85
Ritchie and Dowlatabadi (2015) also suggest that divestment is easier for endowments with a focus on
growth as opposed to income – universities that are less reliant on the endowment for operational spending.
86
The exception is two specialist energy asset managers that account for most of CUEF’s fossil fuel exposure.
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average of approximately 1% of their assets under management to such securities. That might
suggest divestment should be easy. However, for the reasons described below, the anticipated cost
of a policy of guaranteed zero exposure to fossil fuel companies could be considerable.
A) Option I: Fund of funds model retained, full divestment
The Investment Office has consulted CUEF’s largest asset managers to understand their willingness
and ability to divest from fossil fuels if requested and/or create a separately managed fossil-free
account for CUEF. CUEF predominantly invests in pooled vehicles alongside up to 100 or more other
investors and the asset managers contracted do not typically impose restrictions relating to a
particular sector or sub-sector at the request of a single investor. While many of the asset managers
do not currently invest in fossil fuels, they are unwilling to rule out explicitly ever holding fossil fuels,
not least because some of their hedging and technical trading strategies may create fossil fuel
exposures from time to time. Further, CUEF managers generally do not offer separately managed
accounts.
If CUEF were to be subject to a strict policy of full divestment, CUEF would no longer be able to
invest in any third party manager not willing or able to explicitly guarantee zero exposure to fossil
fuels. As a result, CUEF would be required to redeem its investments from approximately 50% of its
current managers in order to divest from energy exposure amounting to 2.8% of the total portfolio
as at 31st December 2019.
According to work carried out by the Investment Office there would be two major reinvestment
impacts:
i.

Increased volatility (beta). Diversifying asset classes on which CUEF relies to reduce the
correlation of the Endowment to equity markets will not be investible. Without such sources
of diversification, CUEF may be forced to sell equity securities at depressed points in the
economic cycle to fund its distribution to investors, resulting in permanent loss that can
damage future returns and distributions.

ii.

Reduced choice, reduced return (alpha). Very few public equity managers have
demonstrated the ability to outperform benchmarks over the long term (R. C. Jones and
Wermers 2011). A policy of zero exposure to fossil fuels would severely restrict the choice
and therefore ability of the Investment Office to continue to deliver investment
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outperformance against benchmarks (alpha) through manager selection.87 Based on
performance to 31.12.19, CUEF has delivered outperformance equivalent to approximately
£29 million per year on a forward-looking basis in its equities portfolio alone.88
CUEF cannot fully divest from fossil fuels without materially changing its current investment model.
The combination of value-add through asset allocation and manager selection has added 1.2%
outperformance per year vs a passive index, equivalent to £309 million since the inception of the
current model of management in 2008. Applying the historic 1.2% annual outperformance to the
CUEF’s entire value as at 31 December 2019 would imply a reduction of approximately £40 million
per year of investment returns.89 As net asset value of the Fund rises, the absolute outperformance
would continue to rise and to compound commensurately. This would materially impact the future
value of CUEF and in turn the future distribution to the University, colleges and trusts.
The Investment Office would also be unable to make use of key portfolio management tools, for
example hedging the portfolio using major indices such as the S&P500. This may add additional costs
and volatility in returns.
B) Option II: Fully delegated model, full divestment
A second option is winding down the investments with CUEF’s current asset managers, reducing the
Investment Office to an operational team only, and reinvesting the capital via a fully delegated
model. For this exercise it is assumed that CUEF’s capital is reinvested in a simple passively managed
strategy tracking a fossil free index. Studies of the performance impact of excluding fossil fuels from
indices show limited impact on performance (see Section 6). The cost of switching to this model is
therefore calculated as future performance foregone through giving up potential alpha generated by
the current fund of funds model.
As noted already, the fund of funds model has proven successful over time and has delivered
investment performance of 1.2% in excess of a passive benchmark on an annualised basis. In
addition to the aforementioned assumed foregone returns, a fully delegated model would also result

Even many specialist sustainability-focussed asset managers – who do not invest in fossil fuel companies and
do not plan to do so – lack an explicit fossil fuel exclusion.
88
Excess return calculated using outperformance relative to the benchmarks of each equity manager
multiplied by the CUEF investment in public equity as at 31.12.19. Note that this performance is based on the
public equity manager selection of the previous team.
89
Excess return and future potential return calculated using the 31.12.19 CUEF NAV of £3.5 billion. Note that
this performance is based on the asset allocation and manager selection of the previous team.
87
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in additional management fees90 of c.10-15 basis points (0.10-0.15%, or £3.5-£5.3 million) per year,
further eroding the University’s net investment returns.
C) Option III: In-house asset management, full divestment
A third option the University could choose to take is to manage assets, or a proportion of assets,
internally. This option has not been explored in detail as it is believed to be prohibitive from an
operational cost perspective and the difficulty of building a team with the appropriate skillset.
Evidence suggests that the complexity inherent in this approach means it is uncommon for an asset
owner of CUEF’s size (Franz and Kranner 2019).91

8. CONCLUSION
Within the University of Cambridge there is broad agreement about the urgent need to reduce
carbon emissions. However, whether full divestment of University funds from fossil fuel assets is the
best way to make that happen has been the subject of intense debate. Based on a review of the
academic literature, interviews and focus groups with relevant stakeholders inside and outside the
University, records of University and college discussions, and some further primary data collection,
this report has explored the advantages and disadvantages of a policy of fossil fuel divestment
across its moral, social, political, reputational, and financial dimensions, including a summary of
costed divestment scenarios for the University.
Following the introduction of the report, Section 2 discussed the extent to which large fossil fuel
companies are changing strategy and practices, whether in response to the changing business
landscape or the existing divestment and shareholder engagement campaigns. It noted that while
there have been welcome statements of intent and some initial steps moving towards an energy
transition by some companies, within the industry as a whole there has been limited action on the
short-term targets or changes in current investments that would provide evidence of a commitment
to an energy transition consistent with a “well below 2˚C” pathway. The section identified further
short-term steps that fossil fuel companies could take to demonstrate commitment, including in the
realms of lobbying, executive compensation, and capital expenditure, inter alia. This section also
pointed out that economics now favours renewable energy in most countries, meaning there is a
sizable investment opportunity in renewables for fossil fuel companies, and that one (albeit midAll CUEF performance is already reported net of fees, including the cost of running the Investment Office.
Examples of asset owners who have switched from an in-house to fund of fund strategy include the Harvard
University Endowment and the National Grid UK Pension Scheme, both multi-billion pound asset owners.
90
91
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sized) fossil fuel company has successfully transitioned to a renewable energy company, helping to
transform the UK offshore wind sector while generating high returns for its investors. On the
investment side, evidence suggests that most new financing for fossil fuels comes from bank lending
and bond issues, not equity, while at least one divestment-specific study – and other supporting
evidence – suggests that divestment may directly affect fossil fuel companies’ cost of capital from
these main sources (see pages 11-12; see also Appendix IV).
Sections 3 to 6 explored the substance of the divestment debate. Divestment campaigners have
cited three main reasons for divestment. The first is that divestment is a moral imperative, the
second is that divestment promotes necessary societal and political change, and the third is that
investments in fossil fuel companies make poor financial sense. Failing to divest would, as a
consequence, negatively affect the University’s reputation.
Section 3 of the report addressed the moral question. Proponents of divestment argue that any
investment in fossil fuel companies is inconsistent with the beliefs we hold as a university
community. Opponents of divestment, while sharing substantially the same overall objectives of
achieving rapid decarbonisation, argue that divestment is a hollow gesture that is unlikely to be
effective and that the moral position would be to do something that is more likely to achieve
substantial change.
Section 4 considered different theories of change regarding the social and political advantages and
disadvantages of divestment. Proponents of divestment consider that the stigmatisation of fossil fuel
companies that divestment brings counteracts the political and financial power of these companies
and helps to achieve a change in public discourse that in turn creates the conditions for political
change. They argue that divestment has reinvigorated the environmental movement, especially
among young people; brought “stranded assets” and “carbon budget” into the public lexicon,
contributing to a decrease in investors’ confidence in fossil fuel companies’ long-term prospects; and
drawn needed attention to frontline communities and the supply side of the fossil fuel equation.
They further claim that shareholder engagement with fossil fuel companies has not, and will not,
lead to change on the scale and in the timeframe necessary. Opponents of divestment are
uncomfortable with the stigmatisation of individuals and companies and the politicisation of
endowments, which they argue would create a precedent for the University to take overt political
actions on a wide array of topics in the future. They consider that other forms of environmental
campaigning and concrete decarbonisation action, combined with shareholder engagement with
fossil fuel companies, could harness the capabilities required to achieve the energy transition faster.
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They also object to selling holdings to investors who do not share the University’s concerns about
climate change.
Section 5 considered the reputational arguments for the University, concluding that more evidence
is needed but that there would likely be reputational gains from taking bold action on climate
change, within constituencies spanning prospective employees, donors, alumni, and students.
Divestment advocates point to the reputational benefits of avoiding unwelcome media attention
over divestment and related issues, while divestment critics point to concerns about damage to
relationships with Cambridge’s present and future research partners and donors.
The financial arguments for and against divestment were considered in Section 6. There is much
literature on the impact of sector exclusion on index fund investment returns and the risks to fossil
fuel investments from the energy transition. Overall, there is little evidence to suggest that a global
portfolio invested to exclude fossil fuels would underperform one that included them and such a
portfolio might avoid the volatility that is likely to affect the fossil fuel sector in the coming years. On
the face of it, therefore, the financial implications of divestment might appear to be slight for the
University. However, the University operates a fund of funds model, investing through dozens of
carefully selected third-party managers rather than investing directly in companies or through
generally available funds that are geared to the wider public. As at 31st December 2019, the
Cambridge University Endowment Fund (CUEF), which significantly supports the University’s
research and teaching activities, had only 2.8% of the fund invested in fossil fuel companies. In
Section 7, analysing the last decade of out-performance of investment indices, the Investment Office
explained that a policy of full divestment would necessitate a change in investment model, which
would eliminate its ability to achieve above-market returns. Applying the historic 1.2% annual
outperformance to the CUEF’s entire value as at 31 December 2019 would imply a reduction of c£40
million per year of investment returns. This could in turn breed scepticism on the part of major
donors regarding the safeguarding of the value of their benefactions. For the University of
Cambridge, then, the primary cost of full divestment would be in the abandonment of its investment
model.
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APPENDIX I: REGENT HOUSE GRACE ON FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT
Grace for submission to the Regent House under Special Ordinance A (i) 5 (report on the
advantages and disadvantages of a policy of divestment)
22 March 2019
The Council has received the following Grace, which has been initiated under Special Ordinance
A (i) 5 by 324 members of the Regent House.
Grace 1 of 11 January 2017 called for the University to divest its Endowment from companies whose
business is wholly or substantially concerned with the extraction of fossil fuels. The Regent
House notes that in its response to the Grace, the Council announced its intention to commission a
report specifically into the advantages and disadvantages of the policy of divestment which the
Grace supports.
The Regent House has not received such a report because the terms of reference of the Divestment
Working Group (DWG) did not refer to advantages or disadvantages of divestment but asked for a
broader consideration of the issues. The Council’s response, published on the 20 June 2018 similarly
did not weigh the advantages and disadvantages but rather stated the Council’s opposition to a
policy of divestment, and passed on to other matters.
The Regent House therefore directs the Council to produce a report to the University that will
1.

set out fully the advantages and disadvantages, including the social and political ones, of a
policy of divestment from fossil fuels,

2.

assess the moral acceptability of a University committed to educating future generations,
and whose core values include sustainability, benefitting from investments in fossil fuels that
threaten that future,

3.

provide costed estimates of the effects, positive and negative, on the performance of the
University’s investments of such a policy,

4.

provide a full assessment of the reputational effects, positive and negative, of a policy of
divestment,

5.

provide, as requested by the Grace of 11 January 2017, costed details of possible strategies
for how the University might divest from fossil fuels.

Such a report should be compiled with appropriate Regent House and student input. It should be
completed within 6 months, or failing that an interim report with a detailed timeline to completion
should be produced.
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APPENDIX II: THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENT FUND
NB: This section was authored by the university’s Investment Office.
The following section provides background on the Cambridge University Endowment Fund (‘CUEF’ or
‘the Fund’) and how its manager, Cambridge Investment Management Limited (‘CIML’) and the
Investment Office, fulfil their fiduciary responsibilities to a wide variety of stakeholders.92 As an
asset owner, CUEF holds and invests donations made to the university and certain of its colleges and
charitable trusts, as well as other long-term capital, in order to provide direct financial support for
the university’s research, teaching, and other activities. At 31st December 2019, the Net Asset Value
(‘NAV’) of the Fund was £3.5 billion, and the NAV of the university’s assets held within the Fund
were £2.5 billion.
As a charity dedicated to education, learning and research, offering Cambridge’s unique support
structures, quality of student learning experience and exceptional research focus, income the
university receives from tuition fees, research and other grants, and donations is not sufficient to
cover the cost of its operations.93 The regular drawdown distribution from CUEF is therefore vital to
ensure sustained excellence in education and research and to contribute to the long-term financial
health of the university. The Fund pays its investors a distribution of approximately 4% of its value
per annum. For the fiscal years ended 30th June 2019, 2018, and 2017, that payment to the
university as an investor in CUEF equaled £88 million, £80 million, and £76 million, respectively. To
put these figures in context, in the fiscal year 2018/19, CUEF drawdown provided cash funding
equivalent to approximately £3,800 per student94 attending the university in that year. Put another
way, the endowment distribution funded the equivalent of three-quarters of the cash deficit of the
university’s combined research activities, where research sponsors do not fund the full cost of
related activities and supporting infrastructure. Over the last decade, CUEF has paid out more than
£750 million to support the university, its colleges and charitable trusts.95

CUEF’s stakeholders include not only current and future students and faculty members, but also
administrative staff including college Bursars as well as alumni, donors, and other parties associated with the
university.
93
The university’s ten-year financial model indicates that research activities result in an annual cash
flow deficit to the university of approximately £100 million per annum, while teaching activities run an
annual deficit at the undergraduate level, given estimated costs per student to the university of £16,100
per annum which is only partially met by standard per student tuition fees of £9,250 per annum.
94
Including both undergraduate and graduate students.
95
https://www.cam.ac.uk/about-the-university/how-the-university-and-colleges-work/cambridge-universityendowment-fund
92
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CUEF invests in funds, rather than selecting individual securities to invest in, allocating money to
specialist, third-party fund managers.96 This approach is based on two key considerations. First, the
Investment Office itself lacks the scale to execute the range of investments required to diversify the
assets of the Fund and manage its volatility through different market environments. Second, to
generate the financial returns that its investors rely on, the Fund must deliver returns in excess of
those available from ‘passive’ or index-based investments. The Investment Office therefore does not
invest directly on behalf of CUEF but instead allocates funds to managers with demonstrated
specialist skills. These managers have discretion to make security selection decisions on behalf of
CUEF; CIML does not control the individual investment decisions made by its managers. For the
reasons discussed in the body of the report, CUEF cannot fully divest from fossil fuels in the shortterm without abandoning its current investment model. The current model has been proven to work
over time. CUEF has added £309m above the passive benchmark since the inception of the fund of
fund model in 200897 and it is estimated that moving away from CUEF’s current investment model
would result in approximately £40 million per year of foregone investment returns in the future,
based on calendar year 2019 net asset value. This would impact the future value of CUEF and in turn
the future distribution.
The Fund as at 31st December 2019
The new Chief Investment Officer of the Investment Office joined in January 2020, just over a year
after the departure of the previous CIO and the majority of his team. Since joining, the CIO has hired
a new team, including the Fund’s first Sustainable Investment Officer, and has explicitly committed
to using CUEF’s influence to contribute to mitigating climate change. Due to data availability the
snapshot presented here reflects the position of the fund at the end of December 2019, before the
new CIO and new team took over management of the assets.98

The Endowments of the University of Cambridge and University of Oxford are the only UK University
endowments with assets in excess of £1billion. These two endowment are able to pursue a different model of
asset management in comparison to smaller peers.
97
Calculated by modelling CUEF inflows into a passive composite benchmark (65% public equity, 35% public
debt) and comparing the performance of this benchmark against CUEF’s actual performance.
98
CUEF’s year end is June. June 2020 data was not available at the time of writing this report. Where possible
the Investment Office has updated information to December 2019. Where June 2019 data is used it is noted
explicitly.
96
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As of 31st December 2019, the 68 asset managers acting on behalf of CUEF held 2.8% of total assets
in energy-related investments. Over 95% of the energy holdings were in oil and gas companies;
therefore the energy sector can be viewed as a proxy for fossil fuel companies in this report.99
The majority of the asset managers with which CUEF invests do not hold securities in fossil fuels.100
Moreover, the few non-specialist101 asset managers within the CUEF portfolio that do invest in
energy companies tend to allocate an average of approximately 1% of their assets under
management to such securities. The exception is two specialist asset managers in the real assets
asset class that primarily invest in energy. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of CUEF’s energy exposure by
asset class and highlights that energy exposure is relatively larger in the real assets category, driven
by the two specialist asset managers.
Figure 1: CUEF energy exposure broken out by asset class

A new asset allocation currently being implemented by the Investment Office aims to gradually
increase private equity exposure and reduce public equity exposure commensurately over time,
inter alia. It is anticipated that a consequence of the new asset allocation will be a structurally lower
exposure to energy securities. Further to this the Investment Office is currently evaluating
opportunities in renewable energy which would result in a lower exposure to conventional energy
within the real assets portfolio.

CUEF has negligible tar sands holdings and minimal holdings, less than 0.03% of NAV, in thermal and
consumable coal. The remainder of the energy exposure is in other energy assets including three holdings in
private renewable energy companies.
100
As at 31st December 2019, 30% of CUEF’s managers held some energy securities.
101
Not specialising in energy investments.
99
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The Investment Office has consulted with CUEF’s largest asset managers to understand their
willingness and ability to divest from fossil fuels if requested. The results of these discussions
highlight one of the key challenges that the Investment Office faces: while many of the asset
managers do not currently invest in fossil fuels, almost all of those interviewed are currently
unwilling to rule out explicitly ever holding fossil fuels. Asset managers give three main reasons. The
predominant reason CUEF managers will not explicitly rule out investments in energy, or any other
sector or subsector, is that CUEF typically invests in pooled vehicles with up to 100 other asset
owners. Asset managers CUEF spoke to do not feel it is appropriate to impose restrictions relating to
a particular sector or sub sector as a request from individual investors. Second, asset managers
communicated concern that multiple exclusionary rules of this type would restrict their ability to be
flexible and proactively take advantage of investment opportunities. A third reason is that many
managers rely on the option to hedge their strategy using an index or other technical trading
strategies. Discussions with asset managers indicate that fossil-free indices are not currently
sufficiently liquid to enable this type of trading strategy.
If CUEF were to be subject to a strict policy of full divestment, CUEF would no longer be able to
invest in any third party manager not willing or able to explicitly guarantee zero exposure to fossil
fuels. CUEF would be required to redeem its investments from approximately 50% of its current
managers in order to divest from energy exposure amounting to 2.8% of the total portfolio. The
implication of this research is that CUEF cannot pursue a full divestment from fossil fuels in the
short-term without materially changing its current investment model.
The Investment Office believe that a full divestment from fossil fuels is not possible within the current
investment model but have identified an alternate suite of tactics to mitigate climate change. These
will be proposed as part of a response to the Divestment Report. Actions already completed include:
unprecedented access to the author of the report to information about the CUEF portfolio; invitation
to the author of this report to meet with managers in the CUEF portfolio; a commitment to deliver
increased transparency on portfolio details in regular investor reporting; increased frequency and
interactivity of communication with investors; commitment to a regular town hall meeting once per
year with students commencing in October 2020.
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APPENDIX III: HISTORY OF FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT, GLOBALLY AND AT CAMBRIDGE
The fossil fuel divestment movement began nearly a decade ago on university and college campuses
in the US, with the first protests beginning at Swarthmore College in the spring of 2011 (Raji 2014;
Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016); Hampshire College became the first to divest its holdings in fossil
fuel companies later that same year (Ryan and Marsicano 2020), and it has since spread to other
countries (Maina, Murray, and McKenzie 2020; Beer 2016; McGray and Turcotte-Summers 2017).
The fossil fuel divestment campaign is the fastest-growing divestment movement in history (Ansar,
Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013), with divestment commitments from 1195 institutions with a combined
value of $14.14 trillion as of 2 May 2020.102 Universities and colleges that have divested from fossil
fuels cite several motivations: alignment with the institution’s values, demonstrating support for
campus environmental efforts, positive reputational effects, a desire to play a leadership role, the
moral imperative to mitigate catastrophic climate change, and long-term stability of the investment
portfolio (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016; Healy and Debski 2017). To this Cambridge divestment
advocates add arguments about shifting social norms and generating political pressure for climate
legislation, among others. Universities that have decided against divestment, on the other hand,
tend to cite financial costs and/or risk, as well as a belief that divestment is ineffectual relative to
other courses of action, that divestment is hypocritical for institutions that continue to consume
fossil fuels, and that the endowment is not meant to be wielded as a political tool (Healy and Debski
2017). Some critics of divestment have also taken issue with the idea of transferring ownership of –
as well as influence over and oversight of – listed fossil fuel companies to investors who do not share
the university’s concern over climate change.
The fossil fuel divestment movement at Cambridge began in the 2012-2013 academic year with the
student- and staff-led Cambridge University Socially Responsible Investment Campaign (CUSRIC),
which morphed into Positive Investment Cambridge (PIC)103 in 2014 to reflect a shift in strategy
towards an array of campaign goals, of which divestment was one. The Cambridge Zero Carbon
Society re-launched itself as a fossil fuel divestment-focussed student group the following year. Both
Zero Carbon and Positive Investment Cambridge were able to secure widespread support for
climate-friendly investments among the student body, with resolutions in favour of university action
on the issue passed by the Junior Common Rooms (JCRs, representing undergraduates) of all
colleges and nearly all Middle Common Rooms (MCRs, representing graduate students).

https://gofossilfree.org/divestment/commitments/. This list of commitments includes institutions that have
partially divested; the University of Cambridge, having blacklisted coal and tar sands, is already included.
103
Expression of interest: author Ellen Quigley is a co-founder of PIC.
102
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In 2015, at Zero Carbon’s behest, the Cambridge University Students’ Union (CUSU) voted 33-1 in
favour of divestment (Ashworth 2015). Around the same time, PIC collected over 300 signatures
from Regent House members in favour of a Grace requesting the creation of an Ethical Investment
Working Group (EIWG) to study how the university could incorporate social and environmental
issues into its endowment’s policy and practices. Having well exceeded the 50 signatures required to
take the Grace to a vote, PIC approached the university directly instead, who acceded to the request
to create a Working Group. The IEWG submitted its report in June of 2016, which recommended
that the university improve transparency and publicise avenues for members to express views on
investment practices, engage with fund managers and investee companies, seek opportunities for
profitable ESG investments across all asset classes, and vote its proxies as a shareholder, inter alia.
That same year, Zero Carbon collected almost 2,400 student signatures in favour of divestment from
fossil fuels. In January 2017, they collected 140 staff signatures for a Regent House Grace. The
university adopted the Grace as advisory and struck the Divestment Working Group (DWG) to
undertake an investigation of the topic. This decision, in turn, prompted a pro-divestment open
letter from 360 academic staff members.104 CUSU passed a unanimous resolution reaffirming its
support for fossil fuel divestment some months later (Wernham 2017). The DWG released its report
in 2018, recommending a policy of “considered divestment”, including a moratorium on coal and tar
sands investments (aside from de minimis exposure); the creation of a dedicated research centre on
climate change; a push into environmental, social, and governance (ESG) investing; and several other
recommendations, most of which the University Council approved. The report was met with protests
from some students, who felt the report, and the Council’s decisions, did not go far enough.
Finally, in early 2019, 324 Regent House members supported a Grace requesting a report detailing
the moral, social, political, reputational and financial advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuel
divestment, with costed estimates of various divestment scenarios. University Council considered
the Grace at its April 2019 meeting and agreed to commission such a report, which fell to the new
Advisor to the Chief Financial Officer (Responsible Investment), Dr Ellen Quigley, co-author of the
report you are now reading.
Through this period and since, divestment has continued to be a live issue for the University of
Cambridge. The proliferation of open letters, petitions, Graces, resolutions, protests, marches,
occupations, and banner drops – even a hunger strike – speaks to the importance of this issue in the
university community. At least eight colleges have committed to full or partial divestment during this

104

https://zerocarbonsoc.soc.srcf.net/experience/academics-open-letter-2018/.
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time, while the university agreed to blacklist coal and tar sands. In three separate reports105 since
2016, Zero Carbon has expressed frustration with the university’s lack of transparency as well as a
dearth of evidence that any actual engagement or alterations to investment practices had occurred
in the wake of the EIWG and DWG reports (Galpin et al. 2016; Lornie et al. 2018; Banks et al. 2019).

Among other demands, these reports advocate for a 5-year runway to divestment and an initial 5%
allocation of the endowment to impact investing.
105
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APPENDIX IV: IMPACT OF DIVESTMENT ON THE FOSSIL FUEL SECTOR
Working Paper – Impact of Divestment on the Fossil Fuel Sector
What follows summarises the literature examining the impact of fossil fuel divestment on fossil fuel
companies themselves. The evidence points to differential impacts across asset classes. Recall that a
large majority of new financing for fossil fuels comes from bank lending (64%) and bond issuance
(26%):

Source: Cojoianu et al. 2019.
It is in the debt markets that we might expect to see the greatest effect from divestment, and this
does indeed appear to be the case. In public equity, the effect is less apparent. Divestment appears
to have little effect on share price (Hansen and Pollin 2020), for example, except perhaps in the
short term – and even then, it appears to be the announcement itself that causes the pricing
adjustment (Atta-Darkua 2020; Dordi and Weber 2019). Other major announcements – unrelated to
the sale of securities – that relate to stranded asset risk or the carbon budget appear to have a
similar effect (Dordi 2016). There may even have been a short-term effect on fossil fuel companies’
share prices following the publication – and subsequent media coverage – of two papers (M. R. Allen
et al. 2009; Meinshausen et al. 2009) in the April 30 2009 issue of Nature warning that more than
half of fossil fuel reserves would have to remain in the ground to keep warming below 2˚C (Griffin et
al. 2015). Inclusion in an ESG index has a similar short-term positive effect on share prices (CapelleBlancard and Couderc 2009), and indeed the index-pricing effect theoretically could affect share
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prices to a marginal degree (Rivoli 2003), but again, index inclusion106 is subject to publicity. Aslaksen
and Synnestvedt (2003) suggest that “screening might create incentives for changes in firms’
behaviour” but cite no evidence that it has. An empirical study of a Dutch auction for share buybacks
of listed companies did find that increases and decreases in demand for stocks can have a small
effect on share prices, however (Bagwell 1992). Yet during the beginning of the Apartheid South
Africa divestment movement in the early 1980s, around $7.6 billion USD was invested in South
African companies’ shares (Gosiger 1986, 519); despite this volume of securities ownership, the
divestment campaign itself had an indiscernible effect on share prices for South African companies
(Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013; Teoh, Welch, and Wazzan 1999). The reason for this may be that
public equity investments are in the secondary market, meaning that shares are traded between and
among shareholders as opposed to with the company itself. For this reason, it would be inaccurate
to suggest that reallocations of publicly-listed shares would reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the
real world (Ritchie and Dowlatabadi 2014). At the risk of quoting the oil majors’ executives
themselves, in the words of Chevron CEO Michael Wirth in the Financial Times (Meyer 2020): “You
could change the carbon footprint of your profile by changing your asset mix, and you could move
higher emission assets to less responsible operators that won’t have commitments to reduce the
intensity of those operations. And guess what, the world hasn’t reduced greenhouse gas
emissions”.107 Although acknowledging the symbolic impact of the divestment movement, scholars
from the social impact investing field concur; “When can investments or divestments in public
capital markets have impact by affecting the behavior of investee firms directly through purely
financial mechanisms? The answer is, virtually never. [. . .] Unless the firm raises fresh capital in the
primary markets, the scale of its activities are largely unaffected by transactions in the secondary
market” (Paul Brest, Gilson, and Wolfson 2016). Accordingly, most responsible investments “promise
only modest and perhaps even negligible investor impact” (Kölbel et al. 2020, 2). Ewers et al’s (2019)
model suggests that the carbon bubble could burst if divested institutions were to represent 10-20%
of the market, however, suggesting that the effects of divestment could set in at higher levels of
involvement on the part of large investors like pension funds and insurance companies.
Indeed, some companies do appear to think divestment poses a risk to their share price. From 2017
onwards, Shell has included in its annual report a risk statement regarding divestment, saying,
Ansar et al (2013, 62) still suggest this could have an effect, however; “If due to even small outflows from a
set of ‘lead divesting investors’ indexed ETFs were to become unavailable to fossil fuel firms, the effect on
stock price could be substantial”.
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It is worth emphasising here that this is unrelated to arguments not to vote in elections or excuses in “the
plane is flying anyway” vein. What the Chevron CEO (unconcerned as he may be about climate change) is
referring to is an actual displacement effect, since there is a fixed number of shares being traded – unlike each
citizen’s additional vote, or each flyer’s additional unit of demand for the airline industry.
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“some groups are pressuring certain investors to divest their investments in fossil fuel companies. If
this were to continue, it could have a material adverse effect on the price of our securities and our
ability to access equity capital markets” (Royal Dutch Shell 2017, 2018, 2019). Peabody, the coal
giant, did the same in the years leading up to its bankruptcy (Peabody Energy 2014, 2016, 2017,
2018, 2019). A case study on four large German energy providers found that divestment had not yet
affected their decision-making, however; the firms’ modest moves towards decarbonisation, as well
as their ongoing reliance on coal, both appeared to have been influenced more by other factors
(Kiyar and Wittneben 2015). Krane (2017), however, suggests that CalPERS’ threat to divest from
Engie (formerly GDF Suez) led to the company’s decision to reduce its coal portfolio by around 20%
and shelve some coal expansion plans.
Divestment is more likely to affect smaller companies with less liquid shares or bonds, such as
independent oil companies108 (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013), some of which are themselves
listed on the stock market. Non-fundamental changes in stock price – due to growing divestment
commitments, for example – are unlikely to affect the growth or investment decisions of a large
cash-rich company, but could have an effect on companies (including listed companies) with
financing constraints (M. Baker, Stein, and Wurgler 2003). Older, larger, and foreign-owned firms
face fewer obstacles to financing (Beck et al. 2006). In practice this means that an oil and gas major
is unlikely to change its investment decisions even if divestment depresses its share price, but
evidence suggests that a finance-constrained company is significantly more likely to respond to
changes in its share price with a change in investment decisions. Smaller companies report greater
financing constraints than larger companies, as do companies in the Global South more so than
companies in the Global North (Bloom et al. 2010). An empirical study in India supports the
contention that additional capital helps even fairly large unlisted finance-constrained companies to
grow, and concomitantly that a lack of such financing is a barrier to these companies’ growth
(Banerjee and Duflo 2014). Companies in external finance-dependent sectors grow faster in
countries in which they have a lower cost of external financing, with a stronger effect for smaller
firms (Rajan and Zingales 1998).
The potential for divestment to have a direct financial impact on companies is greater in the debt
markets, given their overwhelming role in providing new capital to fossil fuel companies. Indeed,

This could be positive from an emissions standpoint per unit of production, given that independent oil
companies’ emissions intensity exceeds that of the majors (IEA 2020), but may, from the perspective of
divestment advocates, have negative consequences – including the potential concentration of market and/or
political power on the part of the majors and the possibility of fossil fuel benefits flowing ever more to the
Global North. If oil and gas majors were to make a future push into renewables, the same risks could apply
(Neville 2020).
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debt markets are significantly larger than equity markets (Hill 2020b), and institutional investors like
pension funds, insurance companies, and endowments tend to own a disproportionate share of the
corporate bond market relative to their holdings in the same companies on the public equity side
(Oikonomou, Brooks, and Pavelin 2014; Erlandsson 2017). Furthermore, companies facing
opprobrium on environmental or social grounds appear to turn to the debt markets more so than
average109 (Hong and Kacperczyk 2009; Urban and Wójcik 2019) and, more so than equity markets,
the bond market includes some national oil companies (NOCs). As explored in Section 2, NOCs hold a
majority of the world’s fossil fuel reserves.
A number of studies suggest that environmental or social factors have already affected companies’
credit ratings and cost of capital – for both bonds and bank loans (Cojoianu et al. 2019; Oikonomou,
Brooks, and Pavelin 2014; Chava 2014; Bauer and Hann 2010; Ge and Liu 2015; Sharfman and
Fernando 2008; Schneider 2011).110 This conclusion may not hold in the European bond market
(Menz 2010),111 however, and for bank loans this may affect low-quality borrowers more than
highly-rated peers (Goss and Roberts 2011). Magnanelli and Izzo (2017) find that banks do not
appear to view corporate social performance as a significant factor in reducing risk, and thus such
considerations do not affect cost of capital. Several studies – although not all (Karpf and Mandel
2018; Tang and Zhang 2020)112 – suggest that green bonds enjoy a lower cost of capital than nongreen equivalents (Malcolm Baker et al. 2018; Hachenberg and Schiereck 2018), however, including
in cases in which green and conventional bonds from the same issuer are compared (Zerbib 2019).
Finally, one model of electricity generation finds that a combination of green bond investment and
divestment does increase the cost of capital for coal, thereby decreasing its consumption by 2.5% by
2030 (Glomsrød and Wei 2018).
In Cojoianu et al’s (2020) study specifically examining divestment’s effect on new financing for fossil
fuels through bank loans and bond issuance in 33 countries, they find that every 1% increase in
assets under management (AUM) committed to divestment is associated with a 0.11% decline in
debt (and primary market equity) financing for oil and gas companies in the same country. This is
significant because new financing for fossil fuels has otherwise surged in recent years (see graph
above) (Urban and Wójcik 2019; Cojoianu et al. 2019).

This may be in part due to the lack of transparency in debt markets as opposed to public equity.
Hoepner et al. (2016) found a relationship for sovereign debt, but not for bank loans to companies.
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Zerbib (2019) points out that Menz’s results are “weakly significant”, however.
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Karpf and Mandel find that in the case of US municipal bonds, green bond issuers happen to be lower-risk
on average, which explains the apparent premium. Tang and Zhang simply find an inconsistently significant
premium.
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Cojoianu et al’s study may understate divestment’s potential financial impact, however; many funds
do not apply public equity environmental and social frameworks to their bond portfolios (Menz
2010; Hill 2020b). For example, the largest sovereign wealth fund in the world, Norway’s
Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG), recently sold their shares in around a hundred oil and gas
companies but retained corporate bond holdings in the same firms (Solsvik 2019; NBIM 2017). Fewer
funds have divested from tobacco debt than tobacco equity as well (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury
2013, 12). If they were to do so, divestment’s effect on cost of capital could be yet greater. Although
not unequivocal, the balance of evidence suggests that environmental or social considerations can
and may already have had an effect on companies’ cost of capital (Quigley 2020). Further evidence is
needed to conclude that changes in cost of capital lead to material changes in company behaviour or
growth, however (Kölbel et al. 2020).
It is logical that divestment would affect primary market financing. Although academic evidence in
this area is scant, that which exists supports the view that demand for primary market investments
can affect pricing and/or cost of capital. A recent SSRN working paper suggests that due to the rise of
passive investing in the bond market,113 the increased automatic demand for bond issues “increases
firms’ propensity to issue bonds, and results in larger bonds, lower spreads, longer maturities, and
fewer covenants” (Dathan and Davydenko 2018). Similarly, even after controlling for other factors,
there is a clear relationship between initial public offering (IPO) pricing – and therefore how much
capital a company is able to raise in listing on the stock market for the first time – and demand
(oversubscription levels) (Derrien 2005).
Interestingly, although studies on the impact of divestment on the share prices of South African
companies during the Apartheid era conclude that it did not have an effect, few examine the
impacts it may have had on the country’s cost of capital. South Africa, perhaps not unlike many fossil
fuel companies in the current age, was highly reliant on foreign loans; US banks provided around a
quarter of all loans to the country, to the tune of $4.6 billion in outstanding debt in 1984 (Gosiger
1986). The Oxford review of literature regarding historical divestment campaigns identifies fossil fuel
bank loans as a target that “maximis[es] the direct impacts” of divestment (Ansar, Caldecott, and
Tilbury 2013). Crucially, the Apartheid divestment movement included banks114 as targets, as the
According to a Mercer survey of over 800 European institutional investors, even the largest funds how have
an average of 31% of their bond portfolio invested passively (Mercer 2019). Yet it appears that only one of the
big four index providers – S&P, MSCI, Bloomberg, and FTSE Russell – offers an off-the-shelf fossil-free bond
index; Bloomberg’s lone offering is in Australian dollars. Thus even aside from conscious decisions to provide
new capital to fossil fuel companies, many of Europe’s institutional investors are doing so automatically.
114
Incidentally, a focus on banks could help address both supply and demand for fossil fuels. Banks are not just
major lenders to fossil fuels; they also provide significant debt financing to utilities, the builders of two out of
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fossil fuel divestment movement of today is beginning to do.115 It appears that foreign banks’
restrictions on debt financing in the mid-1980s increased borrowing costs for South Africa and
devalued their currency (Gosiger 1986); when Chase Manhattan Bank116 decided not to roll over the
country’s short-term debt in 1985, South Africa faced a liquidity crisis as other banks did the same
(Levy 1999). South Africa’s debt structure was already precarious by this point. Fully 82% of its debt
had a maturity of under a year by 1986 (Knight 1990), the product of international public pressure to
halt more longer-term financing (Harris 1986); for this reason, and unlike in other countries’ debt
crises at the time, South Africa largely faced a crisis of private debt rather than sovereign debt (ibid.).
Beltratti’s (2005) equilibrium model combining stocks and loans finds weak effects on share price,
production, and profits due to screening out a pollutive company, but suggests that “[a]ctive
investors should try to affect the behavior of the lending institutions in order to make their
discriminating behavior with respect to stocks truly effective” and that companies would be
particularly affected by negative screens as they attempt to raise new capital at the venture capital
or initial public offering (IPO) stage. Small firms, especially in countries with poor institutions, tend to
face particular constraints due to reduced access to bank financing (Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, and
Maksimovic 2008) – the source of a majority of financing of fossil fuels and other real-economy
activity (Cojoianu et al. 2019) – which does affect the growth of such companies. In Australia, the
targeting of banks appears to have substantially reduced the size of what was going to be the
world’s largest coal-mining project; although the divestment movement had hoped to put a halt to
the mine altogether, it was partially successful117 in that the company (Adani) was unable to raise
external financing and was forced to self-finance a smaller version of the project instead (Curran
2020).
Practitioner literature appears to take it as a given that decreased demand in the primary market –
bond issues, for example – will lead to a higher cost of capital, difficulty rolling over existing debt,
and the potential to discourage new issuance in the first place (Fitch Ratings 2019). Bond investors

three of the investments most prone to carbon lock-in: coal power plants and gas power plants (the third is
internal combustion engine vehicles) (Erickson et al. 2015). Carbon lock-in refers to infrastructure or
technologies that are often expensive to build but inexpensive to run, locking in high emissions even after
climate-friendly technologies could have normally competed.
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For example, https://mazaskatalks.org/#theboycott and https://peopleandplanet.org/divest-barclays.
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The bank claimed this was a business risk decision, however, not an attempt to harm the Apartheid regime.
One could argue that it was in fact responding to the country’s instability, but contributed to this same
instability in doing so.
117
The article suggests that government subsidies backfilled some of the shortfall in financing, however, and
that the Australian government is reportedly considering enacting legislation that would curtail the divestment
movement’s activities. It further notes the importance of the insurance industry in such fights; although the
company could proceed with the project by self-financing, without insurance a coal mine cannot operate.
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tend to be more cautious than their public equity peers, and thus could be scared away from
(especially long-term) issues because they do not want to be stuck with stranded assets in the end –
even if they have no particular view of the fossil fuel industry themselves (ibid.). Corporate bonds
are also less liquid than shares in the same company, with 1,000 out of 15,000 bonds accounting for
most of the trading (Hill 2020b). Thus increases in cost of capital may not capture the full risk in the
bond market; at a certain point, as occurred in Apartheid South Africa in 1985, lenders or
bondholders simply decide not to roll over debt at all.118
The bond market appears to more easily trigger an internal loss-of-creditworthiness feedback loop,
too, in part for this reason and in part because companies raise capital from the debt market much
more often than from equity. The same Fitch Ratings report notes that there can be “convexity” in
the bond market, or “negative price spirals”, a concern the European Commission identified in its
short-selling and credit default swap119 (CDS) regulation (European Commission 2011). In some
circumstances credit default swap pricing can affect the cost of capital for new bond issuance
(Erlandsson 2017; Che and Sethi 2014), which can increase the company’s default risk, which itself
can in turn further increase the cost of capital – intensifying a company’s loss of creditworthiness.
Even without triggering such a feedback loop, however, a higher cost of capital could impose a
higher “hurdle rate” on projects, making marginal projects – those that are particularly expensive,
which often also translates into high emissions intensity – no longer economical to undertake (Ansar,
Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013).
Regarding CDS, some hedge funds make use of such derivatives, but there is a dearth of evidence on
the impact of these firms’ activities on companies’ environmental and social behaviour. There is an
equal lack of evidence in the realm of private equity, which does appear to finance a sizeable
segment of oil and gas companies in the US in particular:

These foreign banks later attracted criticism – and the withdrawal of $40 million in business from
Westchester County, New York in the case of Citicorp – for striking deals that allowed for short-term lending to
be converted to longer-term debt, however (Knight 1990).
119
Credit default swaps are a form of credit derivative that serve as insurance for credit-holders.
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Specialist oil and gas private equity firms account for the vast majority of private equity fossil fuel
financing. Furthermore, there does seem to be a measurable degree of “additionality” in private
markets, where a change in demand appears to have a material effect on the underlying
investments’ valuations – more demand from investors increases the target companies’ valuations,
and less investor demand decreases target companies’ valuations (Diller and Kaserer 2009). All
things being equal, one might expect that a sector with high valuations would stimulate the creation
of new companies, and that persistently low valuations – due to a lack of demand from divested
institutions, for example – would logically discourage entrepreneurs from establishing new
companies in the low-valuation sector. The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) also notes that
“[t]hrough private equity, impact investors can shape portfolio companies’ strategies and work
directly with companies to help them meet the intended impact” (n.d.).
Finally, in the words of an Extinction Rebellion member and academic interviewed for this report,
“divestment is likely to be more actually effective if it’s coupled with positive investment strategies,
[. . .] if you take some of that money and actually put it into something that wouldn’t have been
funded otherwise.” This has also been the view of investors such as Nesta, whose aim is to invest in
early-stage ventures due to their impact potential, saying that impact from capital allocation
“decreases with the age and size of the company, as well as with the maturity of the financial market
in which the company’s financial assets are traded” (Puttick and Ludlow 2012, 13). The literature on
impact investing supports this, contending that among the most high-impact investments one can
make are in small companies in developing financial markets (Kölbel et al. 2020) or early-stage
companies/venture capital120 (Ormiston et al. 2015; Brest and Born 2013).121 Although there may be

Not all evidence supports this contention, as in Bottazzi and Da Rin’s (2002) European venture capital
market sample.
121
“A distinction of impact investing is that most assets tend to be in other asset classes. Private debt (34%),
real assets (22%), and private equity (19%) account for 75% of assets invested by impact investors” (Hill
2020a).
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some “deadweight” (lack of additionality) in some cases, a sample of Irish venture capital
investments did generally demonstrate additionality (Hart and Lenihan 2006), and one study of 4000
venture investments finds that a doubling of demand for venture capital investments leads to
average valuation increases of 7% to 21% (Gompers and Lerner 2000). According to the G8 Social
Impact Investment Taskforce, “[r]egardless of whether they are social sector organisations or
impact-driven businesses, the most common obstacle faced by impact entrepreneurs is securing
early stage risk capital” (2014, 12). The International Finance Corporation (IFC) further notes that
“[r]isk-tolerant early stage impact investors can also play an important role in creating new markets”
(2019, 71).
Venture capital is a particularly relevant consideration for endowments of Cambridge’s size and
larger; in surveys of US foundations (NACUBO and TIAA 2019) and US higher education endowments
(TIAA and NACUBO 2019), larger funds had a much higher allocation to venture capital. Private
foundations over $500 million, whose exposure to fossil fuels – 4% – was also at least twice that of
smaller or community peers, had an average venture capital allocation of 13%. Similarly, higher
education endowments over $1 billion had a 9% venture capital allocation relative to a 2.2% equalweighted average among all such institutions in a sample of nearly 800. As venture capitalists have
begun to invest in later-stage businesses over the past couple of decades, early-stage investing fills a
widening financing gap for new companies (OECD 2016). As mentioned in Section 2, this is
particularly relevant for Cambridge because of the role Cambridge Enterprise and CIC play in this
space.
More broadly, according to a US SIF Foundation survey of institutional investors and money
managers as recently as 2010, the conflict in the Sudan ($446 billion AUM) and tobacco ($235 billion)
were taken into consideration in the investment decisions of a much higher total of assets under
management than climate change ($66 billion) and all other environmental issues combined ($228
billion) in the US, the world’s largest financial market (Voorhes and Humphreys 2011). A study on
shareholder resolutions filed by an ethical investment coalition found that, although environmental
issues were the greatest focus in 1999 and 2000, they came in second, third, and even fourth place
from 2001-2005 (Logsdon and Van Buren 2009). Since then, climate change has become the top
environmental and social issue for responsible investors (A. G. F. Hoepner et al. 2016). Thus the
divestment movement – alongside other factors, of course – may have an effect via the behaviours
of other investors, a greater proportion of whom appear to have adopted climate change as a top
concern in the past decade.
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Divestment may also have an indirect financial impact on a company or sector by impairing
investors’ level of certainty as to the future cash flow of a company (Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury
2013). This is an area in which divestment is likely to have a greater effect than other forms of
responsible investment122 – because its influence on social norms and public discourse means that
concepts like stranded assets can begin to seed other investors’ doubts in the fossil fuel sector’s
business model. This potential effect is impossible to predict or measure, but it is linked to investors’
belief in the likelihood of the introduction of ambitious climate policy that would, in turn, impair
fossil fuel companies’ future performance.
Finally, the historical example of the anti-Apartheid movement suggests that divestment is most
effective combined with other tactics and targets. While remaining an investor, CalPERS was able to
change Engie’s energy mix by threatening to divest (Krane 2017). Companies most willing to engage
on the standards of the FTSE4Good index are those that are threatened with exclusion (divestment)
(Slager and Chapple 2016). Fossil fuel divestment advocates and frontline communities such as
Mazaska Talks have expanded their focus to include major global banks and insurance companies.
Pressure on the South African Apartheid regime came in the form of international shaming, capital
flight, and boycotts on the part of Black South Africans and their international allies alike, with these
factors compounding one another. In South Africa’s ruling National Party’s 1989 election manifesto,
as Apartheid crumbled, they stated: “boycotts, sanctions and disinvestment have strained the
economy of the country and of every business and household” (John 2000, 433).
In summary, a narrow focus on divestment’s impact on public equity holdings replicates the
responsible investment industry’s disproportionate emphasis on stock-picking in the secondary
market, which may reduce the movement’s direct financial impact on companies. Indeed, “[m]ost
economists agree that it is virtually impossible for a socially motivated investor to increase the
beneficial outputs of a publicly traded corporation by purchasing its stock” (Brest and Born 2013).
Although divestment does not appear to have much of a direct financial effect on companies via
public equity holdings – leaving aside its indirect effects on these same companies, as outlined in
Sections 5, 6, and 7 – it may already have had an effect on the cost of capital of fossil fuel companies
on the debt side, and could affect companies’ ability to roll over debt or issue new debt in the first
place. This may increasingly be the case as the divestment movement turns its attention to the
banking sector, the source of a majority of new finance for fossil fuels. A divestment mandate – and,

Without such effects on other investors’ perceptions, the companies may not even notice responsible
investment funds’ silent screening, tilts, or best-in-class exclusions, which is why “the bulk of [responsible
investment] assets are invested in ways that promise rather modest and perhaps even negligible investor
impact” (Puttick and Ludlow 2012, 14).
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on the positive side, an emphasis on green investments – may have a yet greater effect on
investments in smaller companies and in early-stage ventures, a relevant consideration for the
University of Cambridge as the site of much such activity. Finally, divestment may be having a
broader influence on the priorities of other investors.
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APPENDIX V: IMPACT OF ENGAGEMENT ON COMPANY BEHAVIOUR
Working Paper: Impact of Engagement on Companies’ Environmental and Social Performance
This report rightly centres on the advantages and disadvantages of divestment, but its most
commonly proposed alternative – shareholder engagement – merits some of the same scrutiny.
What follows explores the claims of critics and proponents of shareholder engagement against the
available academic literature on the impact of shareholder resolutions and shareholder engagement
on environmental and social outcomes.
Proponents of shareholder engagement argue, as explored in Section 4, that shareholder
engagement is likely to be more effective than divestment for two main reasons: because the sale of
shares in the secondary market does not appear to have a substantial impact on the target
companies or their operations, and because engagement allows for investors to retain their seat at
the table and prevent the dilution of investor concern that could occur as divested institutions
remove themselves from the shareholder register. Advocates point to rising numbers of shareholder
resolutions on environmental issues and a corresponding increase in support for the resolutions filed
over the course of many years (Neville et al. 2019; Sjöström 2008). Some also argue that
oppositional tactics such as divestment are more likely to provoke resistance as opposed to
cooperation, while shareholder engagement holds out the promise of respectful dialogue that could
lead to a greater willingness to change on the part of the companies.
Critics of shareholder engagement123 argue that it is a tactic ill-suited to an industry that is being
asked to change its business model in its entirety. As a Regent House member noted during a Senate
House discussion, “we don’t need fossil fuel companies to just invest a bit more, or even a lot more,
in research into renewable alternatives. We need them to stop what they are doing altogether. We
need them to have a plan to shut down their current business activities entirely in the course of the
next twenty years. Shareholder engagement as a way of achieving that seems to be like asking a lion
very politely if he would consider the advantages of vegetarianism”. The charge is that the goals of
shareholder engagement represent incremental changes at best; there is no shareholder
engagement programme that aims towards winding down whole business lines or companies that
are incompatible with the Paris Agreement goals. Critics further argue that incumbent industries
rarely lead fundamental change in the market, that the trend in support for shareholder resolutions
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With thanks to Julia Peck for many of these points.
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has not been straightforwardly positive and that they do not promote company accountability
because most resolutions are non-binding anyway, that shareholder engagement has never
delivered fundamental changes to a business model,124 and that engagement is a behind-the-scenes
effort for the few – only those who own shares, meaning most stakeholders are cut out of the
process. Finally, some argue that shareholder engagement could even do harm; it can serve as a
form of greenwashing, and effectuate a delay during this crucial period for climate action. According
to a divestment conference presenter, “Shareholder engagement is a form of waiting”.
What follows will assess the claims of efficacy or ineffectuality from both proponents and critics of
shareholder engagement according to the available evidence. Shareholder engagement can be
defined as the use of shareholder pressure on companies – via private dialogue, shareholder-filed
resolutions to be voted on at company annual general meetings (AGMs), and/or public statements –
to achieve particular operational or disclosure-related outcomes. For the purposes of the current
analysis, the evidence will largely be confined to studies examining the real-world environmental
and social impact of shareholder resolutions and private shareholder engagements (excluding
studies on stakeholder engagement on the part of non-shareholder NGOs, for example), with a
particular focus on environmental outcomes. Although some important earlier studies are included,
most of the literature covered here addresses shareholder engagement from 2000 onwards; this is
because some studies suggest that shareholder engagement began to gain more traction in the early
2000s (Ertimur, Ferri, and Stubben 2010; Grewal, Serafeim, and Yoon 2016). It is worth noting that,
of all assets managed according to responsible investment (RI) principles, shareholder engagement
accounts for only 18% of the total (10% in the US) (Kölbel et al. 2020, 14), so it is among the lesserpracticed approaches to responsible investment. Shareholder activism on environmental issues has
become more common in recent years, however (Ma and Liu 2016).
It is worth noting some parametres as to the measurement of the efficacy of shareholder
engagement. What should constitute effective shareholder engagement for the purposes of this
analysis? Because the main issue at hand is climate change, the mitigation of which requires an
ambitious plan to cease emitting carbon into the atmosphere (a real-world outcome for which there
is no substitute), a successful engagement will be defined as one that results in real-world material
outcomes so that it is possible to evaluate shareholder advocacy for the purpose for which it is
intended. This requires a deeper examination of particular shareholder resolutions and engagement

The best example may be Nike, which worked to end child labour in its supply chain, but no one asked them
to stop selling shoes (and shareholder pressure in this case was combined with a boycott, which can have a
direct effect on revenue).
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goals, as a large majority of these currently focus on disclosure, voluntary standards, and policy
changes that do not clearly lead to real-world outcomes.
As the aim of a majority of contemporary shareholder engagement, disclosure warrants a
particularly close look. It is a rare ESG conference whose panelists fail to mention the need for better
data, and therefore better disclosure. It is, of course, necessary for companies to disclose their
absolute scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions, emissions intensity, water usage, waste management
practices, and more; without this information, it is difficult to assess real-world outcomes in the first
place. As an indicator of real-world outcomes itself, however, it may not be sufficient.
Some studies find no correlation between disclosure and companies’ actual environmental
performance (Freedman and Wasley 1990; Wiseman 1982; Ingram and Frazier 1980; Ali Fekrat,
Inclan, and Petroni 1996), while others – controlling for size and sector – find a negative correlation
(Patten 2002; Sutantoputra, Lindorff, and Johnson 2012; Hughes, Anderson, and Golden 2001;
Bewley and Li 2000) – as in, companies with worse environmental performance are more likely to
issue environmental disclosures. Clarkson et al (2008) and Al-Tuwaijri et al (2004) find that
companies with good environmental performance disclose more. Clark and Crawford (2011) find
that poor performers are more likely to disclose to CDP publicly in response to shareholder pressure,
and to withdraw resolutions and agree to “disclose policies and plans” instead. Finally, Reid and
Toffel (2009) find that disclosure does not tend to lead to other changes beyond disclosure itself. In
other words, the relationship between disclosure and environmental performance is mixed at best,
and often negative. Compelling evidence of a causal relationship between disclosure and improved
performance is lacking. For these reasons, it would be difficult to assume as successful any
engagement that secured improved disclosure as its only outcome. Thus the analysis below focusses
on real-world outcomes with evidence of implementation where possible, not just disclosure or
reporting.
Finally, the literature on the environmental and social impact of shareholder engagement represents
a small subset of a large body of work on shareholder engagement more generally, much of which
centres on the financial and operational effects of engagement. Evidence on the effects of
shareholder engagement on financial returns is mixed, according to reviews of the literature
(Goranova and Ryan 2014; Barko, Cremers, and Renneboog 2018; Becht et al. 2009), but it has had a
more positive than negative influence on company operating performance since the beginning of the
21st century according to one meta-analysis (Denes, Karpoff, and McWilliams 2017), including in
terms of reducing downside financial risk due to environmental factors (A. G. F. Hoepner et al. 2016).
There are fewer articles concerning the effect of shareholder engagement or voting on company
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environmental or social behaviour, and most of the evidence in the area centres on the US and UK
markets (Chung and Talaulicar 2010). It is worth, however, exploring the evidence that is available.
In a historical study of shareholder engagement beginning in the US in 1942, Marens concludes that
there is no evidence of meaningful advancements on ESG issues aside from some governance
concessions in the first couple of decades and a few token appointments of woman to board seats,
companies having “learned how to burnish their public image without any surrendering any real
power or independence” (2002, D4). Another historical study covering 2,158 labour and human
rights shareholder proposals from 1969 to 2003, however, makes the argument that one must take a
longer view to evaluate the efficacy of shareholder engagement; Proffitt and Spicer (2006) suggest
that, over the course of decades in some cases, businesses did alter practices and expenditures in
South Africa and Northern Ireland, for example. The authors’ definition of proxy voting success was
reaching the threshold of 10% of investor support, however, making their examples more powerful
than their empirical conclusions. Moreover, their work raises the question of whether shareholder
engagement can deliver on the issue of climate change specifically, for which a timeframe of
decades is simply unworkable.
These and other studies of the effectiveness of contemporary proxy voting tend to focus on
indicators such as the number of shareholder resolutions that are withdrawn (Bauer, Moers, and
Viehs 2015) – with the understanding that a withdrawal signals that the company has met the
shareholders’ standards such that a resolution is no longer required – as well as the level of support
for shareholder proposals, with some also measuring the degree to which companies implement the
changes requested (Majoch, Gifford, and Hoepner 2012). Such works do not tend to measure actual
real-world outcomes, though. Of those that do, most find little to no effect from social and
environmental proxy voting, and some even find negative effects.
Monks et al’s (2004) study of shareholder resolutions filed with 81 large US companies from 20002003 finds that climate change and renewable energy resolutions received well above-average
investor support compared to that for CSR resolutions more generally, but still only received an
average of 13.3% of votes in favour; the authors further note that Exxon has been the top (or near to
top) target of environment-related shareholder resolutions since the 1990s. The study does not
provide evidence of concrete changes emerging from the 671 resolutions examined, and indeed
Exxon cannot be said to have responded meaningfully to shareholder pressure on the climate even
as one of the most scrutinised companies. Thomas and Cotter’s (2007) study of shareholder
resolutions from 2002-2004 finds that, of 403 social responsibility resolutions, none received
majority investor support and company boards took action on none of the proposals. In Tkac’s
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(2006) study of 2,829 social and environmental shareholder resolutions from 1992 to 2002, only four
achieved more than 50% shareholder support and the average level of support was 8.2%. Tkac views
withdrawals largely as indicators for success, however, finding that of 298 (35%) of 859 withdrawn
proposals, 79% resulted in some action on the part of companies. Of the actions specifically
mentioned in the paper, however, almost all related to commitments the companies had made – not
necessarily whether they had indeed implemented the changes they had committed to. Of the
environment-related examples, it was difficult to detect evidence of implementation; Citigroup,
Bank of America, and JP Morgan Chase were all cited as positive examples of engagement success on
environmental issues, yet they currently represent three out of the top four lenders to fossil fuel
companies and projects in the world (Rainforest Action Network et al. 2020). Finally, Clark et al
(2008) find that US companies’ average Innovest scores very slightly declined following campaigns of
multiple shareholder resolutions over the period of 2002-2004.
Grewal et al (2016) find changes in environmental performance for financially immaterial ESG
resolutions from 1997-2012, perhaps because “immaterial sustainability issues tend to be easier to
address and they do not involve fundamental changes in the business model, processes and
products of a company” (14). A majority of the proposals in their sample of 2,665 were on
immaterial ESG issues. The authors suggest that companies may be engaged in “goodwashing,”
providing “supportive evidence that increases in performance on immaterial issues may be driven in
part by firms that are trying to divert attention from their poor performance on material issues”
(ibid., 33). The companies’ performance on both material and immaterial ESG issues appeared to
improve over time, however, with more significant gains in the 2005-2012 period. Reid and Toffel
(2009) find that 44% of the S&P500 companies that CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project)
contacts do publicly disclose at least part of what was requested – which would constitute a
financially immaterial action – and that this rises for companies that have been targeted with a
shareholder resolution and/or threatened with future government regulations. Cook’s (2012) study
of shareholder resolutions directed at Canadian oil sands companies finds that “[t]he largest
majority of requests are for improved disclosures” and that investor impatience with the companies
themselves may have led them to successfully pressure regulators in Canada and the US to improve
climate risk disclosure requirements – thereby achieving the aims of the disclosure-based proxy
proposals, but via government intervention.
Among the most favourable studies for shareholder engagement is that of Lee and Lounsbury
(2011), who find that each additional shareholder resolution on environmental issues is correlated
with a 3% increase in the rate of internalisation of benzene (an environmental pollutant) every year.
Another study suggests dialogue can be more successful than shareholder resolutions, exploring two
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case studies – one regarding a large manufacturing company, and another regarding a technology
company (Logsdon and Van Buren 2009). What constituted a success in this study seemed a stretch,
however. In the former case, the shareholders did not achieve their central goal of wage increases –
in fact, the issue was explicitly excluded from the dialogue – and do not appear to have achieved
anything other than the inclusion of some additional material in the company’s Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) report. In the latter case, the company agreed to improved monitoring of
companies in its supply chain after two years of engagement. In neither case is there evidence that
any material changes resulted. Yet another case study of a “successful” engagement with BP Amoco
resulted in somewhat improved disclosure, with the author writing, “The main impacts of
shareholder activism in its current guise can thus be summarized as increased accountability and
increased participation by shareholders in corporate business and decision-making. At least, this is
the ideal situation” (O’Rourke 2003, 237), although the “ideal situation” does not appear to involve
concrete changes to business practices. McLaren (2004) lists several examples of successful
shareholder engagement through proxy proposals, but almost all relate to disclosure or voluntary
initiatives with no clear impact. However, he notes the example of an unnamed company that had
withdrawn its operations from Burma, and in another example, “Oxfam collaborated with Friends
Ivory Sime and the Universities Superannuation Scheme to persuade GlaxoSmithKline to drop its
court action against the South African government over patent rights” (ibid., 193).
Such examples appear to be few and far between, however. Levit and Malenko find that, even on
corporate governance issues, “nonbinding voting for shareholder proposals generally has little
advisory role for management” (2011, 1581). It may not be a surprise, then, that a study of 844
shareholder resolutions on environmental issues in 2006-2014 finds that “[t]he changes corporations
adopt as a result of engagement have been marginal procedural adjustments, rather than
substantive changes” (Uysal, Yang, and Taylor 2018). In the course of expounding upon the lack of
efficacy of socially responsible investment more generally, Haigh and Hazelton (2004) describe
shareholder advocacy as ineffective, noting that shareholder resolutions almost always lose.
In a study of over 12,000 shareholder resolutions from 1997 to 2009, Bauer et al (2015) find that
withdrawn resolutions aimed at decreasing executive pay are associated with changes in pay
packages, but that there is no evidence as to whether changes result from corporate social
responsibility (CSR) resolutions. CSR resolutions were more likely to be withdrawn than governance
equivalents (31.2% versus 16.8%) over the period studied, but the authors posit that this may be
because the former were easier to implement or because managers found it easier to enact
“symbolic changes to convince the shareholders to withdraw” (ibid., 477). David et al (2007) concur;
in their study of 1,906 shareholder resolutions from 1992-1998, they find that corporate social
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performance (CSP) “declines even when ﬁrms settle with salient shareholders. We infer that
managers’ responses are symbolic rather than substantive, and so no real changes to core policies
are made” (98). For this reason, shareholder engagement may even be harmful; “rather than
pressuring ﬁrms to improve CSP, [shareholder] activism may merely engender diversion of resources
away from CSP into political activities used by managers to resist external pressures and retain
discretion” (ibid., 97).
David et al’s view of the potential harms of shareholder engagement is unfortunately echoed in the
work of Rojas et al (2009), who suggest on the basis of an empirical study of US resolutions from
1997-2004 that resolution withdrawals – the source of some of the few positive results in the work
cited above – are not a sign of successful engagement but rather the result of a failure of
negotiations with the company and/or a fear that fellow shareholders will not support the resolution
in sufficient numbers (or even that the proposal will fail to achieve the minimum threshold required
to re-file in subsequent years). Of 657 withdrawn proposals, they found just over a third to be
successful while noting that they had not evaluated the extent to which even successful proposals
were implemented (ibid.).
Indeed, even when a shareholder resolution is successful, the evidence on implementation rates is
dispiriting. For governance-related shareholder resolutions, which enjoy the support of a greater
proportion of shareholders (Gillan and Starks 2007; Grewal, Serafeim, and Yoon 2016; Thomas and
Cotter 2007), several studies (Cuñat, Gine, and Guadalupe 2012; Ertimur, Ferri, and Stubben 2010;
Ertimur, Ferri, and Muslu 2011) suggest that the implementation rate hovers just over the 30% mark
even for proposals that win a majority shareholder vote, although the figure rises substantially for a
smaller sample of majority voting firms in Ertimur et al (2015) and Renneboog et al (2011) find that
41.2% of socially responsible investors’ successful (passed) governance-related resolutions were
implemented between 1996 and 2005. In two studies of executive pay proposals covering the period
1997 to 2004 and 1997 to 2007, however, no social executive compensation resolutions125 achieved
a majority vote, nor were any implemented (Ertimur, Ferri, and Stubben 2010; Ertimur, Ferri, and
Muslu 2011). In Flammer’s (2015) sample of CSR shareholder resolutions from 1997-2011, she finds
that 52% were implemented – but concludes this on the basis of improvements in ESG ratings, not
actual evidence of implementation.
Interestingly, implementation improves substantially when a vote-no strategy (shareholders voting
against the re-election of board members) is employed, however; Ertimur et al (2011) “find a

These include 116 resolutions on linking executive pay to social criteria and 46 resolutions aimed at capping
the CEO-to-worker pay ratio (Ertimur et al, 2011).
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decrease of excess CEO pay in firms targeted by vote-no campaigns. This decrease is driven by firms
with excess CEO pay before the campaign and amounts to a $7.3 million reduction (corresponding to
a 38% decrease) in CEO total pay”. Thus voting against board members, a relatively rare tactic, may
be significantly more effective than the much more common tactic of filing advisory shareholder
resolutions.
As noted above, some academics believe that private dialogue is more effective than shareholder
resolutions as well. Kolbel et al’s (2020) review article suggests that shareholder engagement can be
effective based on their analysis of the evidence. They identify five empirical studies on the efficacy
of (largely private) engagement on companies’ social and environmental performance, concluding
that it is a promising tactic with success rates ranging from 18% to 60%.
However, the study reporting the highest success rate (of 60%) is as yet not published in a peerreviewed journal, and the authors write that the shareholder “activist’s request for a material
change from the engaged company (which we call a reorganization) reduces the likelihood of a
successful outcome, relative to an engagement that, e.g., stimulates the target to be more
transparent in its ESG policies” (Barko, Cremers, and Renneboog 2018, 3). In the study there was not
one climate change-related engagement that aimed for the standard of “reorganisation”, meaning
this was not even the intended outcome and thus does not add any evidence as to the effectiveness
of engagement on anything other than disclosure (requests for which were successful 81% of the
time); the average success rate for other environmental engagements aiming for “reorganisation”
ranged from 27.4% to 30.8% (ibid., 41). The case study of a successful environmental engagement
cited in the report concerned a utility company that agreed to publish a sustainability report; the
successfully social case study was similar (ibid., 50).126
Another study cited in Kolbel et al’s (2020) paper, Hoepner et al (2016), also an as-yet unpublished
working paper, finds a shareholder engagement success rate of 31.4% in a sample of 1,712
engagements with 573 global firms from 2005-2018. It is unclear what the engagement goals were,
however; if they followed the pattern common to the field, they will have been largely disclosurerelated.
The study reporting the third-highest success rate (of 33%), furthermore, does not distinguish
between shareholder proposals that met with actual implementation as opposed to simply counting
Interestingly, the study finds that “[f]or environmental engagements, large cash holdings are associated
with a reduced probability that the case is closed successfully, perhaps because large cash holdings occur at
corporations that are less dependent on external capital markets and that accordingly are less interested in
good investor relationships” (ibid., 21), which links with the evidence in Appendix IV on the impact of
divestment in the bond markets.
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as successes cases in which “sources report successful negotiations or productive discussions”, nor
do they note if the proposals that were implemented resulted in actual changes in environmental
and social performance or simply enhanced disclosure, and this finding was based on a smaller
sample of shareholder resolutions in Canada only (Dyck et al. 2019). That said, the authors find a
correlation between ESG investors and improved ESG performance. However, of the 70 indicators
they cite, only a handful could be definitively tied to improvements in environmental performance,
such as reductions in emissions or hazardous waste; the vast majority concern reporting, monitoring,
policies, commitments, and targets, not actual operational changes. Perhaps most concerning, one
of the positive indicators is whether the company is developing liquefied natural gas (LNG) – hardly a
sign of environmental progress. They also examine US firms, “find[ing] that US investors in aggregate
play no role in pushing for E&S improvements at US firms” (ibid.).
Cambridge scholars’ research on the subject, based on hundreds of engagements on the UN PRI’s
coordinated engagement platform, finds that a large minority – 42% – of engagements achieve their
stated goal (Dimson, Karakas, and Li 2019). Even these successful instances of shareholder
engagement may have had little real-world effect, however; the goals of most shareholder efforts
listed in the study were generally of the disclosure, reporting, written policies, and voluntary
standards variety (Dimson, Karakas, and Li 2019), which is common in shareholder engagement
campaigns more generally (R. Allen, Letourneau, and Hebb 2012; Neville et al. 2019).
Indeed, during the 2018 proxy season fully 27 of the 31 most supported resolutions requested
disclosure (Sjostrom 2020). This is important to note because, as mentioned earlier, such goals may
not always correlate with real-world, real-economy changes. One corporate governance study found
that, even among a subsample of S&P 500 and EURO 500 companies that actually had climate
change policies in place, only a minority of their boards had so much as discussed climate risks or
opportunities (Shrivastava and Addas 2014), let alone reduced emissions.
Studies that examine case studies of shareholder engagements are generally disappointing as well.
Hoffman’s (1996) case study of engagement with Amoco suggests that the result was increased
disclosure and some board appointments and board-level committees on environmental and social
matters, although of the principles at the centre of the engagement “many environmentalists [. . .]
think that the principles have been diluted to insignificance” and that the group that had sought
these changes had been “co-opted by corporate interests” (63). In Ferraro and Beunza’s (2019) case
study of GM and Ford from 1997-2009, the authors contrast the tone of the engagement the two
companies had with lead engager Sister Patricia Daly, although the results appear to have been
similar (aside from improved reporting from Ford) – uninspiring – in both cases, with the companies
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continuing to lobby against fuel efficiency standards and so on. Gifford (2010) examines 11 case
studies of successful engagements conducted by three bodies, although in only one case (the
establishment of a computer recycling and take-back programme) was it clear what precise change
in company practice had occurred. Perhaps most promising was McAteer and Pulver’s (2009) case
studies of two indigenous shareholder activism campaigns, with Burlington and Chevron
respectively. In the Burlington case the activists were somewhat successful; two blocks of land were
not exploited for oil, and the company passed a “weak” policy on indigenous rights and committed
not to proceed with development by force. Engagement with Chevron was ineffective, however.
Further studies on shareholder engagement come to similar conclusions. Neubaum and Zahra (2006)
find that although long-term institutional ownership is associated with corporate social performance
(CSP) across social and environmental factors, shareholder activism itself is not associated with CSP.
Sjostrom’s (2008) influential review of the literature on social and environmental shareholder
engagement finds that a majority of articles on the impact of engagement on corporate
environmental performance are “leaning towards a sceptical stance” (147), with several such studies
“warning that [shareholder engagement] can only achieve modest and corporate-specific changes
rather than more fundamental and industry-wide change” (152). Wagemans et al (2013) similarly
find, in a review of more than 200 articles on socially responsible investing (including screening,
shareholder resolutions, and shareholder engagement), that “overall, SRI does not yet play a major
role in changing ESG performance”, echoing the conclusions of other studies in the process (Busch,
Bauer, and Orlitzky 2016; Haigh and Hazelton 2004). Glac (2014), similarly, suggests that “[w]hile
research is inconclusive on whether SRI investors can pursue social goals without having to pay a
financial price, there is significant doubt if and how SRI can have an effect on the conduct of
corporations.” Some even claim that progress on climate change via shareholder engagement is
impossible due to the very largest fund managers’ conflicts of interest. Some fund managers manage
(or wish to manage) a target company’s retirement funds and therefore tend to vote with
management (Neville et al. 2019; Becht et al. 2009).
A historical comparison with the anti-Apartheid divestment campaign is worth exploring. An article
comparing the Apartheid South Africa and fossil fuel divestment campaigns observes that there is no
equivalent of the Sullivan Principles for the fossil fuel industry in order to differentiate between and
among companies that succeed or fail at aligning with the Paris Agreement goals (Hunt, Weber, and
Dordi 2017). As an exemplar for the effectiveness of engagement, however, the Sullivan Principles
appear to fall short. Developed in 1977 by Reverend Leon Sullivan, the Sullivan Principles established
a voluntary code of conduct for corporations active in South Africa during the Apartheid regime. The
principles were highly influential; almost all the institutional investors in the US that made Apartheid
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divestment commitments made exceptions for Sullivan Principle signatories (Arnold and Hammond
1994; Hauck, Voorhes, and Goldberg 1983), and there is some evidence that the principles brought
about positive changes in South African workplaces (Seidman 2003). A majority of Sullivan Principles
signatories either did not report at all or did not meet the minimum requirements by 1985, however,
and it is unclear to what extent the Principles were followed given that all evidence was selfreported by the companies without input from employees or employee representatives (Gosiger
1986). “Reverend Leon Sullivan himself eventually lost faith in the ability and determination of
signatories to the Sullivan Principles to effect change. Impatient with the slow pace of change in
1985, he set a 2-year deadline for the end of apartheid. Sullivan kept his word and in June 1987,
when apartheid had not ended, he called for the withdrawal of all US Companies” (WestermannBehaylo 2009, 425). Indeed, “constructive engagement” appears to have had a “negligible” effect on
ending Apartheid divestment; boycotts, sanctions, and South Africans’ own efforts were generally
considered to be more effective (Hill 2020a). Much worse, “[s]ome have argued that the
development of the codes of conduct such as the Sullivan Principles and the constructive
engagement policy actually resulted in the loss of 5 years when the United States might have
influenced South Africa more strongly to resolve its racial problems” (Ungar and Vale 1985, 426).
In discussions with stakeholders across the University and within the field of responsible investment
more generally, there was a significant degree of heterogeneity in the various responses. Some felt
divestment was ineffective in terms of shifting companies’ behaviour; some felt engagement and/or
voting was ineffective in shifting companies’ behaviour, sometimes even when they themselves
participated in such engagements; and some worried that both were ineffective. Several people in
the shareholder engagement space privately shared the view that it was unlikely that the oil and gas
majors would be able to transform themselves in accordance with what is required, and are
therefore unlikely to continue to exist in the long term. A Trinity Responsible Investment Society
(TRIS) report, written by Trinity College students who had attended several AGMs to ask questions
and vote the College’s shares, suggested that such a form of shareholder engagement was unlikely
to be effective unless more resources – and senior voices from the College – were to be deployed (N.
Jones and Burrell 2019). In a college Bursars’ focus group, some expressed skepticism as to whether
engagement could deliver the required changes, but also felt that much has changed in just the past
year or two and there are no data from the new era. This may indeed be the case; “72% of S&P 500
companies reported engaging with shareholders in 2017, compared to just 6% in 2010” (Hill 2020c).
A panelist (and Cambridge alum) at the RINU-hosted event “Can Engagement Deliver
Decarbonisation?” similarly felt that serious engagement with oil and gas companies had only really
begun in the last 2 to 3 years.
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Shareholder engagement may have its niche besides. It appears to be effective in increasing firms’
spending on research and development; David et al (2001) find that for the 73 large industrial
companies in their sample, “[i]nstitutional activism increased R&D inputs over both the short and
long terms” and that “proxy-based activism is more effective than non-proxy-based activism in
enhancing R&D intensity”. Shareholder engagement may also help to influence other investors’
perception of a company’s risk; Vasi and King (2012) find that, for a sample of the 700 largest
companies in the US from 2004 to 2008, shareholder activism was able to influence the firms’
environmental risk rating – and such ratings, in turn, have a significant effect on financial
performance – whereas stakeholder activism was not. In a study of 600 stakeholder actions from
1971 to 2003, Eesley and Lenox (2006) find that “confrontational” stakeholder engagement such as
protests and boycotts are more likely than shareholder engagement to affect companies’
environmental performance. Indeed, companies are more likely to accede to the demands of a
boycott campaign if it generates a lot of media coverage (King 2008). Thus shareholder engagement
can be viewed as a mechanism to generate particular outcomes – such as shifts in perception of a
firm’s environmental risk, or increases in firms’ R&D spending – but not necessarily others such as
actual increases in environmental performance, which may be better achieved through direct
stakeholder pressure.
Legislation, or the threat of it, is by far the most important driver of corporate environmental
performance according to Dummett’s (2006) qualitative study of Australian and international
executives, while shareholder pressure plays a very minor role.127 Another study of shareholder
resolutions on hydraulic fracturing (fracking) from 2010 to 2016 shows that most of the resolutions
concerned disclosure, and that insufficient progress on the part of companies led investors to simply
lobby the US government to change regulations (Neville et al. 2019). Cook (2012) finds the same for
oil sands shareholder resolutions and disclosure-related securities regulation in Canada and the US.
Recall that Reid and Toffel (2009) find that shareholder resolutions are more likely to be successful
with companies that are threatened with future government regulations. A further study finds that
firms that engage in corporate political activity (lobbying and campaign contributions) are less likely
to engage with shareholders on issues relating to corporate social responsibility (Hadani, Doh, and
Schneider 2019), perhaps because they are directly countering the threat of legislation through
another channel and thus have less of a need to comply with shareholders’ requests.

Interestingly, the executives display a surprising level of support for corporate environmental legislation in
this study.
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On the basis of all of the above evidence, what would be reasonable to conclude about the efficacy
of shareholder engagement in terms of real-world environmental and social outcomes? Critics
charge that as a tactic engagement cannot deliver fundamental changes – just incremental changes
at best. Kolbel et al (2020) concur, saying that the impact of shareholder engagement “decreases as
the cost of the requested reforms rises, meaning that shareholder engagement is more likely to
trigger incremental improvements rather than transformative change” (13). Most engagement does
happen behind closed doors (Dyck et al. 2019; Mackenzie, Rees, and Rodionova 2013), although
Mackenzie et al (2013) note that shareholder resolutions are public. Shareholder resolutions are
indeed largely non-binding, and results in this quarter are poor regardless; most resolutions fail, and
a majority of those that pass or are withdrawn fail to be implemented. Those that are implemented
tend to fall into the category of disclosure only, leaving open the charge that there is indeed some
greenwashing – and delaying – going on in the field. Evidence of positive results are lacking, and
these results are incremental at best – if there is any real-world outcome at all (except, perhaps,
improved spending on R&D and small increases in benzene internalisation). By any threshold one
could devise as to the efficacy of a tactic for action on climate change and other social and
environmental issues, it would be difficult to deem shareholder engagement a success.
There may be some hopeful lessons among the reams of studies on the topic, however. As
mentioned in Section 4 (page 33), the combination of divestment and shareholder engagement may
increase the potency of each tactic in isolation – a sort of emergent property. Studies on the
FTSE4Good index find that companies at risk of being excluded from the index are more likely to
change their behaviour (Slager and Chapple 2016) and that engagement on environmental standards
is more effective for companies that face exclusion from the index128 (Mackenzie, Rees, and
Rodionova 2013). CalPERS’ threat to divest from Engie resulted in material changes to the company’s
coal exposure (Krane 2017). Admati and Pfleiderer (2009) suggest that the threat of exit may,
depending on circumstances, enhance active ownership.
Several studies suggest other factors that tend to improve engagement’s success levels. Hassel and
Semenova (2019) find “that successful forms of engagement dialogue target global companies with
higher levels of pre-engagement environmental, social and governance (ESG) performance, ESG
transparency, and operating performance than a matched sample”, and Kolbel et al (2020) suggest
that companies with higher ESG ratings or who have complied with previous requests are more likely

Glac (2014), in a review of literature on shareholder engagement and SRI screens, suggests that one of the
weaknesses of SRI exclusions is that they are unlikely to run in the same direction and therefore gaining a
“critical mass” to affect prices is very difficult – but that indices could be an impactful lever because it helps
concentrate exclusions on the same targets.
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to do so in future engagements. Sjostrom (2020), on the basis of a thorough review of the literature,
suggests a number of tactics that can improve engagement success, including making a strong
business case to the company, ensuring that the shareholder activist has a good reputation more
generally, targeting companies that are larger and consumer-facing, and more. Ertimur et al’s (2011)
aforementioned finding that voting against directors is more effective than shareholder resolutions
provides a further clue as to which tactics could improve the efficacy of shareholder engagement. It
is possible that, alongside a focus on outcomes other than disclosure, shareholder engagement
could become more effective than it currently is. It has not yet proven itself an effective tactic to
date, however.
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APPENDIX VI: IMPACT OF FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT ON FINANCIAL RETURNS
There have been more than 2000 studies of the effect of ESG (environmental, social, and
governance) investing on financial returns/stock price,129 with the vast majority indicating that there
is little to no negative effect and, indeed, sometimes a small positive effect on portfolios managed in
accordance with some form of ESG investing (Friede, Busch, and Bassen 2015).
The literature on the effect of fossil fuel divestment on portfolio performance is more limited. It
largely concludes that divestment has little to no risk-adjusted effect on portfolio returns, especially
in recent years. Fossil-free portfolios appear to have outperformed the market on a risk-adjusted
basis in 2011-2015 for the TSX 260 (Hunt and Weber 2019), from 2013-2018 for the MSCI ACWI
(covering over 3,000 stocks) (Sanzillo, Hipple, and Williams-Derry 2018), and since 2010 for the S&P
500 (Sanzillo and Hipple 2019). Halcoussis and Lowenberg (2019) concur that fossil-free portfolios
slightly outperformed the S&P 500 throughout 15 out of 16 sample time periods since the
divestment movement began – from 2010 to 2018.130 Fang et al (Fang, Tan, and Wirjanto 2019) find
that the energy, materials, and utilities sectors underperformed (sometimes significantly) the S&P
500 (US) and S&P TSX Composite (Canada) indices from 2007 to 2017; Henriques and Sadorsky
(2018) find that, in the timeframe 2005-2016, a fossil-free S&P500 portfolio with clean energy
outperforms a portfolio with fossil fuels, and that a fossil-free portfolio without clean energy slightly
outperforms its fossil fuel equivalent in most scenarios; and Diltz (1995) finds little impact on
performance from ethical screens across the board, but that good environmental performance is
somewhat rewarded by the markets. Andersson et al construct a low-carbon index (with 50% less
exposure to CO2 emissions) than the benchmark with equivalent returns (Andersson, Bolton, and
Samama 2016). A study (Plantinga and Scholtens 2016) of the fossil fuel sector from 1973 to 2015
finds no statistically significant difference in performance between portfolios with and without fossil
fuel stocks, although the former is the highest-performing sector (by a relatively small margin,
however, with a mean of 0.17% outperformance) throughout the period if one does not take risk
into account; if one does, it is worth noting that fossil-free portfolios are exposed to less systematic
risk. Once this risk is taken into account, the difference becomes statistically insignificant. The

The abundance of studies on this particular question stands in contrast to the dearth of climate-related
finance studies, especially in top finance journals (Diaz-Rainey, Robertson, and Wilson 2017).
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Studies that examine the financial effects of divestment on portfolio performance are right to choose a
post-2010 time period in that that it when the fossil fuel divestment movement began, although the past
decade has been particularly terrible for fossil fuel companies and thus some critics claim this amounts to
cherry-picking the data. That said, historical studies may have a bias as well, as they do not take into account
the present-day threats to the viability of the industry – particularly society’s increasing concern over climate
change and the growing cost-effectiveness of renewable alternatives.
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authors conclude, “fossil fuel stocks do not earn risk-adjusted returns that are statistically different
from zero and have significantly higher exposure to systematic risk. This suggests that the fossil fuel
investment restriction as such does not seem to harm investment performance” (ibid.). Regarding
diversification, they say, “the main result is that the impact of the restriction is very small for typical
investors. Portfolios with the restriction do not systematically differ in terms of risk and return from
portfolios without the restriction. For investors with a preference for less risky portfolios, however,
the restriction is likely to have a small and negative impact on their utility. For investors with a desire
for riskier portfolios, the restriction actually appears to be beneficial” (ibid.). A study of historic
(1927-2016) returns for 6 fossil-free (minus Carbon Underground 200 shares) and 6 unconstrained
US portfolios found that fossil-free funds’ risk-adjusted returns were comparable to those of
unconstrained funds and did not suffer from diversification issues (Trinks et al. 2018); “fossil fuel
company stocks do not outperform other stocks on a risk-adjusted basis and provide relatively
limited diversification benefits”, they conclude. For the five years after the advent of the divestment
movement the fossil fuel industry did underperform the market, they find, but this was likely due to
the oil price shock during those years (ibid.). Finally, a very long-term study by Cambridge scholars
Atta-Darkua and Dimson (2018) covering the years 1900-2018 in the UK and the US reveals several
interesting findings. First, the worst performer over 118 years in the US sample was coal, a $1 initial
investment in which would have generated $1,612 over the whole period (relative to tobacco, the
best performer, which would have generated $9.4 million) (Atta-Darkua and Dimson 2018, 121).
Over the period 1911 to 2017, oil outperformed the US market by an annualised mean of 0.88%,
underperformed in the period leading up to 1950 and (more dramatically) in the 25-year period
between 1975 and 1999 but outperformed from 1950-1974 and again from 2000-2017 (Atta-Darkua
2019, 118). In the UK sample across the same 118 years, oil underperformed the market, although
by a relatively small margin;131 a £1 investment in 1900 would have generated £31,078 relative to
the market’s 40,838 (ibid., 114).
Regarding the university endowment sector specifically, evidence suggests that US endowments
were already underweight fossil fuels by 2013, at a portfolio weighting of 2-3% (Ryan and Marsicano
2020, 14; Ansar, Caldecott, and Tilbury 2013). Using two statistical methods, one study observes no
evidence of negative performance consequences to divestment in their sample of 697 US college
and university endowments – of which only a small number had divested, however, making the
comparison group small – with evidence of minor outperformance in the cases of some of the larger

The U.S. data did not include an unbroken time series for oil, and the UK data did not include an unbroken
time series for coal, so the authors could not determine their overall return relative to the market over the
118-year period.
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universities and underperformance for one institution with a very small endowment (Ryan and
Marsicano 2020).
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2010

Many arrested during protests
against Keystone XL Pipeline

Carbon Tracker releases report Unburnable
Carbon, coining the term 'carbon bubble'

Hampshire College becomes the first
academic institution in the US to divest
from fossil fuels

The first US campus protests against fossil fuel
investment begin at Swarthmore College

2012

Key
Political Activity

Legal and Legislative Activity

Private Sector Activity

Durham University
commits to full
divestment

University of Edinburgh
commits to full divestment

University of Bristol commits to full
divestment within two years

World Bank commits to end financing for
upstream oil and gas after 2019

Republic of Ireland
becomes the first country
to divest its EUR 7.9bn
national investment fund

Canadian Federal Court of
Appeal overturns approval
of Kinder Morgan’s Trans
Mountain Pipeline

Equinor pulls out of the Great Australian Bight

Fracking pioneer Chesapeake Energy becomes
the largest US fracking company to file for
bankruptcy since the outbreak of Covid-19

BP, Total, and Shell announce
massive write-downs due to lower
oil price forecasts

Case filed by Oakland and California against
fossil fuel majors suing for financial support
for a climate mitigation fund revived and
sent back to district court

Oil price crashes to negative in the
wake of the outbreak of Covid-19
BlackRock joins Climate Action 100+
and announces a new climate policy
that includes coal exclusions …

Plans for a third runway at
Heathrow ruled illegal on climate
grounds in the UK Court of Appeal

BP releases plan to
become "net zero"
by 2050

BP announces 40% production cut by
2030 (but excludes 20% stake in Rosneft)

More than 50 coal companies have filed
for bankruptcy in the US since 2010

Dutch Urgenda case ruling upheld in Dutch supreme court
in favour of climate activists, ordering the Dutch state to
reduce GHG emissions by 25% by the end of 2020

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
passes landmark climate legislation
committing New Zealand to reduce
emissions to net zero by 2050

UK passes net-zero emissions target
by 2050 into law

Binding climate change
resolution at BP is endorsed
by the board and passes
with 99% support. The
resolution requires that BP
produce a Paris-aligned
business plan

Landmark legal ruling in
Australia: Gloucester Resources
Limited vs. Minister for
Planning, the first rejection of a
coal mine in Australia, in part
because of climate impacts

School strikes for climate
movement inspires protests in
more than 100 countries

Teck Resources
Ltd. abandons
Frontier mine
project in Canada

UK government announces a
halt to fracking

Global Climate Strike: 7.6
mn people in attendance

2020

More than 40 Christian organisations worldwide jointly
announce divestment from fossil fuels and call for a
green approach to Covid-19 economic recovery

University of
Oxford commits to
full divestment

University of California becomes the
largest university system in the US to
complete its divestment from fossil fuels,
divesting its USD 83bn endowment and
USD 70bn pension fund

Georgetown University
pledges to divest

University of Pennsylvania
announces it will not invest
in coal or tar sands

University of York
announces that they
have fully divested
from fossil fuels

University of Liverpool commits
to full divestment by 2022

Goldsmiths, University of
London, commits to divest
from companies that
generate more than 10%
of their revenue from
fossil fuel extraction

Brown University announces that it has
sold 90% of its fossil fuel investments
and has plans to remove the
remainder

University of British Columbia
confirms it will fully divest from fossil
fuels, ending a strudent hunger strike

Axa commits to exiting the coal
industry by 2030 in Europe and 2040
in the rest of the world, and also to
cease underwriting for coal fired
New York State
power projects larger than 300MW
Comptroller announces
that the state will divest
its over USD 200 billion
pension fund from 22
thermal coal companies

The Vatican calls
for Catholics to
divest from fossil
fuels

University of
Manchester commits
to full divestment and
decarbonising all
investments by 2038

University College London commits to
full divestment by the end of 2019

Jesuits in Britain divests its
GBP 400m equity portfolio
from fossil fuels

Pro-divestment protesters
storm the field during a
Harvard-Yale football game

The divestment movement
reports that funds
representing over USD 11
trillion in assets have
divested

The European Investment Bank
announces it will stop funding for
oil, gas, and coal projects by the
end of 2021

Norway's USD 1.1 trn sovereign
wealth fund divests from 95
companies dedicated to fossil fuel
exploration and production

Australian insurer QBE
commits to ending support
for thermal coal and coal
fired power

GoFossilFree celebrates its 1000th
institutional divestment
commitment representing almost
USD 8 trn in assets

Greta Thunberg nominated
for the Nobel Peace Prize

Landmark legal ruling in the Netherlands: Urgenda vs. the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, finding that the Dutch government
has a legal obligation to reduce GHG emissions by 25% by 2020

Extinction Rebellion (XR) rallies held
across Europe and the US

IPCC releases landmark Special Report on 1.5°C

Shell annual report acknowledges
divestment as a material risk to its
business

Axa commits to excluding
major coal producers and
ending investments and
insurance in key tar sands
producers and pipeline
companies

Cardiff University commits to end
fossil fuel investments by 2021

Lloyds Bank commits to
divesting from coal

University of Nottingham commits to
full divestment within 1 year

Generali agrees to limit
underwriting for coal

New York City commits to divest
its USD 189 bn pension funds
within five years

The American Medical Association
divests from fossil fuels

Allianz agrees to limit
underwriting for coal

Greta Thunberg begins striking from school, sparking "Fridays for
Future", the school strikes for climate movement

EU adopts Sustainable
Finance Action Plan

New Zealand bans all new permits
for offshore oil and gas
exploration

New York City files lawsuit against five
major oil companies for funds to protect
the city from climate damages

Establishment of the UK
Green Finance Task Force

2018

San Francisco and California both file
lawsuits against the five largest investorowned oil firms, seeking financial
compensation for climate damages

Shareholder resolution at ExxonMobil requesting the
company report on climate-related risk passes with 62%…

Kings College London commits to full
divestment within 5 years

Queens Belfast announces they
will end investments in fossil fuel
extraction and production
companies by 2025

More than 40 Catholic institutions
make the largest faith-based
divestment from fossil fuels thus far

The TCFD releases its final recommendations
proposing the use of forward-looking scenario
analysis in corporate financial disclosures

Law enforcement uses tear gas against protesters at
Dakota Access Pipeline protests

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe files a lawsuit
against the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
over the Dakota Access Pipeline

Coal mining company Peabody
Energy files for bankruptcy

The Financial Stability Board launches the industry-led
Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures …

UNFCCC Paris Agreement
adopted

President Obama rejects
Keystone XL pipeline

Shell abandons Arctic
drilling in Alaska

Official release of Pope Francis'
papal encyclical on climate
change: Laudato si'

Swedish power company Vattenfall disinvests, selling
off a German lignite coal mine to Czech EPH

2016

Yale divests just under USD 10mn
from two publicly traded fossil fuel
producers

University of Cambridge rules out
investments in coal and tar sands

The Norwegian sovereign
wealth fund, the world's
largest, excludes 52 coalrelated companies

London School of Economics commits to divest its
GBP 97.2mn endowment from coal and tar sands

University of Sheffield commits to full
divestment within a year

Governor of the Bank of England Mark
Carney gives a speech: 'Breaking the
Tragedy of the Horizon - Climate
Change and Financial Stability'

The Guardian Media Group commits to
selling fossil fuel investments, including
bonds and co-mingled funds

IPCC publishes a synthesis of its Fifth Assessment Report,
in preparation for the 2015 UNFCCC negotiations

People’s Climate March

Australian pension fund Local
Government Super commits to
divesting AUD 25mn from coal

Guardian and 350.org launch "Keep it
in the Ground" campaign

Nineteen fossil free
protesters arrested at Yale

University of the Arts London
commits to fully divesting its GBP
3.9mn endowment

University of Warwick
commits to full divestment

SOAS, University of London,
commits to full divestment by 2018

University of Oxford commits to divest
from coal and tar sands

Students blockade Harvard administrative
buildings in a week long protest

University of Glasgow becomes the
first European university to commit
to full fossil fuel divestment

The British Medical Association becomes the first
health organisation to commit to divestment

Boxtel, in the Netherlands, becomes the first
municipality in Europe to make a divestment
commitment

Stanford University
divests from coal

Brett Roche, an undergraduate at Harvard, is arrested
protesting Harvard's fossil fuel investments

Directly following the People's
Climate March and the UN
Climate Summit, the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund commits to
UN climate envoy Mary Robinson endorses
divest its USD 860mn fund from
the fossil fuel divestment movement
fossil fuels, bringing the
divested total to 700 institutions

The World Council of Churches, representing
0.5bn Christians, commits to divestment

Desmond Tutu calls for anti-Apartheid style
boycott of the fossil fuel industry

Harvard President Drew G. Faust reaffirms the
University's anti-divestment position

Divestment (bubbles sized according to size of overall endowment/fund where figures
available)

Civil Society Activity

350.org launches the "Do the Math" fossil free campaign in Seattle;
the Mayor of Seattle endorses divestment

Divest Harvard is founded and 72% of students vote
to support the divestment of Harvard’s endowment

Ten US cities including Berkeley, Boulder,
and Ithaca commit to pursue divestment

Al Gore endorses divestment

2014

Timeline of Divestment Activity in Response to Climate Change

APPENDIX VII: Apartheid and Fossil Fuel Divestment Timeline

The National Party wins SA election and begins
enforcing Apartheid policies

1950

Key
Legal Actions and Political Sanctions
South African Resistance
Shareholder Pressure
Divestment Commitments (Sized
proportionately where figures were
available
Actions of the Apartheid Regime
Formal End of Apartheid

1955

1965

Nelson Mandela is sentenced to life
imprisonment

The military wing of the African National Congress is
established in response to the Sharpeville massacre, and
Mandela takes the position of first commander in chief

President of the African National Congress and Nobel
Peace Laureate Albert Luthuli urges the international
community to impose economic sanctions on SA

The African National Congress and the Pan
Africanist Congress political parties are banned

Sharpeville massacre: South African police gun
down 69 people protesting the pass laws

1960

Albert Luthuli is killed in what is thought to
have been an assassination

1970

The Canadian government ends access to its
Export Development Corporation facilities
for sales to the Apartheid Regime

United Nations Security Countil imposes a
mandatory arms embargo against SA

The Swedish government
enacts legislation
prohibiting Swedish
businesses from owning
companies in SA or owned
by South Africans

All Black Consciousness organisations
are made illegal in SA

GM board member Reverand Leon
Sullivan develops the Sullivan Principles, a
voluntary code of conduct for companies
operating in SA

United Nations General Assembly
suspends SA

The Norwegian government ceases granting
export credit guarantees for trade with SA

US investors file Apartheidrelated shareholder
resolutions

Pennsylvania introduces a bill on
divestment, prohibiting state financial
transactions with SA

The Multiparty Negotiation
Forum to end Apartheid holds
its first meeting

South African regime releases political
prisoner Walter Sisulu as part of its JP Morgan withdraws from the processing
financial negotiations
of American Depository Receipts with SA

Dell is forced to end relationship
with its South African distributor
due to purchasing restriction
legislation in LA and Michigan

The Olympics ends its ban on South
African participation

Nelson Mandela released
after 27 years in prison

1995

Nelson Mandela elected President in SA’s
first democratic national elections

South African political parties' negotiations
conclude with agreement on new
constitution that establishes key civil rights
for non-White South Africans

A referendum held among White South
Africans on whether to end Apartheid
receives 68.6% support

The ruling National Party’s 1989 manifesto states: "boycotts,
sanctions and disinvestment have strained the economy of
the country and of every business and household"

Due to the debt crisis,
A bill passed in the US House of
SA is unable to gain
Representatives mandates
access to foreign loans
withdrawal of US companies from
SA (does not reach the Senate)

US Budget Reconciliation Act passes,
including an amendment that
effectively doubles tax on US …

US passes the Comprehensive AntiApartheid Act, which restricts new
investment in SA

Denmark passes a resolution ending Danish
investment in SA and banning Danish
tankers from transporting oil to SA

US investors file Apartheid-related
shareholder resolutions

Reverend Sullivan calls for US companies to
withdraw from SA and for a full political embargo
if Apartheid is not fully abolished within 24
months

French government bans all new
investment in SA

Reverend Sullivan
withdraws from the
Sullivan Principles
program and calls for
economic sanctions
against SA

Mandela is elected
president of the African
National Congress

US investors file ApartheidUS investors file
Bishop Desmond Tutu accepts
related shareholder resolutions
Apartheid-related
Many
central Apartheid
the Nobel Peace Prize
shareholder resolutions
laws repealed
US investors file Apartheid-related
Mass uprisings begin in Sebokeng
shareholder resolutions
and spread across SA's townships
European
Community votes to ban new
investments in, and imports of iron and
US investors file Apartheid-related
gold coins from, SA. Japan bans imports
shareholder resolutions
of iron and steel (but not iron ore)
President De Klerk delivers
"Quantum Leap" speech marking
South African government
the beginning of the end of
announces the creation of a special
US investors file
Apartheid, announcing the unpost to coordinate action against
Apartheid-related
overseas divestment campaigns
shareholder resolutions banning of the ANC, the release of
Nelson Mandela, and an end to the
state of emergency

United Nations General Assembly endorses an
academic, cultural, and sports boycott of SA

US investors file Apartheid-related
shareholder resolutions

SA imposes an unprecedented unilateral
moratorium on the repayment of
principal on foreign loans

The newly-formed Congress of South African Trade
Unions declares its full support for divestment

US investors file Apartheidrelated shareholder resolutions

New Jersey State terminates USD 50m contract
with Shell over its dealings in SA

New York City
Employees
Retirement System
divests USD 526m

Dartmouth College
commits to divest USD
11.5m

1990

Nelson Mandela meets the Commonwealth Eminent
Persons Group while incarcerated in Pollsmoor Prison
to negotiate a peaceful end to Apartheid

Commonwealth leaders adopt
economic sanctions against SA

Bank of America and other major US banks
follow Chase Manhattan in refusing to renew
short-term loans to the SA government

Californian Divestiture
Bill is passed

Citicorp sells its
subsidiary in SA

Ford cuts its operations in SA,
selling off most of its truckand car-making interests

University of Pennsylvania passes a
resolution on divestment, warning
investee companies that they have
two years to withdraw from SA

University of California commits to
divesting their USD 3.1bn endowment

IBM sells their South
African subsidiary

First Bank
System ceases
new loans to SA

1985

Widespread boycott of White-owned
shops by Black South Africans

Withdrawal of loans from major banks precipitates a debt crisis; SA loses USB 1bn per month in short-term
credit; value of the South African Rand falls to an all-time low of 35 cents (losing 75% in value over 4 years)

1980

Columbia becomes
the first Ivy League
Legislatures/Councils of Massachusetts, school to commit to
full divestment
Michigan, Connecticut, Philadelphia, and
Wilmington mandate divestment of an
estimated USD 300m

General Electric pulls out of a
major mining project in SA, in
part due to divestment
pressures in Connecticut where
the company's headquarters
are based

Morgan Guaranty Trust (the fifth largest
Cornell divests USD 12.2m
bank in the US) announces it will stop
between 1981-6
Microsoft announces they havelending to the South African government
and government-owned companies
ended direct software
shipments and ended their
relationship with their South
African distributor

North Carolina National Bank Corp, the
bank with the largest lending to SA, ends
all new loans to the country

Xerox terminates its distribution
agreement in SA

Merrill Lynch announces
it will cease handling
trades in securities of
South African
companies

Hawaii and Virginia adopt
divestment policies resulting in the
divestment of USD 1bn

The largest remaining US
companies, Mobil and
Goodyear, withdraw from
SA; Mobil had over USD
400m in assets in SA

Chase Manhattan Bank becomes the
first large US bank to refuse to renew
short-term loans to the SA government

11 states, 36 cities, 4 counties, and
one United States territory (Virgin
Islands) had enacted legislation
restricting public fund investment
and/or purchasing related to SA
(divestment of approximately USD
5bn from US companies and banks
involved with SA)

Harvard Endowment
partially divests after
enormous student
pressure (sale of
share worth USD
230m)

Florida prohibits the
purchase of South
African equities

Barclays Bank withdraws from SA
operations; other banks follow suit

Vanderbilt
divests USD
1.6m

GM announces withdrawal
from SA; many other US
companies follow

Brown University divests USD
20.5m between 1984-88

Over 30 colleges and universities
had divested more than USD 100m
from banks and corporations
conducting business in SA by 1976

Sheffield (UK) pledges to end links with
the Apartheid regime including the
withdrawal of investments in companies
with South African interests

Michigan State University sells
stock with links to SA valued at
USD 9m

Ohio University sells USD 38,000 in
stock with links to SA

Unrest and police violence in SA leads to over 200 deaths and 4000 arrests, triggered by a new South
African Constitution that deprived non-White South Africans of political and citizenship rights

Soweto Uprising: demonstration against the Afrikaans
language requirement for Black African students that
escalated into widespread protests

OPEC places an embargo on the sale
of oil to South Africa

Church of Christ proposes the first Apartheid-focused resolution at
Mobil's AGM requesting better conditions for black employees

1975

Connecticut passes a law requiring divestment from companies with links to SA
unless they comply with certain criteria (estimate of USD 70m in assets sold)

Timeline of Divestment Activity in Response to the Apartheid Regime in South Africa (SA)

The African National Congress Youth League is
established; initiatives are set up by Nelson
Mandela, Jordan Ngubane, and Walter Sisulu

1945

Students demonstrate at Chase
Manhattan’s US headquarters to
protest its loans to SA

Massive student demonstrations
against Apartheid at Stanford
University, resulting in 294 arrests

Hampshire College becomes
the first college to divest from
SA

Yale University adopts an investment policy for SA
and subsequently Yale divests from 17 companies
doing business in SA (~USD 23m market value)

University of Wisconsin divests
holdings with links to SA valued at
USD 10m

The University of Massachusetts
commits to full divestment

Harvard University sells
USD 50m in Citicorp
because of its loan to the
South African government

Bank of Boston ceases
new loans to SA

Stanford University threatens to sell just under
USD 4.7m in Motorola stock if it continues to
sell to the South African military or police;
Motorola ceases sales to the South African
military as a result

Investment Office and Investment Board Briefing Note to Council
Executive Summary
Anthropogenic climate change, ecological destruction, and biodiversity loss present an existential
threat, with severe risks to humankind and all other life on Earth. The Investment Office and the
Investment Board, as stewards of the Cambridge University Endowment Fund (“CUEF” or “the
Fund"), share the concerns of the Regent House for sustainability as it relates to the environment.
To meet those concerns, the Investment Office will embark on the following ambitious
programme, which aims to align the Fund’s investment portfolio with the University’s
determination to contribute to the decarbonisation of the global economy:


By December 2020, the Fund will redeem from all investments with conventional
energy-focused public equity managers;



By 2025, the Investment Office aims to have allocated significant capital to renewable
energy assets which have a return profile appropriate for the Fund;



By 2030, the Investment Office aims to have no meaningful direct or indirect exposure
to fossil fuels in the Fund’s portfolio;



The longer-term ambition of the Investment Office is to achieve net zero greenhouse
gas emissions from the Fund’s investment portfolio, in line with the University’s
previously-announced programme to reduce its own emissions to net zero.

The Investment Office has recruited a Sustainable Investment Officer to oversee the Fund’s
transition and seek out fossil fuel-free investment opportunities that will allow the Investment Office
to reduce portfolio-level greenhouse gas emissions while meeting its fiduciary duty to maximise
returns for its investors.
Enhanced information will be required from the CUEF’s fund managers on the carbon impact and
wider environmental and social impacts of their portfolios, in order to make accurate assessments of
risk.
As part of its commitment to the University’s wider mission to society and education, the Investment
Office will partner with the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership (CISL) to provide
current fund managers, who combined have more than $250 billion under management, with
access to high quality resources and research on sustainable finance.
As a charity, the University’s main activities of teaching, learning and research are not intended to
be profit-making. Accordingly the support the Fund provides is critical to the success and
sustainability of the University and its ability to contribute to society. Over the past decade more
than £750m has been paid out of the Fund to support more than 800 research, teaching and other
activities across the University.
A specific example of support by the Fund is the provision of a significant proportion of the income
for Cambridge Zero, the University’s flagship Climate Change initiative -- with more than a thousand
researchers seeking solutions from developing the next generation of power and heating systems to
re-imagining the future of transport, cities and a global economy without fossil fuels.

The Case for Decarbonisation
The Investment Office acknowledges that the harm carbon-based fuels cause to the environment
and society is not currently captured in market prices, with resulting implications for future
investment returns. The Investment Office and Investment Board are therefore committed to the
principle of achieving net zero anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions globally, in line with the
ambitions of the Paris Agreement and supported by the University through Cambridge Zero, among
other initiatives. We believe that this principle is consistent with the primary fiduciary duty of the
Investment Board and Investment Office to ensure the financial sustainability of the CUEF and the
long-term growth and protection of Fund assets for the benefit of all current and future stakeholders.
To align with net zero and fulfil their fiduciary duty, the Investment Office and Investment Board
have adopted a strategy, outlined below, that aims to maximise the Fund’s positive impact on the
environment while, at the same time, securing its financial future.
The ambition of the Investment Office is to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions from
the Fund’s investment portfolio, in line with the University’s previously-announced
programme to reduce its own emissions to net zero. Our recommended implementation strategy
is based on three interrelated pillars:




Investing to achieve a transition to net zero;
Engaging to decarbonise the real economy; and
Reporting with transparency and accountability to our stakeholders.

To execute this strategy, the CIO has recruited senior investment professionals with significant
experience in engagement and stewardship, including the Fund’s first Sustainable Investment
Officer, who has substantial experience developing and leading responsible investment approaches
on behalf of institutional investors. The Sustainable Investment Officer will be responsible for
monitoring the sustainability profile of the CUEF portfolio and the Investment Office’s engagement
strategy. The new team has already made a number of important changes to the Fund’s decisionmaking process, investment portfolio, and stakeholder engagement approach.
This short paper sets out why we believe the three pillars outlined above are critical to our strategy
and how we intend to act upon them.
1.

Investing to achieve a transition to net zero

The Investment Office team has recently been rebuilt following the recruitment of a new Chief
Investment Officer (“CIO”) who joined the Investment Office in January 2020. The new CIO has
explicitly committed to ensuring the CUEF is positioned to prosper in a future net zero economy. In
order to transition to a net zero economy, global dependence on fossil fuels must be dramatically
reduced and the pace of development of renewable alternatives must be accelerated. The
Investment Office is committed to eliminating investments in fossil fuel-focused funds in the CUEF
as quickly as possible, in a manner consistent with the Fund’s successful investment model. The
Investment Office is also actively researching the addition of renewable energy and other
investments consistent with a sustainable future energy mix to the portfolio.
How will we achieve our aims?
The Investment Office and the Investment Board recognise that climate change is a threat requiring
urgent attention and action on a global scale. However, climate change is not a simple issue in
relation to endowed assets. Its complexity demands a thoughtful and careful treatment, which will
allow the CUEF to continue to support Cambridge in the pursuit of its academic mission, while
acknowledging the myriad risks of a changing climate and positioning the portfolio for a zero-carbon
future. On this basis, our ambition is to invest to achieve a transition of the investment
portfolio to net zero, in a manner consistent with the Fund’s successful investment model,
and in conjunction with ongoing active engagement with our fund managers.

The CUEF does not directly hold any investments in any fossil fuel securities and will exit all
investments in public equity managers specialising in conventional energy investments by
December 2020. However, like most major endowments, the CUEF portfolio is comprised largely of
investments in funds managed by third parties, which may occasionally hold such assets. The
Investment Office has analysed the holdings of these indirectly held investments; as at 31st
December 2019, 2.8% percent of the Fund’s indirect holdings relate to the conventional energy
industry, including fossil fuels. This exposure is significantly lower than the FTSE 100 (14%) or the
MSCI All Country World Index (6%) as at the same date.
Cambridge’s strategy of investing through third party fund managers has been very successful for
the University, delivering excess returns of 1.2% per year - or a total of £309 million - above the
endowment’s passive benchmark since the inception of the current model of management in 2008.
The CUEF’s indirect exposure to fossil fuel securities is typically embedded in larger generalist (i.e.
not energy focussed) funds, or market indices. Energy related investments in turn typically
comprises a small proportion of these generalist portfolios. Were we to eliminate all indirect
conventional energy holdings immediately, we would be forced to abandon our hitherto highly
successful investment model as we would severely restrict our access to talented external fund
managers. The Investment Office estimates that full redemption from 50% of its current (or potential
replacement) fund investments would be needed to eliminate fossil fuel exposure entirely in the
near-term. Without the right external fund managers, investment returns will revert to average
levels at best; applying the historic 1.2% annual outperformance to the CUEF’s entire value as at 31
December 2019 would imply a reduction of approximately £40m per year in investment returns1.
This reduction would negatively impact teaching and research budgets without reducing carbon
emissions into the environment.
Despite the challenge outlined above, the Investment Office believes that fossil fuel exposure can
be reduced to a de minimis level over time, in partnership with external fund managers, if a
considered approach is taken. By 2030 the ambition of the Investment Office is to have no
meaningful direct or indirect exposure to fossil fuels in the Fund’s portfolio.
What We Are Doing Now
Since the appointment of the new team the Investment Office has made the decision to exit
all investments with public equity managers specialised in conventional energy investment
by December 2020.


Zero fossil fuel exposure in direct holdings. The CUEF commits to not investing directly in
any fossil fuel-related securities. This commitment includes energy equipment and services, oil,
gas and consumable fuels such as thermal coal.



Continued reduction in conventional energy exposure. The Fund already has a significantly
lower exposure to fossil fuel companies than the market weight. The CUEF will continue to
reduce its exposure to conventional energy-focused investments in the CUEF’s real assets
portfolio as quickly as possible, in a manner consistent with the Fund’s successful investment
model. The longer-term ambition of the Investment Office is to have no meaningful direct or
indirect exposure to fossil fuels in the Fund’s portfolio by 2030.



Transition to renewable energy. The Investment Office is actively investigating investment
opportunities in the renewable energy sector. We will allocate significant capital to the sector as
soon as investments with an acceptable return profile can be identified.

This estimate is based on the 31st December 2019 net asset value (“NAV”) of £3.5 billion. As the NAV of the CUEF rises,
the absolute outperformance would continue to rise and to compound commensurately. A full discussion of divestment
tactics and the impact of short-term divestment to achieve 0% exposure to fossil fuels is covered in the Divestment Report.
1



Selecting Fossil Free options where available. The Investment Office will seek out fossil free
options alongside unconstrained fund alternatives, where available. Where other factors are
equal, the Investment Office will select a fossil free option as the preferred option and indeed is
already in discussions with one incumbent fund manager to transfer the CUEF’s investment to a
fossil free strategy.

2. Engaging to decarbonise the real economy
The Investment Office is committed to using the University’s influence to engage with fund
managers across the entire Fund – including the more than 97% of assets not currently invested in
energy securities – to reduce emissions from underlying portfolio companies in a manner consistent
with a rapid transition to a net zero global economy. This commitment reflects the fact that the
entire economy needs to decarbonise rapidly in order to meet climate change objectives. Hence,
engagement with companies across a wide range of industries is likely to have a far
greater impact on carbon emissions than divestment alone.
How will we achieve our aims?
What We Are Doing Now
Pilot engagements are already in place; for example the Investment Office has initiated
engagement with a UK listed equity manager in the CUEF portfolio regarding an
investment in UK airlines. The manager has responded positively, including raising our
concerns with company management.


Rigorous sustainability due diligence. The newly-appointed Sustainable Investment Officer
will design and implement due diligence processes to assess fund managers’ capabilities in
engaging to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from underlying portfolios across all sectors.



Enhanced measurement of environmental risk. We will demand information from our fund
managers on the carbon impact and wider environmental and social impacts of their portfolios,
in order to make accurate assessments of risk. Changing behaviours and fuel sources will
require sustained intelligent policy and choices based on data. Measurement and disclosure are
cornerstones of a successful transition to an economy that reflects the central goals of the Paris
Agreement.



Enhanced monitoring of the CUEF portfolio. The Sustainable Investment Officer will conduct
an annual review with investment managers to discuss their sustainability policies and
engagement efforts. The bar for continued inclusion in the portfolio will be progressively raised
for managers who do not meet our expectations in this area.



Integration with University-based experts. The Investment Office is in active discussion with
the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership, among others, to develop workshops and
access to technical sustainability expertise to support the engagement efforts of incumbent fund
managers. Initial interactions with fund managers suggest that many are eager to participate in
such programmes, which the Investment Office will facilitate.



Leveraging the broader investment community. To strengthen its internal resources, the
Investment Office will join the Transition Pathway Initiative and the Institutional Investors Group
on Climate Change; high impact organisations that can bring further knowledge and inform on
best practise in the areas of investment sustainability and stewardship.

3. Reporting with transparency and accountability to our stakeholders.
The new CIO is committed to a significantly higher level of transparency around the composition
and performance of the CUEF than has been the case historically. The Investment Office will
measure progress against the investment and engagement objectives discussed above and will
report back to stakeholders on a frequent and consistent basis. Objectives will become more
precise and challenging over time as we work with asset managers and the broader industry to
improve investment product availability, data quality and reporting systems.
How will we achieve our aims?
What We Are Doing Now
The Investment Office will hold an annual “town hall” meeting, open to all members of the
University.


Increased transparency to investors and stakeholders. The new CIO is committed to
providing both significantly increased detail on the portfolio and meaningfully enhanced access
to the Investment Office team to its investors2. Initiatives already include a quarterly investor call
and will be expanded to include portfolio look-through analyses, performance attribution and
individual annual meetings with each investor.



Explicit reporting on Sustainability. The Sustainable Investment Officer will provide a full
report annually to the Investment Board on the Investment Office’s adherence to its investment
and engagement commitments, including analysis of the carbon emissions intensity of the Fund;
highlights will be made public in the Fund’s annual report.



Involving the Cambridge community. An internship will be offered annually for at least one
Cambridge student who has shown commitment to sustainable investment activities to assist the
Investment Office in reporting its activities to stakeholders.

Conclusion
The Investment Office and the Investment Board recognise that climate change is a threat requiring
urgent attention and action on a global scale. However, climate change is not a simple issue in
relation to endowed assets. Its complexity demands a thoughtful and careful treatment, which will
allow the CUEF to continue to support Cambridge in the pursuit of its academic mission, while
acknowledging the myriad risks of a changing climate and positioning the portfolio for a zero-carbon
future. On this basis, our ambition is to invest to achieve a transition of the investment
portfolio to net zero greenhouse gas emissions, in line with the University’s determination to
contribute to the decarbonisation of the global economy. We will pursue this goal in a manner
consistent with the Fund’s successful investment model, and in conjunction with ongoing active
engagement with our fund managers. We will report with consistency and transparency on
progress to stakeholders as this strategy is implemented. We believe that this three-pronged
strategy of investing, engaging and reporting is the best way to leverage the capital and influence of
the University and the CUEF to reduce emissions in the economy and drive towards net zero. We
look forward to working with our stakeholders over the coming months and years to achieve our
goals.

2

Investors in the Fund, which are all connected to the University, include the University and, since 2010, a number of its
Colleges and various charitable trusts connected with the University.

